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THE TEXT: POEMS #56-#138 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #56: On little Regina ColIyer on the same Tombstone. 

Artifacts: 107 (8r), 151 (p. 2), 775 (p. 7), 776 (p. [354]), 64 (p. 

158), 67 (p. 78), 69 (p. 78), 78 (p. 78) 

The version of poem #56 found in MS 775 has been selected as the 

copytext because it is in the hand of Katherine Philips. MS 776 and 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 always substantively agree with one another 

and with MS 775 in the 6-line poem. MS 151 is also very close to MS 

775, with only one minor verbal variant: in line 2, MS 151 has "or** 

for "and". MS 107 varies against all other artifacts in lines 3, 5, 

and 6. Although the brevity of the poem and the small number of sub

stantive variants make a conclusion difficult to draw, the evidence 

available suggests that two versions of poem #56 circulated: one 

found in MS 775 (witnessed by MSS 151 and 776, and texts 64, 67, 69, 

and 78) and one found in MS 107. 
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On little Regina ColIyer 

on the same Tombstone. 

Vertues blossom, beautys bud, 

The pride of all that's faire, and good 

By deaths fierce hand was snatched hence 

In her state of innocence 

Who by it, this advantage gain's 

Her wages got without her paines. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #56: On little Regina ColIyer on the same Tombstone. 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: On the Death of little Regina Collier. 107; on Little 

Regina Collier on the same Tombstone. 151; On little Regina 

Col Iyer on the same Tombstone. 775; On Little Regina 

Collier, on the same Tomb=stone. 776; On the little Regina 

Collier, on the same Tomb=stone. 64; On the little Regina 

Collier, on the same Tomb=stone. 67-78. 

2 and] or 151. 

3 fierce] grim 107. 

4 innocence] '*': 776 64-78. 

5 this] OM 107. 

6 wages] wayes 107. paines.] '*"' 107. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #57: Friendship. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 96-97), 775 (pp. [130, 128, 126rev]), 776 (pp. 

367-[368]), 64 (pp.158-61), 67 (pp. 78-79), 69 (pp. 78-

79), 78 (pp. 78-79) 

The earliest version of poem #57, MS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. MS 151 is 

related to MS 775 (11. 55, 56), but because MS 151 varies several 

times in its verbals (11. 5, 22, 28, 39, 47) from MS 775 in the 56-

line poem, MS 151 appears to descend from a revised version of MS 775. 

MS 776, while related to MS 775 (11. 55, 56), also varies many times 

in its verbals from MS 775 (11. 7, 23, 27, 28, 39), indicating that MS 

776 also descends from a revised version of MS 775. Readings in lines 

5, 22, 23, and 47 show that MS 776 and MS 151 do not descend from the 

same revised version of MS 775. MS 776 and text 64 are directly relat

ed: they agree substantively in all lines. In lines 55 and 56, texts 

67, 69, and 78 significantly vary from all other artifacts. Thus, it 

appears that three revised versions of poem #57 in MS 775 circulated: 

one witnessed by MS 151, one by MS 776 and text 64, and one by texts 

67, 69, and 78. 
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Friendship. 

Let the dull brutish world that know not love 

Continue heretiques and disapprove 

That noble flame, but the refined know 

Tis all the heaven, we have here below. 

Nature subsists by Love, and they ty 5 

Things to their causes but by Sympathy. 

Love chaine's the differing Elements, in one 

Great harmony, linked to the heavenly throne, 

And as on Earth so the blest quire above 

Of Saints and Angel Is are maintain'd by love, 10 

That is their business, and felicity 

And will be so to all eternity. 

That is the Ocean, our affections here 

Are but streams borrowd from the fountaine there. 

And 'tis the noblest argument to prove 15 

A beauteous mind that it knows how to love. 

Those kind impressions which fate can controule 

Are heavens mintage, on a worthy soule. 

For love is all the arts epitomy, 

And is the summe of all divinity. 20 

'VA 6 Sympathey.] 

13 That] ?her€ -> That 

16 love.] "", 
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Hee's worse then beast that cannot love, and yet 

It is not bought by money, paines, or wit 

So no chance nor design can spirits move 

But the eternal destiny of Love. 

For when two soules are changd and mixed soe 25 

It is what they, and none but they can doe. 

And this is friendship that abstracted flame 

Which creeping mortalIs know not how to name. 

All love is sacred, and the marriage ty 

Hath much of Honour, and divinity, 30 

But lust, design, or some unworthy ends 

May mingle there, which are despis'd by friends. 

Passion hath violent extreams, and thus 

All oppositions are contiguous, 

So when the end is serv'd the love will bate 35 

If friendship make it not more fortunate. 

Friendship! that Loves elixar that pure fire 

Which burn's the clearer 'cause it burn's the higher. 

For Love like earthy fires (which will decay 

If the material] fuell be away) 40 

Is with offensive smoake accompany'd 

And by resistance onely is supply'd 

28 name.] ", 

34 contiquous,] '*'. 
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But friendship like the fiery element 

With it's own heat, and nourishment content 

(Where neither hurt, nor smoke, nor noise is made) 45 

Scorn's the assistance of a forreign ayde. 

Friendship (like Heraldry) is hereby known 

Richest when plainest, bravest when alone; 

Calme as a Virgin, and more inocent 

Then sleeping Doves are, and as much content 50 

As saints in visions, quiet as the night 

But cleare and open as the summers light, 

United more then spirits facultys 

Higher in thoughts then are the Eagles eys. 

Free as first agents; are true friends, and kind 55 

As but themselves 1 can no likeness find. 

48 plainest,] '"; 

52 light,] '̂'̂  

54 eys,] '". 

55 agents] "; 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #57: Friendship. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Friendship. 151 775 776; Friendship. 64-78. 

3 flame,] "-; 776 64-78. 

4 we have] that we haue 151. 

5 and they] the learned 151; and they doe 776 64-78. 

6 Sympathy.] ""̂  775. 

7 differing] different 776 64-78. 

8 throne,] "-. 776 64-78. 

10 love,] '"; 776 64-78. 

12 eternity.] "': 151. 

13 That] ^fhere -> That 775. 

14 there,] ""̂  151; '". 776 64-78. 

16 love.] "", 775; "': 67. 

17 Those] These 151. 

22 bought by] for 151; bought for 776 64-78. wit] "'; 776 64-
78. 

23 So] For 151 776 64-78. chance] change 776 64. nor] or 
151 776 64-78. 

24 Love.] "': 776 64-78. 

25 For] And 151 776 64-78. 

26 doe,] "-. 151 776 64-78. 

27 And this] This, this 151 776 64-78. 
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28 creeping] groueling 151 776 64-78. name.] "', 775. 

30 divinity,] '". 776 64-78. 

32 friends.] '", 151. 

34 contiguous,] "-. 151 775 776 64-78. 

35 the] their 776 64-78. 

36 fortunate,] "': 776 64-78. 

37 Friendship!] ""̂  151; "', 776 64-78. 

38 higher,] ""̂  151; "'. 776 64-78. 

39 earthy] earthly 151 776 64-78. 

42 supply'd] '*'. 151; -": 776 64-78. 

45 (Where] '"^ 151 776 64-78. made)] ""̂  151; '^, 776 64-78. 

47 (like Heraldry)] like Heraldry 776. hereby] thereby 151. 

48 plainest,] "'; 775. alone;] '"j 151. 

51 visions,] '"; 776 64-78. night] "'. 776; "', 64-78. 

52 light,] ""̂  775; "'; 776 64-78. 

54 eys,] ""̂  151; "'. 775; "'; 776 64-78. 

55 Free as first] What shall 1 67-78. agents] ^', 775; say? 67-
78. are true friends, and kind] when we true friends are grown 
67-78. 

56 As but] Ware l i k e — 67-78. themselves] their selues 776 
64; Alas 67-78. I can no likeness] Ware like our selves 67-78. 
find.] ""̂  151; alone. 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poei #58: The Enquiry. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 50-51), 776 (pp. 259-61), 64 (pp. 162-65), 67 

(pp. 80-81), 69 (pp. 80-81), 78 (pp. 80-81) 

Manuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #58 because it is the most re

liable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). Readings in lines 

15, 25, 35, 44, and 47 show that MS 776 does not descend from the same 

source as MS 151 or texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 in the 48-line poem. 

Text 64 probably does not come from the same source as texts 67, 69, 

and 78 or as MS 151 as demonstrated by the verbal variants in lines 

18, 19, 28, 34, and 45. Since the verbal differences between MS 151 

and texts 67, 69, and 78 are minor and few (11. 31, 35, 41, 42), MS 

151 and texts 67, 69, and 78 likely derive from the same source. 

Thus, the relationships among the artifacts suggest that three ver

sions of poem #58 circulated: one witnessed by MS 151 and texts 67, 

69, and 78; one by MS 776; and one by text 64. 
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The Enquiry. 

1. 

If we no old historians name 

Authentique will admitt 

But thinke all said of friendships fame 

But poetry and wit 

Yet what's reuered by minds so pure 5 

Must be a bright Idea sure. 

2. 

But as our immortalitie 

By inward sense we find 

ludging that if it could not be 

It would not be design'd 10 

So heare, how could such copyes fall 

If there were no original]. 

3. 

But if truth be in auncient song 

Or story we beleiue 

If the inspird and greater throng 15 

Haue scorned to deceiue 

There haue been hearts whose friendship gaue 

Them thoughts at once, both soft and braue. 

16 deceiue,] "̂^ 
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4. 

Among that consecrated few 

Some more seraphick shade 20 

Lend me a fauourable clew 

Now mists my eyes invade. 

Why hauing filld the world with fame 

Left you so little of your flame? 

5. 

Why is't so difficult to see 25 

Two bodyes and one minde 

And why are those who else agree 

So differently kind? 

Hath nature such fantastique art 

That she can vary euery heart? 30 

6. 

Why are the bonds of friendship ty'ed 

With so remisse a knot 

That by the most it is defyed 

And by the rest forgot.? 

22 invade.] '̂, 

24 flame?] ""̂  
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Why do we step with so slight sense 35 

From friendship to indifference? 

7. 

If friendship sympathy impart 

Why this ill shuffled game 

That heart can neuer meet with heart 

Or flame encounter flame? 40 

What doth this crueltie create,? 

Is it th'intrigue of loue or fate? 

8. 

Had friendship nere been knowne to men 

(The ghost at last confest) 

The world had been a stranger then 45 

To all that heauen posses'd. 

But could it all be heare acquir'd 

Not heauen it selfe would be desir'd. 

36 indifference?] ". 

38 game] "-? 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #58: The Enquiry. 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: The Enquiry. 151; The Enquiry 776; The Enquiry. 64-78, 

4 and] or 64-78. wit] "', 776; '": 64-78. 

10 design'd] "'. 776; "-: 64-78. 

12 original 1.] "'? 776 64-78. 

15 greater] grauer 776 67-78. 

16 deceiue,] '"'̂  151; -"; 64-78. 

18 braue.] grave. 64. 

19 few] Crew 64. 

22 invade.] "', 151. 

24 flame?] '^^ 151. 

25 difficult] rare a thing 776. 

26 minde] *"? 776 64-78. 

28 differently] difficultly 64. 

30 can] must 776. 

31 bonds] bands 64-78. 

34 rest] most 64. forgot.?] "'? 776 64-78. 

35 step] pass 776. slight] light 64-78. 

36 indifference?] '". 151. 

38 game] '"? 151; -", 64-78. 

39 heart] -"? 776; "", 64-78. 
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40 Or] Nor 776. 

41 doth] does 776 64-78. create,?] "'? 776 64-78. 

42 Is it th'intrigue] Is't the Intrigue 64-78. 

44 (The] '^'^ 776. last] length 776. confest)] "", 776. 

45 been] then 64. then] been 64. 

47 But] And 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #59: To my Lucasia in defence of declared friendship. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 47-49), 775 (pp. [110], [108], [106], [104], 

[102]rev), 776 (pp. 327-[330]), 64 (pp. 165-71), 67 (pp. 

82-85), 69 (pp. 82-85), 78 (pp. 82-85) 

The earliest version of poem #59, MS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. MS 151 is 

related to MS 775 (11. 21, 68, 70), but the large number of minor 

verbal variants in MSS 151 and 775 shows that MS 151 does not directly 

descend from MS 775: 11. 3, 29, 46, 52, 67. MS 776 is also connect

ed to MS 775 (11. 21, 62, 67), but readings in lines 11, 19, 22, 23, 

28, and 51 show that MS 776 does not directly descend from either MS 

775 or MS 151. Verbal variants in lines 47, 59, and 73 indicate that 

text 64 comes from a source other than MSS 775, 151, 776 or texts 67, 

69, and 78. Readings in lines 12, 62, 68, and 70 reveal that texts 

67, 69, and 78 vary from MSS 775, 151, and 776. Thus, the relation

ships among the artifacts indicate that four revised versions of MS 

775 circulated: one witnessed by MS 151, one by MS 776, one by text 

64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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To my Lucasia in defence of 

declared friendship. 

0! my Lucasia let us speak our Love 

And think not that impertinent can be 

Which to us both doe's such assurance prove 

And whence we find how lustly we agree. 

2. 

Before we knew the treasures of our Love 5 

Our noble ayms, our loys did entertain. 

And shall enjoyment nothing them improve 

Twere best for us then to begin again! 

3. 

Now we have gain'd we must not stop and sleep 

Out all the rest of Our mysterious reign. 10 

It is as hard and glorious to keep 

A Victory, as it was to obtein. 

4. 

Nay, to what end did we first barter minds 

Onely to know, and to neglect the claime? 

Or (like some wanton) our pride pleasure find's 15 

To throw away the thing, at which we aym? 

10 reign.] '^^ 
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5. 

If this be all our friendship doe's design 

We covet not enioyment then, but power. 

To our Opinion, we our bliss confine 

And love to have, but not to smell the flower. 20 

6. 

Ah! no let Misers bury thus their gold 

Who though they starve no farthing will produce 

But we lov'd to enioy and to behold 

And sure we cannot spend our stock by use. 

7. 

Think not 'tis needless to repeat desires 25 

The fervent Turtles always court, and bill 

And yet their spotless passion never tire's 

But doe's increase by repetition still. 

8. 

Although we know we love yet while our souls 

Is thus iraprison'd by the flesh we wear 30 

There's no way left that bondage to controule 

But to convey transactions through the Eare. 

18 power.] ""̂  

20 flower.] ""̂  
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9. 

Nay though we read our passions in the Ey 

It will obleige, and please to tell them too 

Such loys as these by motion multiply 35 

Were't but to find that our looks told us true. 

10. 

Beleive not then, that being now secure 

Of eithers heart, we have no more to doe 

The Sphaeres themselves by motion do endure 

And they move on by Circulation too. 40 

11. 

And as a River when it once has' payd 

The tribute which it to the Ocean ow's 

Stop's not, but turn's, and having curId and playd 

On it's own waves, the shore it overflow's 

12. 

So the Souls motion, doe's not end in bliss 45 

But on her self she scatter's and dilate's. 

36 looks] 30ulo -> looks 

38 doe.] "-̂  

42 ow's] "-. 

44 overflow's,] '̂. 

46 dilate's,] '". 
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And on the Obiect double's till by this 

She find's new loys which that reflux create's, 

13. 

But then because it cannot all contein 

It seek's a vent, by telling the glad news 50 

First to the heart which did it's loys obtein 

Then to the heart which did those loys produce. 

14. 

When my Soul then doe's such excursions make 

(Unless thy soul delight to meet it too) 

What satisfaction, can it give or take 55 

Thou being absent at the interview? 

15. 

'Tis not distrust, for were that plea allowd 

Letters, and visits all would useless grow. 

Love's whole expression then would be its Cloud 

And it would be refin'd to nothing soe. 60 

48 create's,] ". 

58 grow.] ""̂  
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16. 

If I distrust, 'tis my own worth for thee 

'Tis my own fitness of a love like thine 

And therefore still new evidence would see 

T'assure my wonder that thou canst be mine. 

17. 

But as the morning Sun to drooping flower's 65 

As weary Travellers a shade doe find 

As to the parched Violett Evening showers 

Such is to me from thee a look that's kind. 

18. 

But when that look is dress'd in words tis like 

The mystique power of musicks Unison 70 

Which when the finger doe's one Violl strike 

The other's strings heave's to reflection. 

19. 

Be kind to me, and lust then to our love 

To which we ow our free and deare converse 

And let not tract of time, wear, or remove 75 

It from the priviledge of that commerce. 

Stanzas numbered 16-20] 18-22 
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20. 

Tyrants doe banish what they can't requite 

But let us never know such meane desires 

But to be grateful] to that love delight 

Which all our loys, and noble thoughts inspire's. 80 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #59: To my Lucasia in defence of declared friendship. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: To Lucasia in defence of declared friendship. 151; To my 

Lucasia in defence of declared friendship. 775; To Lucasia 

In defence of declaring friendship. 776; To mv Lucasia, in 

defence of declared Friendship. 64-78. 

1 0!] ""̂  151 64-78. 

3 doe's] doth 151 64-78. prove] "-. 776; "', 64-78. 

6 entertain.] ""̂  151; '", 776; "'; 64-78. 

7 them] then 64-78. improve] "-? 151 64-78; "-. 776. 

8 again!] "'. 151 776 64-78. 

10 reign.] -", 151 776; '^^ 775; ^: 64-78. 

11 to keep] too, to keep 776. 

12 was] is 64-78. 

13 first] once 151 776 64-78. minds] "'? 151; "', 64-78. 

14 the] our 151. claime?] "-, 151. 

15 dike] ''"' 776. wanton)] "', 776; Wantons) 64-78. 

16 aym?]""^ 151; "'. 776 64-78. 

17 doe's] doth 151. 

18 power.] '̂, 151 776; '^^ 775; '^: 64-78. 

19 our] bare 776. 

20 flower] '". 776 64-78. 
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21 Ah!] '-^ 151. no] -! 151; then 64-78. 

22 no farthing will] will none of it 776. produce] "', 776; 
64-78. 

23 enioy] possess 776. 

24 use.] ""̂  151. 

25 'tis] 't'is 776. desires] "', 776; "'; 64-78. 

26 bill] '", 151 64-78; '". 776. 

27 tire's] fires 151. 

28 doe's] doth 151. increase] augment 776. 

29 we] no 151. souls] soule 151 776 64-78. 

33 passions] passion 776. 

34 too] "', 151 776; "': 64-78. 

36 looks] aeulfl -> looks 775; Souls 64-78. 

38 eithers] either 776. doe.] ""̂  151 775; "": 64-78. 

41 has'] hath 151 64-78. 

42 ow's] "-. 775; "-, 776 64-78. 

44 overflow's,.] ""̂  151; "'. 775 776 67-78; "': 64. 

45 doe's] doth 151. 

46 she] it 151. dilate's.] ""̂  151; "'. 775. 

47 till] still; 64. 

48 create's,.] ""̂  151; "'. 775 776 64-78. 

51 it's loys obtein] that pleasure gaine 776. 

52 those] these 151; it 776. loys] first 776. 

53 doe's] doth 151 64-78. 

54 (Unless] ""^ lib 64-78. too)] "', 776 64-78. 

56 interview?] ""̂  151; "'. 776. 
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57 distrust,] "; 64-78. 

58 grow.] "^ 775; ", 776; '": 64-78. 

59 Love's whole] Love whose 64. 

61 thee] "'. 776; "-, 64-78. 

62 own fitness] vnfittnesse 151. of] for 151 64-78. thine] 
'*', 151 776; "; 64-78. 

64 mine.] ""̂  151. 

67 the] OM 151. Violett] violets 151. Evening showers] 
euening showers. 776; Evening-showers; 64-78. 

68 to me from thee] from thee to me 64-78. 

69 But] And 776 64-78. 

70 Unison] ", 151 776; union; 64-78. 

71 doe's] doth 151 64-78. 

72 strings] string 151 776 64-78. reflection.] "'̂  151. 

73 our] your 64. 

74 converse] ^, 151 776; '"; 64-78. 

76 commerce.] "^^ 151. 

77 requite] "', 776; "-: 64-78. 

78 desires] '", 151; "'. 776; '*'; 64-78. 

80 inspire's.] "^^ 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #60: La Grandeur d'esprit. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 90-92), 775 (142, 140, 138rev), 776 (247-[250)), 

64 (pp.171-76), 67 (pp. 86-88), 69 (pp. 86-88), 78 (pp. 

86-88) 

Manuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, close 

friend of Katherine Philips, has been selected as the copytext for poem 

#60. Although MS 775 is in the hand of Katherine Philips it has not 

been chosen as the copytext because MS 775 is missing lines 83-96, 

the last lines of the poem. In MS 775, since line 82 is the last line 

on the third page of the poem, lines 83-96 would have appeared on a 

fourth page. The third page of the poem in MS 775 lacks the character

istic whirlwind flourish Philips often used at the end of a poem, and 

there is a torn paper stub in MS 775 indicating that a fourth page is 

actually missing. Moreover, since all the other artifacts have 

lines 83-96, MS 775 at one time likely contained a fourth page with 

the missing lines. The primary reason MS 775 is not chosen as the 

copytext for lines 1-82 is because an analysis of verbal variants in 

those lines reveals that all other artifacts are revised versions of 

MS 775. MS 775 differs from MS 151 (11. 4, 36, 38, 48), MS 776 (11. 

25, 40, 49, 63), text 64 (11. 4, 26, 51, 70), and texts 67, 69, and 78 

(11. 54, 63, 70, 77). Thus, to use MS 775 as copytext and then one of 

the other artifacts as copytext for lines missing from MS 775 would 

be tacking on a revised version to an earlier version. In the case of 
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poem #60, MS 151 is the better copytext because it presents the poem 

as a single entity. MS 151 is chosen over the other artifacts because 

generally in Philips' poems, MS 151 is closest to MS 775; often MS 151 

agrees with MS 775 against all other artifacts, and in some poems MSS 

151 and 775 display no substantive variants (see General Textual 

Introduction). In addition, in poem #60 itself, MS 151 frequently 

agrees with MS 775: 11. 14, 16, 25, 40, 51, 70. Verbal variants in 

lines 4, 15, 18, 40, and 63 show that MS 151 does not come from the 

same source as MS 776. Moreover, MS 776 is the only artifact lacking 

lines 67-68 and 75-76. Readings in lines 4, 18, 26, and 70 show that 

text 64 does not come from the same source as texts 67, 69, and 78. 

The source of MS 151 and text 64 is not the same because they vary in 

lines 18, 26, 36, 70, and 77. Verbal differences in lines 4, 38, 48, 

51, and 70 show that texts 67, 69, and 78 cannot directly descend from 

MS 151. Thus, it appears that several versions of poem #60 circulated: 

one version may have been the shorter one witnessed by MS 775. Other 

versions include ones witnessed by MS 151; MS 776; text 64; and texts 

67, 69, and 78. 
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La Grandeur d' esprit. 

A chosen priuacie, a cheape content 

And all the peace a friendship euer lent, 

A rock which ciuill nature made a seat 

A willow that repelIs the middayes heat 

The beauteous quiet of a summers day 5 

A brooke which sob'd aloud and ran away, 

Invitted ny repose and then conspir'd 

To entertaine my fancy thus retired. 

As Lucians ferry-man aloft did view 

The angry world and then 1aught at it too 10 

So all its sullen follyes seeme to me 

But as a too well acted tragedye. 

One dangerous ambition doth befoole 

Another Envy to see that man rule. 

One makes his loue the parent of his rage 15 

For priuate friendship publiquely to' ingage. 

And some for conscience some for honour dye. 

And some are meanely killd, they know not why. 

More different then mens faces are their ends 

8 retired.] '*', 

12 tragedye.] '*', 

14 rule.] ""̂  

18 why.] "', 
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Whom yet one common ruine can make friends. 20 

Death, dust, and darknesse they haue onely won. 

And hastily to their owne periods run. 

Death is a leueller, beauty and Kings 

And conquerours and all those glorious things 

Are tumbled to their graues in one rude heape 25 

Like common dust, as quiet and as cheape. 

At greater changes who would wonder then 

Since Kingdomes haue their fates as well as men, 

They must fall sick and dye, nothing can be 

In this world certaine but uncertaintie. 30 

Since power and greatnesse are such slippery things 

Who'd pitty cottages or envy Kings? 

Now least of all when weary of deceipt 

The world no longer flatters with the great. 

Though such confusions here below we find 35 

As prouidence but sported with mankind 

Yet in this chaos some things do send forth 

20 friends.] "', 

22 run.] '*', 

24 things] "". 

26 cheape.] '̂, 

30 uncertaintie.] '̂, 
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Like Dyamonds in the darke, a natiue worth. 

He that deriues his high nobilitie 

Not from the mencion of a pedigree, 40 

Who thinkes it not his praise that others know 

His auncestors were gallant long agoe, 

Who scornes to boast the gloryes of his bloud 

And thinkes he can't be great that is not good. 

Who knowes the world and what we pleasure call 45 

Yet cannot sell one Conscience for them all, 

Who hates to hoard that gold with an excuse 

For which he can find out a better use. 

Who dares not keepe that life which he can spend 

To seme his God his countrey or his friend, 50 

Falsehood and flatterie doth so much hate 

He would not buy ten Hues at such a rate, 

Whose soule then dyamonds more rich and cleare 

Natiue and open as his face doth weare. 

Who dares be good alone, in such a time 55 

When vertue's held and punishd as a crime. 

Who thinkes darke crooked plotts a meane defence 

And is both safe and wise in innocence, 

38 worth.] "', 

42 agoe,] ^. 

44 good,] '̂. 
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Who dares both fight and dye, but dares not feare. 

Whose only doubt is, if his cause be cleare, 60 

Whose courage and his iustice equal1 worne 

Can dangers grapple ouercome and scorne 

Yet not insult upon a conquerd foe 

But can forgiue him and oblige him too, 

Whose friendship is congenial1 with his Soule, 65 

Who where he glues a heart bestowes it whole. 

Whose other tyes and titles heare do end 

Or buried or compleated in the friend. 

Who nere resumes the soule he once did glue 

While his friends constancie and honour Hue 70 

And if his friends content could cost the price 

Would count himselfe a happy sacrifice. 

Whose happy daye no pride infects, nor can 

His other Titles make him slight the man. 

No darke ambitious thoughts do cloud his brow 75 

Nor rest1esse cares when to be great, or how. 

Who scornes to envy wealth where ere it be 

62 scorne] '*', 

65 Soule,] ""̂  

70 Hue. ] "', 

71 price] "', 

72 sacrifice,] '*'. 
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But pittyes such a golden slaverie,: 

With no meane fawnings can the people court. 

Nor wholly slights a popular report, 80 

Whose house no orphan groanes do shake or blast. 

Nor any ryot helpe to serue his tast, 

Who from the top of his prosperities 

Can take a fall, and yet without surprize, 

Who with the same august and euen state 85 

Can entertaine the best and worst of fate. 

Whose suffering's sweet if honour once adorne it. 

And slights reuenge, not that he feares but scornes it. 

Whose happynesse in euery fortune Hues 

For that no fortune either takes or giues, 90 

Who no unhandsome wayes can bribe his fate 

Nay out of prison marches through the gate. 

Who loosing all his titles and his pelfe 

Nay all the world, can neuer loose himselfe. 

This person shines indeed and he that can 95 

Be vertuous, is the great immortal1 man. 

86 fate,] "'. 

94 himselfe:] 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #60 La Grandeur d'esprit. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: La Grandeur d'esprit. 151 775; A Resuery. La Grandeur 

d'esprit 776; La Grandeur d'esprit. 64; A Resvery. 67-78. 

2 a] which 775; that 776. 

3 seat] "'. 775; '*', 776 64-78. 

4 repelIs] repulse's 775 776 67-78. the middayes] all the 775 
776 67-78; the mid-day 64. heat] '". 775; '", 776 64-78. 

6 which] that 776. 

7 repose] "': 775; "', 776 64-78. 

8 thus] that 64. retired,.] "', 151. 

10 too] *". 776; '": 64-78. 

11 seeme] seem'd 775 776. 

12 tragedye.] '̂, 151. 

13 doth] 'does 775 776. 

14 Envy] Envies 64-78. rule.] '"'̂  151; '": 64-78. 

15 loue] kindness 776. the parent] Parent 776. 

16 friendship] faction 776. to' ingage,] t'engage. 775 776; 
t'engage: 64-78. 

17 dye,] '"; 64-78. 

18 meanely] meerly 776 64. why.] "', 151 776. 

20 make] made 775. friends.] "', 151; ^^ 775; 

22 to] unto 775 64-78. owne periods] periods 775 64-78. 
run.] '", 151; '^^ lib. 
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23 leueller,] '*'; 64-78. 

24 things] "'. 151; "', 67-78. 

25 rude] wide 776. 

26 quiet] common 64. cheape.] "*-, 151; '̂! 775. 

27 greater] greater 775; greatest 776 64. 

28 men,] '̂'̂  775; '*'. 776; '*'? 64-78. 

29 dye,] •*'; 64-78. 

30 uncertaintie.] '*', 151. 

31 things] •". 776; "', 64-78. 

36 but sported] were wanton 775 776 64-78. mankind] "-. 775; "', 
776; '^: 64-78. 

38 Like] C" 67-78. Dyamonds] lewells 775 776 64-78. darke,] 
""̂  775; "') 67-78. worth.] '", 151; '"'̂  775. 

40 Not from the mencion of] From better titles then 776. 
pedigree,] ""̂  775; "'; 64-78. 

42 agoe,] "'. 151 776; '^'^ 775; '"; 64-78. 

44 And] Nor 776. can't] can 776. good,] "'. 151 776; ""̂  
775; "'; 64-78. 

46 all,] "'. 775 776; "'; 64-78. 

48 better] nobler 775 776 64-78. use,] ""̂  775; "". 776; "'; 64-
78. 

49 keepe that life] closely keep 776. which] that 775 64-78; what 
776. 

50 or] and 775 64-78. friend,] "". 775 776; '"; 64-78. 

51 Falsehood and flatterie doth] Treachery and Flattery doth 775; Who 
falshood does, and flattery 776; Who flattery and falsehood doth 
67-78. so much] so 67-78. 

52 rate,] "-. 775 776; ^; 64-78. 

54 doth] does 776. weare,] '^'^ 775; *". 776; ""; 64-78. 
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56 crime,] ""̂  775; '*'. 776; "'; 64-78. 

58 innocence,] '*'. 775 776; "-; 64-78. 

59 dares] can 776. dares not] cannot 776. feare,] ^^ 775; 
"; 64-78. 

60 cleare,] ""̂  775; '". 776; '*'; 64-78. 

62 scorne] "', 151 776 64-78; '^. 775. 

63 conquerd] fallen 775; sullen 776. 

64 too,] -". 775; ""; 64-78. 

65 Soule,] ""̂  151 776; "'. 776. 

66 a] his 776. whole,] ""̂  775; •". 776; "'; 64-78. 

67 Whose other tyes and titles heare do end] OM 776. 

68 Or buried or compleated in the] OM 776. friend,] "̂"̂  775; OM 
776; "; 64-78. 

70 constancie] Company 64; Honesty 67-68. Hue] '̂, 151; '̂. 
776; '"; 64-78. 

71 the] that 775. price] "', 151; '". 776. 

72 sacrifice,] "'. 151; ""̂  775; "'; 64-78. 

73 daye] days 775 776 64-78. 

74 man,] "'. 775 776; ""; 64-78. 

75 No dark ambitious thoughts do cloud his brow] ON 776. 

76 Nor rest1esse cares when to be great] OH 776. or] ON 776; 
and 64-78. how,] *". 775; OM 776; "̂; 64-78. 

77 wealth] truth 775 64. where] were 776. 

78 slaverie,:] "-. 775 776; "'; 64-78. 

80 Nor] r lis. slights] slight 64-78. report,] "') 776; ""; 

64-78. 

82 tast,] '*'. 775 776; *"; 64-78. 

83 Who from the top of his prosperities] ON 775. 
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84 Can take a fall, and yet without] ON 775. surprize,] ON 775; 
"-. 776; '*'; 64-78. 

85 Who with the same] OH 775. august] OH 775; compos'd 776. 
and euen state] OH 775. 

86 Can entertaine the best and worst of] OH 775. fate,] '*'. 151 
776; OH 775; '*'; 64-78. 

87 Whose suffering's sweet if honour once adorne] OH 775; Who feels 
no pain which honour does 776. it,] OH 775; adorn 776; it; 
64-78. 

88 And] OH 775; Who 64-78. slights] OH 775; on 776. 
reuenge] OH 775. not that he feares] OH 775; look's not with 
fear 776; yet does not fear 67-78. but] OH 775. scornes] 
OH 775; scorn. 776; scorn 67-78. it,] OH 775 776; it; 64-
78. 

90 For that no fortune either takes or] OH 775. giues,] OH 775; 
'*'; 64-78. 

91 Who no unhandsome] OH 775. wayes] OH 775; way 776. can 
bribe his fate] OH 775. 

92 Nay out of prison marches through the] OH 775. gate,] '̂. 776; 
•*'; 64-78. 

93 Who loosing all his titles and his pelfe] OH 775. 

94 Nay all the world, can neuer loose] OH 775. himselfe:] '̂^ 
151; OH 775; '". 776; "-; 64-78. 

95 This person shines indeed and he that can] OH 775. 

96 Be vertuous, is the great immortall man.] OH 775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #61: A Countrey life 

Artifacts: 107 (ff. 9r-v, lOr-v), 151 (p. 93), 776 (pp, 267-[270]), 

64 (pp. 177-82), 67 (pp. 88-91), 69 (pp. 88-91), 78 (pp. 

88-91) 

Hanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #61 because it is the most 

reliable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). Although HS 776 

is related to texts 67, 69, and 78 (11. 10, 11, 12, 87, 88), readings 

in lines 15, 16, 35, 48, 58, and 75 show that HS 776 does not descend 

from texts 67, 69, and 78 or any of the other artifacts. In addition, 

HS 776 is the only artifact wanting lines 53-56, 65-72, and 81-84. 

HS 107 disagrees with all other artifacts in lines 31, 32, 49, 56, and 

64. Further proof that HS 107 does not have the same source as any 

other artifact is that HS 107 is the only artifact with four addition

al lines following line 56. Text 64 clearly does not descend from the 

same source as texts 67, 69, and 78 as revealed by the verbal variants 

in lines 10, 11, 12, 85, 87, and 88. Although text 64 varies from HS 

151 a number of times (11. 4, 35, 44, 68, 77), the verbal differences 

tend to be minor; HS 151 and text 64 may well descend from the same 

source. Consequently, four versions of poem #61 seem to have circu

lated: one witnessed by MS 151 and text 64, one by MS 107, one by MS 

776, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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A Countrey life 

How sacred and how innocent 

A countrey life appeares. 

How free from tumult, discontent 

From flatterye and feares. 

This was the first and happiest life 5 

When man enioyd himselfe 

Till pride exchanged peace for strife 

And happinesse for pelfe. 

'Twas here the poets were inspired 

And sang their mysteries, 10 

And while the listning world admired 

Hens minds did ciuilize. 

That golden age did entertaine 

No passion but of loue. 

The thoughts of ruling or of gaine 15 

Did ne're their fancyes moue. 

None then did envy neighbours wealth 

Nor plott to wrong his bed, 

Happy in friendship and in health 

On rootes not beasts they fed. 20 

They knew no law, nor phisique then 

Nature was all their witt 

'VA 2 A] a appeares,] 
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And if there yet remaine to men 

Content, sure this is it. 

What blessing doth this world afford 25 

To tempt or bribe desire. 

Her courtship is all fire and sword 

Who would not then retire. 

Then we11come dearest solitude, 

Hy great felicity 30 

Though some are pleasd to call thee rude, 

Thou art not so, but we. 

Such as do couett only rest 

A cottage will suffice. 

It is not braue to be possest 35 

Of Earth, but to despise. 

Opinion is the rate of things 

From hence our peace doth flow, 

I haue a better fate then Kings 

Because I thinke it so. 40 

When all the stormy world doth roare 

How unconcernd am I? 

I can not feare to tumble lower 

That neuer would be high. 

Secure in these unenvyed walls 45 

24 is it.] it. 
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I thinke not on the state, 

And pitty no mans case that falls 

From his ambitions height. 

Silence and Innocence are safe 

A heart thats nobly true, 50 

At all these little arts can laugh 

That do the world subdue. 

While others reuell it in state 

Here I'le contented fit. 

And thinke 1 haue as good a fate 55 

As wealth or pompe admitt. 

Let some in Courtship take delight 

And to th'exchange resort. 

There reuell out a winters night 

Not making loue, but sport. 60 

These neuer knew a noble flame 

Tis lust, scorne, or designe 

While vanity playes all their game. 

Let peace and honour mine. 

When the inviting spring appeares 65 

To Hide parke let them go, 

And hasting thence be full of feares 

To loose Spring garden show. 

56 As] as admitt.] '̂, 
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Let others nobler seeke to gaine 

In knowledge happy fate, 70 

And others busy them in vaine 

To study wayes of state. 

But I resolued from within 

Confirmed from without, 

In priuacie intend to spin 75 

Hy future minuts out. 

I from this hermitage of mine 

Do banish all wild toyes. 

And nothing that is not diuine. 

Shall dare to tempt my ioyes. 80 

There are below but two things good 

Friendship and honestie. 

And only these of all I would 

Aske for felicitie. 

In this retir'd integritie 85 

Free from both warre and noise 

I Hue not by necessitie 

But wholly by my choice. 

76 out.] "", 

86 noise] choice 

88 choice.] ": 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #61: A Countrey life 

Artifacts: 107, 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: On the Country life. 107; A Countrey life 151; A Country 

Life 1650. 776; A Countrey=life. 64; A Country-life. 

67-78. 

2 appeares,] ""̂  151; "-! 776. 

4 and] or 776 64-78. feares.] ""̂  107; -"! 776 64-78. 

6 himselfe] "-, 776; "'; 64-78. 

8 pelfe.] ""̂  107. 

10 And] Here 776 67-78. sang] sung 107; taught 776 67-78. 
their] the 776 67-78. mysteries,] ""̂  107; multitude 776; "'; 
64; multitude; 67-78. 

11 And] The 776 67-78. while] (Whilst 107; braue 776 67-78. 
the listning world] they here with honour 776 67-78. admired] 
"-) 107; fir'd 776 67-78. 

12 Hens minds did] And ciuilliz'd the 776 67-78. civilize.] '"'̂  
107; Rude. 776 67-78. 

14 loue,] ""̂  107; "'. 776; "'; 64-78. 

15 ruling] Empire 776. or] and 107 64-78. 

16 ne're their fancyes] no mans fancy 776. moue.] '*"' 107. 

18 bed,] '^^ 107; "-: 64-78. 

20 not] C" 107. beasts] "') 107; "-, 64-78. fed.] ""̂  107. 

22 Witt] "-, 776; "'. 64-78. 

23 remaine] remaines 107. 

24 is it.] is it 107; it. 151. 
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25 blessing] Blessings 64-78. doth] does 776. this] the 776 
64. 

26 desire,] '^'^ 107; -"? 776 64-78. 

27 Her] For 64. 

28 retire.] ""̂  107; "'? 776 64-78. 

30 felicity] ", 776; "'; 64-78. 

31 thee] me 107. 

32 but] be 107. we.] ""̂  107. 

33 Such as] Them that 67-78. 

34 suffice,] '̂̂  107; "': 64-78. 

35 It is] Is it 64. braue] Great 776. 

36 despise.] '^'^ 107; "'? 64. 

38 hence] whence 107. doth] does 776. flow,] ""̂  107; "'; 
64-78. 

40 so.] ""̂  107. 

41 doth] does 776. roare] wear 64. 

42 I?] ""̂  107; '^l 116. 

44 That] Who 67-78. would] could 64-78. high.] "^^ 107. 

48 ambitions] usurped 776. height.] '*"' 107. 

49 Innocence] Ignorance 107. safe] "', 776; "'; 64-78. 

50 A] That 107. thats] is 107. true,] ""̂  107 64-78; "-. 
776. 

51 At all these] Which at those 107 776. 

52 subdue.] ""̂  107. 

53 While others] Whilest other 107; OH 776. reuell it in state] 
OM 776. 

54 Here I'le contented fit,] OM 776. 
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55 And thinke I haue as good a fate] OM 776. 

56 As wealth] As all 107; OM 776. or] their 107; OM 776; and 
64-78. pompe] wealth or 107; OM 776. admitt.] witt/ Let 
some in finding fashions out/ Become fantastique Asses—/ And 
others beat their Brains about/ New Teeth or painted faces 107; 
admitt, 151; OM 776. 

57 Courtship] Courtships 107. take] too 107. 

58 th'exchange] the exchange 107; a Ball 776. resort,] ""̂  107; 
'*'. 776; '*'; 64-78. 

59 There] Then 67-78. 

60 sport.] ""̂  107. 

61 knew] know 107 67-78. 

62 designe] "-. 776; "': 64-78. 

64 peace] Love 107. mine.] ""̂  107. 

65 When the inviting spring appeares] OH 776. 

66 To Hide parke let them go,] OH 776. 

67 And hasting thence be full of feares] OM 776. 

68 To loose Spring garden] OM 776. show.] '"'̂  107; OH 776; 
shew. 64-78. 

69 Let] OH 776. others] other 107; OH 776. nobler] r 107 
64-78; OH 776. seeke to gaine] OH 776. 

70 In knowledge happy fate,] OH 776. 

71 And others busy them in vaine] OH 776. 

72 To study wayes of] OM 776. state.] ""̂  107; OM 776. 

73 But] For 776. 

75 intend] desire 776. 

76 out.] "'̂  107; '*', 151. 

77 I] And 107 776 64-78. 
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78 Do] I 107 64-78; OM 776. banish all] Banish both 776. 
wild] these 107; cares, and 776. toyes] loy's 776. 

80 ioyes.] ""̂  107; choice. 

81 There are below but two things good] OM 776. 

82 Friendship and honestie,] OM 776. 

83 And only] OH 776. these] OM 776; those 64-78. of all] 
OM 776; alone 64. 1 would] OM 776. 

84 Aske for] OM 776. felicitie.] ""̂  107; OH 776. 

85 retir'd integritie] my safe and hidden seat 776; retird and 
humble seat 67-78. 

86 Free from both] Remote from 776. warre] noise 776. 
noise] choice 151; strife 776 67-78. 

87 Hue not by] am forc'd to make 776 67-78. necessitie] retreat 

776 67-78. 

88 wholly by] choose to spend 776 67-78. choice.] ""̂  107; "': 

151; life. 776 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #62: To H Wogan my honour'd friend on the Death of her 

husband. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 89-90), 775 (pp. [146, 144rev), 776 (pp. [374]-

375), 64 (pp. 182-84), 67 (pp. 91-92), 69 (pp. 91-92), 78 

(pp. 91-92) 

The earliest version of poem #62, HS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. HS 151 is very 

close to HS 775; in the 44-line poem, the two manuscripts display only 

four minor verbal variants (11. 2, 27, 29, 42) and agree against all 

other artifacts in lines 13, 25, and 36. HS 776 varies from HSS 151 

and 775 in lines 13, 25, and 36. HS 776 and text 64 always substan

tively agree. Text 64 and HS 776, and texts 67, 69, and 78 appear to 

come from the same source; their only verbal variant is in line 30 

where HS 776 and text 64 have "Day" for "clay." The small number of 

substantive variants in poem #62 reveals that Katherine Philips did 

little revision on this poem; she seems to have circulated two slightly 

revised versions of HS 775 as found in HS 151; and in HS 776, text 64, 

and texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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rs 
To H Wogan my honour'd friend 

on the Death of her husband. 

Dry up your teares, there's ennow shed by you. 

And we must pay our shares of sorrow too. 

It is no private losse, when such men fall 

The world's concern*d, and grief is general1. 

But though of our misfortune we complain 5 

To him it is injurious and Vaine. 

For since we know his rich integrity 

His reall sweetness, and full harmony. 

How free his heart and house were to his friends 

Whom he obileg*d without design, or ends, 10 

How univerall was his courtesy. 

How cleare a Soule, how even, and how high, 

How much he scorn'd disguise and meaner arts 

But with a native honour conquer*d hearts. 

We must conclude, he was a treasure lent, 15 

Soon, weary of this sordid tenement. 

The age, and World deserv'd him not and he 

10 ends,] "' 

12 high,] '^ 

13 arts] "-. 

14 hearts,] 
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Was kindly snatch'd from future misery. 

We can scarce say hee's dead, but gon to rest 

And left a Honument in every Brest. 20 

For you to grieve then in this sad excess 

Is not to speak your Love, but make it less. 

A noble soule no friendship will admit 

But what's eternal], and divine as it. 

The soule at first is hid in flesh we know 25 

And all it's weaknesses must undergo 

Till by degrees it doe's shine forth at length 

And gather's Beauty, Purity, and Strength. 

But never doth this rich immortall Ray, 

Put on full splendour till it put off clay, 30 

So infant love is in the worthyest brest 

By sence and passion fetter*d and opprest 

But by degrees, it grow's still more refin'd 

And scorning cloggs onely concern's the mind. 

Now as the Soule you lov'd here is set free, 35 

From it's material] grosse captivity. 

Your love should follow him, now he is gone 

24 it.] ""̂  

30 clay,] "̂. 

31 So] *» -> So 

36 captivity,] ' 
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And quitting passion put perfection on. 

Such love as this will it's own good deny 

If it's deare object, have felicity. 40 

And since we cannot his great losse reprieve 

Let's not loose you in whom he still doe's live. 

For while you are by grief secluded thus 

It doth appeare your funerall to us. 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poem #62: To H Wogan my honour'd friend on the Death of her 

husband. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

rs rs 
Heading: To H Wogan on the death of her husband. 151; To H Wogan 

my honour'd friend on the Death of her husband. 775; To 

H:rs Wogan. my Honoured Friend, on the Death of her Husband. 

776; To Hrs. Wogan, mv Honoured Friend, on the Death of her 

Husband. 64-78. 

1 ennow] enough 151 776 64-78. 

2 shares] share 151 776 64-78. sorrow] Sorrow's 776 64-78. 
too.] *", 151. 

4 general 1.] ""̂  151. 

6 Vaine.] "', 151. 

8 harmony,] ""̂  151; '"; 776 64-78. 

10 ends,] '"'̂  151; "'. 775; ""; 776 64-78. 

12 high,] "'. 775; -"; 776 64-78. 

13 and] or 776 64-78. arts] '^. 775; "', 776 64-78. 

14 hearts,] "'. 775; "'; 776 64-78. 

16 tenement.] '̂, 151. 

18 misery.] '*', 151. 

20 Brest.] "-, 151. 

22 less.] "', 151. 

24 it.] "', 151; '^'^ lis. 
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25 at first is hid in] is hid in mortal 776 64-78. 

27 doe's] doth 151. 

28 Strength.] "', 151; "': 776 64-78. 

29 doth this rich] yet did this 151; yet doth this 776 64-78. 

30 off] of 151. clay.],'*'. 775; Day. 776 64; ^: 67-78. 

31 So] *a -> So 775. brest] '^; 78. 

32 opprest] *; 776 64-78. 

34 mind.] ""̂  151. 

35 here is] is here 776 64-78. 

36 captivity,] "'. 775; capacity; 776 64-78. 

40 felicity.] ""̂  151. 

42 doe's] doth 151 776 64-78. live.] *, 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #63: In memory of the most lustly honour'd H Owen of Orielton 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 94-95), 775 (pp. [136, 134, 132rev]), 776 (pp. 

375-77), 64 (pp. 185-88), 67 (pp. 92-94), 69 (pp. 92-94), 

78 (pp. 92-94) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #63, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. Signifi

cant variants in lines 15, 16, 20, 32, 45, and 60 suggest that HS 151 

descends from a revision of HS 775. Although HS 776 agrees with HS 151 

against HS 775 in some cases (11. 15, 20, 45), usually when HS 776 

varies from HS 775, the variants are minor: 11. 7, 35, 41. Text 64 

varies only twice in its verbals (11. 10, 59) from text 67, 69, and 78; 

those verbals (1. 10: "layd", 64; "staid", 67, 69, 78 and 1. 59: "and 

just", 64; "and unjust", 67, 69, 78) may indicate that text 64 comes 

from a source other than texts 67, 69, and 78. Text 64 and HS 776 are 

directly related because they vary only once in the poem (1. 59). 

Readings in lines 10, 16, 32, and 39 show that texts 67, 69, and 78 do 

not directly descend from HS 151 while readings in lines 10, 15, 20, 

and 45 reveal that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not directly descend from 

HS 775. Thus, two versions of poem #63 circulated: one revision of 

HS 775 as witnessed by HS 151, and one as witnessed by HS 776 and texts 

64, 67, 69, and 78 (with a third possible revision witnessed by texts 

67, 69, and 78). 
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In memory of the most lustly 
rs 

honour*d H Owen 

of Orielton 

As when the ancient world by reason liv'd 

The Asian Honarch's deaths were never griev'd 

Their glorious Lives made all their subjects call 

Their rites a Triumph, not a Funerall. 

So still the good are Princes, and their fate 5 

Envite's us not to weep, but imitate. 

Nature intend*s a progress, and each stage 

Whereby weak man creep's to succeeding age 

Ripen's him for that change to which hee's made 

Where th'active Soule is in her centre layd. 10 

And since none stript of infancy, complaine 

*Cause 'tis both their necessity and gaine. 

So age and death, by slow approache's come. 

But by that lust inevitable doome. 

By which the soule, her drossy clog once gone, 15 

Put's on perfection, and resume's her own. 

Since then we mourn a happy soule 0! why 

Disturb we her with erring piety? 

Who's so ennamour'd on the beauteous ground 

8 Whereby] By Which -> Whereby 

12 gaine,] *". 
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When with the Autumn's Livery hung round 20 

As to deny a sickle to his graine 

And not undress the teeming Earth again? 

Fruits grow for use, mankind is born to dy 

And both fates have the same necessity. 

Then grieve no more sad relatives but learn 25 

Sigh not, but proffit by the lust concerne, 

Read over her Lives volume, wise, and good 

Not 'cause she must be so, but 'cause she would. 

To chosen vertue, still a constant Friend 

She saw the times which chang'd but did not mend. 30 

And as some are so civill to the sun 

They'd fix his beams and make the Earth to run. 

So she unmov'd, beheld the angry Fate 

Which tore a church and overthrew a State. 

Still durst be good, and own that noble truth 35 

To crown her age, which had adorn'd her youth. 

Great without pride! a Soule which still could be 

Humble and high, full of calme Hajesty. 

She kept true 'State within and could not buy 

Her satisfaction with her charity. 40 

Fortunes or birth ne're rais'd her mind which stood 

Not on her being rich, but doing good. 

Obleig'd the world, but yet would scorn to be 

Payd, with requitalIs, thanks, or Vanity. 
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How oft did she what all the wise adore 45 

Hake the poore happy with her useful] store. 

So general1 was her bounty that she gave 

Equal11ty to all before the Grave. 

By several1 meanes she different persons ty'd 

Who by her goodness onely were ally'd. 50 

Her vertue was her temper, not her Fitt 

Fear'd nothing but the crimes which some commit. 

Scorn*d those dark arts which pass for wisedom now 

Nor to a mean ignoble thing could bow. 

And her vast prudence had no other end 55 

But to forgive a foe, endeare a friend 

To use but slight the world, and fix'd above 

Shine down in beams of Piety, and Love. 

Why should we then by poore unjust complaint 

Prove envious sinners 'cause she is a Saint? 60 

Close then the Honument! and not a Teare 

That may prophane her Ashes now appeare 

For her best obsequys are that we be 

Prudent and good, noble and sweet as She. 

56 endeare] eblei -> endeare friend,] '*"' 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poem #63: In memory of the most lustly honour'd H Owen of Orielton 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
rs 

Heading: In memory of H Owen of Orielton 151; In memory of the most 
rs 

lustly honour'd H Owen of Orielton 775; In memory of the 
d rs 

most justly honour H^ Owen of Orielton. 776; In memory of 

the most justly honoured, Hrs. Owen of Orielton. 64-78. 

2 griev'd] -"; 776 64-78. 

4 Funeral.] ""̂  151; "': 776 64-78. 

7 and] of 776 64-78. 

8 Whereby] Dy which -> Whereby 775. age] "'. 151; "', 776 64-
78. 

9 to] for 776 64-78. 

10 layd.] staid. 67-78. 

12 gaine,] -". 775; ": 776 64-78. 

14 But] And 151 776 64-78. 

15 her] C" 776 64-78. drossy] cloggy 151 776 64-78. clog] 
drosse 151 776 64-78. gone,] '^^ 151; "') 776 64-78. 

16 Put's on] Resumes 151. 

17 0!] or 151; ""̂  776 64-78, 

18 piety?] "-.? 151. 

20 the] rich 151 776 64-78. 

22 again?] "',? 151. 

23 Fruits grow] Fruit growes 151. 
78. 

resume's] put on 151. 

dy] 151; 776; 64-
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24 necessity.] '*': 151. 

25 learn] "'; 776 64-78. 

26 the] your 151 776 64-78. concerne,] "'. 776 64-78. 

27 volume,] "': 776 64-78. 

30 mend.] '*', 151. 

32 beams] course 151. run,] '̂"̂  151; "': 776 64-78. 

34 State.] "': 776 64-78. 

35 that] the 776 64-78. 

36 youth.] '", 151. 

37 pride!] "-, 151 776 64-78. 

38 Hajesty.] ""̂  151. 

39 'State] state 151 776 64-78. could] need 151. 

41 Fortunes] Fortune 151 776 64-78. or] nor 151. 

42 good.] "', 151. 

45 wise] world 151 776 64-78. 

46 store.] "', 151; "'? 776 64-78. 

48 Grave.] '^, 151. 

50 ally'd.] '^, 151. 

51 Fitt] '*'; 776 64-78. 

52 commit,] ""̂  776 64; "'; 67-78. 

54 bow.] "-, 151. 

56 endeare] oblei -> endeare 775. friend,] '̂'̂  775; "': 776 64-
78. 

57 world,] '"'̂  151; '^; lie 64-78. 

58 Love.] '", 151. 

59 unjust] and just 64; and unjust 67-78. 
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60 sinners] misers 151. Saint? '̂ ,? 151. 

61 Honument!] ""̂  151; "'; 776 64-78. and] let 776 64-78. 

62 appeare] "-, 151; "': 776 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #64: A Friend 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 83-85), 775 (pp. [164, 162, 160, 158,rev]), 776 

(pp. 331-1334]), 64 (pp. 189-195), 67 (pp. 94-97), 69 (pp. 

94-97), 78 (pp. 95-97) 

The earliest version of poem #64, HS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. Although HS 

151 varies several times in its verbals from HS 775 in the 90-line 

poem, these variants are minor: 11. 19, 35, 43, 61, 78, 83. HS 776 

varies significantly from HSS 775 and 151 as well as from texts 64, 67, 

69, and 78 in the following lines: 4, 23-26, 88-90. Texts 67, 69, and 

78 do not come from the same source as text 64 as shown by the read

ings in lines 10, 52, 78, 80, and 82. Readings in lines 23, 24, 78, 

80, and 82 show that text 64 is related to HS 775, but relatively minor 

verbal variants in lines 7, 10, 26, 52, and 67 show that text 64 does 

not directly descend from either HS 775 or HS 151. Verbal variants in 

lines 7, 10, 26, and, particularly, 82 show that texts 67, 69, and 78 

do not come from HSS 775 or 151. Thus, the relationships among the 

artifacts suggest that four versions of poem #63 circulated: two minor 

revisions of HS 775 as witnessed by HS 151 and by text 64; and two more 

significant revisions as witnessed by HS 776 and by texts 67, 69, 

and 78. 
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A Friend 

Love natures plot, this great Creations soule 

The being and the Harmony of things 

Doth still preserve, and propagate the whole. 

From whence man's happiness and safety spring's 

The early'st, whitest, blessedst times did draw 5 

From her alone their Universal1 Law. 

2. 

Friendship is abstract of this noble flame 

'Tis love refin'd and purg'd from all its drosse 

The next to AngelIs Love, if not the same. 

Stronger then passion is, though not so grosse 10 

It antedate's a glad Eternity 

And is a heaven in Epitomy. 

3. 

Nobler then kinred, or then mariage band 

Because more free, wedlock felicity 

It self doth onely by this Union stand 15 

And turn's to friendship or to misery. 

16 misery.] »VA 
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Force or design matches to passe may bring 

But Friendship doth from love and honour spring. 

4. 

If soules no sexes have for men t*exclude 

Women from friendships vast capacity 20 

Is a design injurious and rude 

Onely maintain*d by partial1 tyrranny. 

Love is allow'd to us and Innocence 

And noblest friendships doe proceed from thence. 

5. 

The chiefest thing in Friends is Sympathy 25 

There is a secret do's Friendship guide, 

Which made 2: Souls before they know agree 

Who by a thousand mixtures are ally'd 

And chang'd and lost so that it is not known 

Within which Brest doth now reside their own. 30 

6. 

Essential] honour must be in a Friend 

Not such as every breath fann's to and fro 

But born Within is its own ludge, and End 

And dare's not sin though sure that none should know 

•VA 18 spring.] 

22 tyrranny.] **"" 
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Where Friendship's spake, honesty's understood 35 

For none can be a friend that is not good. 

(7) 

Friendship doth carry more then common trust 

And treachery is here the greatest Sin 

Secrets deposed then none ever must 

Presume to open, but who put them in. 40 

They that in one Chest lay-up all their Stock 

Had need be sure, that none can pick the lock. 

(8) 

A Brest too open friendship does not love 

For that the others trust will not conceale. 

Nor one too much reserv'd can it approve 45 

It's own condition this will not reveale. 

We empty passions for a double end 

To be refresh'd and Guarded by a friend. 

(9) 

Wisedom, and knowledge, friendship dos' require 

The first for counsel], this for Company 50 

And though not mainely yet we may desire 

38 Sin,] ""̂  

44 conceale,] 

46 reveale.] '^'^ 

'VA 
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Both Complaisance, and ingenuity. 

Though every thing may love, yet 'tis a rule 

He cannot be a friend, that is a foole. 

(10.) 

Discretion use's part's, and best knows how 55 

And patience will all qualitys commend 

That serve's a need best, but this will allow 

The weaknesses and passions of a Friend. 

We are not yet come to the Quire above 

Who cannot pardon here, can never Love. 60 

(11.) 

Thick waters shew no images of things 

Friends are each others Nirrours and should be 

Clearer then Crystal], or the Hountaine-springs 

And free from clouds, design or flattery. 

For vulgar soules no part of friendship share. 65 

Poets and friends, are born to what they are. 

(12.) 

Friends should observe, and chide each others fault 

To be severe then is most lust and kind 

52 ingenuity.] 

58 Friend.] ""̂  

'VA 
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Nothing can 'scape their search who know the thought 

This they should give and take with equal] mind 70 

For friendship, when this freedom is deny'd 

Is like a Painter when his hands are ty'd. 

(13) 

A friend should find out each necessity 

And then unask'd relieve't at any rate, 

It is not friendship but formallity 75 

To be desir'd; for kindness keeps no state, 

Of friends he doth the benefactour prove 

That give's his friend a meanes t*express his Love. 

(14) 

Absence doth not from Friendships rites excuse 

They who preserve each others heart and fame 80 

Parting can ne're divide; it may diffuse 

(As liquors, which asunder are the same). 

Though presence help'd them at the first to greet 

Their soules know now without those aids to meet. 

69 thought.] 

78 Love.] ""̂  

84 meet.] ""̂  

'VA 
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(15.) 

Constant, and solid, whom no storms can shake 85 

Nor death unfix a right friend ought to be 

And if condemned to survive doth make 

No second choice but Grief, and memory. 

But friendships best fate is when it can spend 

A life, A fortune, all to Serve a Friend. 90 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #64: A Friend 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: A friend. 151; A Friend 775 776; A Friend. 64-78. 

3 Doth] Does 776. whole.] ""̂  151; "', 776 64-78. 

4 happiness] comfort 776. safety] his safety 776. 
spring's] "-, 151; '^i 64-78. 

6 her] h: 776. 

7 Friendship is] Friendship's an 64-78. noble] nobler 78. 

8 drosse] '^, 151 64-78; '". 776. 

9 same.] ""̂  151; "', 776 64-78. 

10 Stronger then] As strong in 64; As strong as 67-78. grosse] 
'", 151; '". 776; "': 64-78. 

11 Eternity] "-. 776; "', 64-78. 

12 a] an 64-78. 

14 free,] "-; 64-78. 

15 doth] does 776. 

16 misery] ""̂  775. 

18 doth] does 776. spring.] ""̂  775. 

19 t'exclude] to exclude 151. 

20 Women] Woman 78. 

21 and] or 64-78. 

22 Onely] And but 776. tyranny] ""̂  775; "̂, 776. 

23 Love is allow'd to us and Innocence] Which they assume here by a 
slight pretence. 776. 
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24 And noblest friendships doe proceed from] Since they allow us Loue, 
and 776. thence.] ""̂  151; Innocence, 776. 

25 chiefest thing in Friends] only link of hearts 776. Sympathy] 
"', 776; -": 64-78. 

26 is] does 776. do's Friendship] fate doth friendship 151; 
Instinct friendship 776; that doth Friendship 64-78. 

27 made] makes 151 776 64-78. agree] ~, 151 64-78; ". 776. 

28 Who] Then 776. are] these 776. ally'd] '". 151; agreed 
776; "', 64-78. 

29 And] Are 776. 

30 doth now reside their] inhabits eithers 776. own.] '^^ 151. 

32 fro] '", 151 776; "'; 64-78. 

34 And] Nor 776. not sin] offend 776. know] "'. 776 64-78. 

35 spake] spoke 151 776 64-78. honesty's] vertue is 776. 
understood] "-, 151 776; "̂; 64-78. 

36 For none can be a friend] He cannot long be kind 776. 

37 doth] does 776. 

38 Sin,] ""̂  775; "'. 776 64-78. 

39 then] by friends 776. 

40 put] let 151. in.] "', 151. 

43 does] doth 151. 

44 the others] anothers 776. will not] cannot 776. 
conceale,] ""̂  775; "-; 64-78. 

45 can] will 776. 

46 reveale.] "'. 151 775. 

49 dos'] doth 151. 

50 Company] "', 776; '"; 64-78. 

52 Both] For 64. ingenuity] "', 151; ""̂  775. 
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53 may] can 151. 

54 foole.] '"'̂  151. 

55 how] ^, 151 776; '"; 64-78. 

56 commend] "", 151 776; "': 64-78. 

57 but] and 776. will] doth 64-78. 

58 Friend] "'. 151 776 64-78. 

59 above] "', 151 776; ~: 64-78. 

60 Love.] ""̂  151. 

61 shew] show 151. things] "', 776; "'; 64-69; "': 78. 

64 flattery.] "-, 151. 

65 share.] "', 151 776; "': 64-78. 

66 are.] ""̂  151. 

67 fault] Faults 64-78. 

68 lust and] truly 776. kind] "'. 151; '^, 776; •"; 64-78. 

69 thought.] ""̂  151 775; thoughts: 64-78. 

70 mind] "'. 151 64-78; "', 776. 

74 rate,] ""̂  151; "'. 776; "': 64-78. 

75 It is not] 'Tis not for 776. 

76 desir'd;] "", 151 776. state,] ""̂  151; *". 64-78. 

77 doth] doe's 776. 

78 That] Who 776. a] the 151 67-78. t'express] to shew 776. 
Love.] ""̂  775. 

79 doth not from Friendships rites] from friendship's rites does not 
776; doth not from Friendship's right 64-78. excuse] '*', 776; 
"': 64-78. 

80 They] Them 67-78. 

81 divide;] "", 151 776 64-78. diffuse] "', 776; ""; 64-78. 
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82 (As] '''" 151 776 64-78. liquors, which asunder are the] a far 
stretch'd out River's still the 67-78. same),] ""̂'̂  151; ""̂ , 
776; "'. 64-78. 

83 help'd them at the first] at the first helpd them 151 776. 

84 meet.] ""̂  151 775. 

86 be] "', 776; "-; 64-78. 

87 doth] does 776. 

88 No second choice but] Another choice, of 776. memory.] "*"" 
151. 

89 best fate is when it can] noblest fortune, is to] 776. 

90 A life, A fortune, all to] What euer mortalIs prize 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #65: L'accord du bien 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 75-77), 775 (pp. [188, 186, 184, 182, 180, 

178rev), 776 (pp. 385-89), 64 (pp. 195-203), 67 (pp. 98-

103), 69 (pp. 98-103), 78 (pp. 98-103) 

Manuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #65, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. MS 151 is 

clearly related to MS 775 because in lines 1, 38, 60, 75, and 79, MSS 

151 and 775 agree against all other artifacts. MS 151 varies some 

from MS 775 (11. 4, 16, 42, 46, 70, 90) in the 108-line poem, but the 

variants are minor. Readings in lines 1, 38, 52, 58, 71, 76, and 82 

show that MS 776 varies from MSS 775 and 151. MS 776 is clearly 

related to printed text 64 because a comparison of the two reveals minor 

variants only in lines 23, 32, and 69; moreover, in lines 52, 75, 76, 

and 107, MS 776 and text 64 substantively agree against all other art

ifacts. Verbal variants in lines 1, 23, 71, 75, and 84 show that texts 

67, 69, and 78 do not directly descend from either MS 151 or MS 775. 

Analysis of the verbal variants in poem #65 shows that Katherine 

Philips frequently revised this poem although none of the circulated 

copies represents a drastic revision. Three revised versions of MS 

775 seem to have circulated: one witnessed by MS 151, one by MS 776 

and text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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L'accord du bien. 

Order by which all things were made 

And this great world's foundation laid 

Is nothing elce but Harmony 

Where different parts are brought t'agree. 

2. 

As Empires are still best maintain'd 5 

Those ways which first their greatness gaind 

So in this Universal! frame 

What made, and keep's it is the same 

3. 

Thus all things unto peace do tend 

Even discords have it for their end, 10 

The cause why Elements do fight 

Is but their instinct to Unite. 

4. 

Nusique could never please the sence 

But by united excellence, 

10 end,] ""̂  

14 excellence,] ^̂  
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The sweetest note which numbers know 15 

If onely struck would tedious grow; 

5. 

Man the whole worlds epitomy 

Is by creation harmony; 

'Twas sin first quarrel I'd in his brest 

Then made him angry with the rest. 20 

6. 

But Goodness keep's that Unity 

And love's its' own society 

So well, that seldome is it known 

One reall worth to dwell alone 

7. 

And hence it is we friendship call 25 

Not by one vertues name but all 

Nor is it when bad things agree 

Thought Union, but Conspiracy. 

-VA 

'VA 

16 grow;] 

18 harmony;] 

24 alone] "'. 

28 Conspiracy.] """ 
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8. 

Nature and Grace such Enemys 

That when one fell 'tother did rise 30 

Are now by mercy even set 

As Stars in constellations mett. 

9. 

If nature were it self a sin 

Her author God had guilty been 

But man by sin contracting stain 35 

Shall (purg'd from that) be cleare again. 

10. 

To prove that nature's excellent 

Ev'n sin it's self is argument 

Therefore we natures stain deplore 

Because it self was pure before. 40 

30 fell] 9«%+ -> fell 

32 mett.] ""̂  

36 again.] 'VA 
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11. 

And Grace destroy's not but refine's 

Unvaile's the reason then it shine's 

Restore's what was deprest by sin 

The fainting beame of God within; 

12. 

The (maine-spring) ludgement rectify'd 45 

Will all the Lesser motions guide 

To spend our labour, love, and care 

Not as things seem, but as they are 

13. 

'Tis fancy lost, wit thrown away 

In triffles to employ that Ray 50 

Which then doth in full lustre shine 

When both ingenious, and Divine. 

14. 

To eys by humours vitiated 

All things seem falsely coloured 

44 within;] "". 

46 Will] With 

48 are.] '^^ 
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So 'tis our prejudicial] thought 55 

That make's cleare objects seem in fault; 

15. 

They scarce believe United good 

By whom 'twas never understood. 

They think one Grace enough for one 

And 'tis because themselves have none. 60 

16. 

We hunt extreams, and run so fast 

We can no steady ludgement cast 

He best survey's the circuit round 

Who stand's ith' middle of the Ground; 

17. 

That happy meane would let us see 65 

Knowledge, and meekness may agree 

And find when each thing hath it's name 

Passion and Zeale, are not the same. 

56 fault;] '^^ 

62 cast,] "̂  

64 Ground;] '^^ 

68 same.] "'̂  
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18. 

Who study's God doth upward fly 

And heights still lessen to our ey 70 

And he that know's himself will see 

Vast cause for his humility 

19. 

For by that search it will be known 

Theres nothing but our Will our own 

And who doth that stock so employ 75 

But find's more cause for shame then loy. 

20. 

We know so little, and so dark 

And so extinguish our own spark 

That he who farthest here can go 

Know's nothing as he ought to know. 80 

21. 

It will with the most learned suit 

More to enquire then to dispute 

But vapours swell within a cloud 

And ignorance 'tis make's us proud 

76 loy.] '^^ 
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22. 

So whom their own vain heart belys 85 

Like inflammations quickly rise 

But the soule that's truly Great 

Is lowest in it's own conceit. 

23. 

Yet whilest we hug our own mistake 

We censures, but not ludgements make 90 

And thence it is we cannot see. 

Obedience stand with Liberty. 

24. 

Providence still keep's even state 

But he can best command his Fate 

Whose art by adding his own voice 95 

Make's his necessity his choice. 

25. 

Rightly to rule one's self must be 

The hardest largest monarchy: 

Whose passions are his master's grown 

Will be a Captive in a Throne; 100 

•VA 

88 conceit.] "" 

98 monarchy: 

100 Throne;] ""̂  
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26. 

He most the inward freedom gain's 

Who lust submissions entertain's 

For while in that his Reason Sways 

It is himself, that he obey's. 

27. 

But onely in Eternity 105 

We can these beauteous Unions see 

For heaven it self, and Glory is 

But one harmonious constant blisse. 

108 blisse.] ""̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #65: L'accord du bien 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: L'accord du bien. 151; L'accord du bien 775; L'Accord du 

Bien. 776 64-78. 

1 were] are 776 64-78. 

4 t'agree] to agree. 151; "'. 776 64-78. 

6 gaind] "', 151; "": 776 64-78. 

8 same] "-. 776 64-78. 

9 tend] -", 776; '"; 64-78. 

10 end,] ""̂  775; "'. 776 64-78. 

14 excellence] "-, 151; "': 776 64-78. 

15 note] notes 151. 

16 onely struck] struck alone 151. grow;] ". 151 776 64-78; '*"' 
775. 

18 harmony;] '^. 151 776 64-78; '^^ 775. 

20 angry] OM 151. the] all the 151. 

23 is it] it is 64; we have 67-78. 

24 alone] "'. 775 776 64-78. 

26 all] '". 776 64-78. 

28 Thought] Call'd 151. Conspiracy.] ""̂  151 775. 

30 fell] 5 e ^ -> fell 775. 'tother] t'other 151 776 64-78. 

32 constellations] Constellation 776. mett.] ""̂  151 775. 
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34 God] '̂, 151; D lib 64-78. been] '̂. 151; ^i lib 64; -, 
67-78. 

36 (purg'd] ^'^ 151 776 64-78. that)] '", 151 78; '"'̂  776 64-69 
again.] ""̂  151 775. 

38 it's] it 151 776 64-78. self is] self's an 776 64-78. 
argument] "': 776 64-78. 

42 the] our 151 776 64-78. shine's] '^; lib 64-78. 

44 within;] ""̂  151; ""̂  775. 

45 (main-spring)] maine spring, 151; maine spring 776 64-78. 
ludgement] "', 151; C") 776 64-78. 

46 With] Will 151 67-78. 

48 are.] ""̂  775. 

52 ingenious] Ingenuous 776 64-78. Divine.] ""̂  151. 

54 coloured] '": 776 64-78. 

56 fault;] ""̂  151 775. 

58 whom] them 776 64. understood.] "', 151; "': 776 64-78. 

60 themselves] their Selues 776 64-78. none.] "'' 151. 

62 cast] "', 151; ^: lib 64-78. 

64 ith' middle] 'ith middle 151; i'th'middle 776 64-78. 
Ground;] '^^ 151 775; '". 776 64-78. 

66 agree] "-; 776 64-78. 

68 same.] ""̂  151 775. 

69 upward] upwards 64-78. 

70 heights] height 67-78. lessen] lesser 776 64; lessens 67-
78. our] the 151; hef -> our 776. ey] '^, 151; '"; 776 
64-78. 

71 himself] God 776 64-78. will see] soon will see 776 64-78. 

72 humility] V 151; '". 776 64-78. 

74 own] "': 776 64-78. 
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75 who doth] who so doth 776; whoso doth 64; who doth so 67-78 
so employ] Imploy 776 64-78. 

76 But find's] Will find 776 64. loy.] ""̂  775; '"? 78. 

79 farthest] furthest 776 64-78. 

80 know.] ""̂  151. 

82 to dispute] to dispute, 151; dispute: 776 64-78. 

83 cloud] "', 776 64; "'; 67-78. 

84 And] 'Tis 67-78. 'tis] that 67-78. proud] "". 151 776 
64-78. 

85 whom] when 78. 

86 rise] '": 776 64-78. 

87 the] that 151 776 64-78. that's] which is 151 776 64-78. 

88 conceit.] '"'̂  151 775. 

90 not] no 151. 

92 Liberty.] '^^ 151. 

93 state] '", 151; '"; 776 64-78. 

96 choice.] '"'̂  151; '": 67. 

98 monarchy:] ""̂  151 775. 

100 Throne;] ""̂  151 775; ""̂  776 64-78. 

102 entertain's] "': 776 64-78. 

107 heaven it self] Heauen's self 776 64. 

108 blisse] '^'^ 775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #66: Invitation to the Countrey 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 78-79), 775 (pp. [176, 174rev]), 776 (pp. [252]-

253), 64 (pp. 203-06), 67 (pp. 103-04), 69 (pp. 103-04), 

78 (pp. 103-04) 

The earliest version of poem #66, MS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. MS 151 clearly 

descends from HS 775 because in the 50-line poem, HS 151 varies in its 

verbals from HS 775 only six times, and most of those variants are 

minor: 11. 3, 13, 28, 42, 43, 49. Readings in lines 13, 33, 36, 44, 

and 45, and 49 show that HS 776 cannot have the same source as HSS 151 

and 775 or as texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. Text 64 varies from texts 67, 

69, and 78 only in lines 21, 34, and 50. Texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 are 

close to HS 775, varying only in lines 13, 36, 42, 46, and 49, and are 

close to HS 151, varying only in lines 3, 13, 28, 36, 43, and 46. 

Consequently, four versions of poem #66 seem to have circulated: three 

slightly revised versions of HS 775 as witnessed by HS 151, text 64, 

and texts 67, 69, and 78; and one significant revision witnessed by HS 

776. 
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Invitation to the Countrey 

Be kind my deare Rosania though 'tis true 

Thy friendship will become thy penance too. 

Though there be nothing can reward the paine 

Nothing to satisfy, or entertain 

Though all be empty wild, and like to me 5 

Who make new troubles in my company 

Yet is the action more obleiging-great 

'Tis hardship onely make's desert compleat. 

But yet to prove mixtures all things compound 

There may in this be some advantage found 10 

For a retirement from the noise of Towns 

Is that for which some Kings have left their crowns 

And Conquerours whose LaurelIs prest their Brow 

Have chang'd it for the quiet Nirtle bough. 

For titles, honours, and the worlds address 15 

Are things too cheap to make up happiness. 

The easy tribute of a giddy race 

And paid less to the person then the place. 

So false, reflected, and so short content 

Is that which fortune, and opinion lent 20 

That who most try'd it, have of fate complaind 

With titles burden'd, and to greatness chain'd. 

For they alone enjoy'd what they possest 
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Who relish'd most, and understood it best 

And yet that understanding made them know 25 

The empty swift dispatch of all below 

So that what most can outward things endeare 

Is the best meanes to make them disappeare 

And ev'n that Tyrant sence doth these destroy 

As more officious to our grief then loy. 30 

Thus all the glittering world is but a cheat 

Obtruding on our sence things grosse, for great. 

But he that can enquire, and undisguise. 

Will soone perceive the sting that hidden ly's 

And find no loys merit esteem but those 35 

Whose Scene ly's wholly at our own dispose, 

Han unconcern'd without, himself may be 

His own both prospect, and security. 

Kings may be slaves by their own passions burId 

But who command's him self, command's the World. 40 

A countrey=life assist's this Study best 

When no distractions doth the soule arrest 

There heav'n and earth ly open to our view 

There we search nature, and it's authour too. 

40 World.] ""̂  

42 arrest;] '̂  

44 too,] ""̂  
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Possess'd with freedome and a reall State 45 

Look down on vice, on vanity, and fate. 

There (my Rosania) will we mingling souls 

Pitty the folly which the world controul's 

And all those Grandeurs which the most do prize 

We either can enjoy, or will despise. 50 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #66: Invitation to the Countrey 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Inuitation to the countrey 151; Invitation to the Countrey 

775; Invitation of Rosania to Wales. 776; Invitation to the 

Country. 64-78. 

2 too.] '*', 151 776; "-; 64-78. 

3 the] thy 151. paine] "'. 776; "', 64-78. 

4 entertain] "", 151; *". 776; *"; 64-78. 

5 empty wild, and] wild, and empty 776. me] "'. 776; "', 64-78. 

6 company] "', 151; '". 776; "': 64-78. 

7 obleiging-great] obliging great, 151 776; obliging great; 64-78. 

10 found] "', 151; '*'. 776; '*'; 64-78. 

12 crowns] -", 151; "'. 776; "': 64-78. 

13 Laurells] lawrell 151 776 64-78. prest] hurt 776. their] 
the 64-78. 

14 Hirtle bough.] myrtle bough, 151 776; Hyrtle-bow. 64-78. 

16 happiness] "', 151; '*'. 776; "'; 64-78. 

18 the] their 776. place.] "', 151 776. 

21 fate] it 64. 

22 chain'd.] "', 151 776. 

23 possest] "', 151 64-78; '*'. 776. 

24 best] '", 151; "'. 776 64-78. 

26 below] '", 151; "-. 776 64-78. 
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28 meanes] mean 151 776. disappeare] "", 151; ". 776; "': 64-78. 

29 sence] "', 151 776; C") 64-78. 

30 loy.] '", 151. 

32 great.] ""̂  151. 

33 he] they 776. 

34 sting] thing 64. ly's] "', 151; "". 776; -"; 64-78. 

36 ly's wholly] is wholly 776; lies only 64-78. dispose,] ^. 
776 64-78. 

39 by their own] and by their 776. hurld] "', 151 64-78; ". 776. 

40 World.] "-, 151; '^'^ 775. 

41 best] '*'. 776; "', 64-78. 

42 When] Where 776 64-78. doth] do 151 776 64-78. arrest,] 
""̂  775; "'. 776; "': 64-78. 

43 our] the 151. 

44 it's] her 776. too,] '"'̂  775; '*'. 776; '̂; 64-78. 

45 Possess'd] And fill'd 776. 

46 on] and 64-78. fate.] "', 151. 

47 (my] "'^ 151 776. Rosania)] "', 151 776. 

48 controul's] -", 151; '". 776; '"; 64-78. 

49 Grandeurs] splendours 776. most do] world do 151 64-78; 
vulgar 776. 

50 can] will 776. will] can 776 64. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #67: In memory of H E. Bering. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 80-81), 775 (pp. [172, 170rev]), 776 (pp. [378]-

379), 64 (pp. 206-09), 67 (pp. 104-06), 69 (pp. 104-06), 

78 (pp. 104-06) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #67, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. HS 151 

clearly descends from HS 775 because in lines 24, 30, 35, and 41, HSS 

775 and 151 agree against all other artifacts. When HS 151 varies 

from HS 775 (11. 9, 21, 39, 41) in the 50-line poem, the verbal vari

ants are minor and few. HS 776 is close to HSS 775 and 151 but does 

not directly descend from HSS 775 and 151 as the readings show in 

lines 7, 23, 29, 35, and 41. HS 776 is clearly related to text 64 be

cause they agree against all other artifacts in lines 7, 23, and 29, 

and they disagree only twice in the poem: 11. 13, 50. Readings in 

lines 7, 19, 23, 29, and 50 reveal that text 64 varies some from texts 

67, 69, and 78. Texts 67, 69, and 78 vary from HSS 775 and 151 in 

lines 19, 21, 30, and 35. The few substantive variants, relative to 

the length of the poem, suggest that Katherine Philips did not exten

sively revise poem #67. Three slightly revised versions of HS 775 

seem to have circulated: one witnessed by HS 151, one by HS 776 and 

text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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rs 
In memory of H E. Bering. 

As some choice Plant, cherish'd by sun, and aire 

And ready to requite the Gardiners care 

Blossom's, and flourishe's, but then we find 

Is made the triumph of some ruder wind 

So thy untimely Grave did both entomb 5 

Thy sweetness now, and wonders yet to come. 

Hung full of hopes thou fell'st a lovely prize 

lust as thou didst attract all Hearts, and eys. 

Thus we might apprehend, for had thy yeares 

Been lengthen'd to have paid those vast arrears 10 

The world expected, we should then conclude 

The Age of miracles had been renew'd 

For thou already hads't with ease found out 

(What others study with such pains and doubt) 

That frame of soule which is content alone 15 

And needs no entertainment but it's own. 

Thy even mind, which made thee good and great 

Was to thee both a shelter, and retreat. 

On all the tumults which the world doe fill 

6 come,] '̂'̂  

7 fell'st] "'; 

8 eys.] ""̂  

16 own.] '"̂  
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Thou wert an unconcern'd spectator still 20 

And were thy duty punctualIs supply'd 

Indifferent to all the world beside. 

Thou wert made up within, resolv'd and fixt 

And couldst not with a base allay be mixt. 

Above the world, couldst equally despise 25 

Both it's Temptations, and its injurys, 

Couldst summe up all, and find not worth desire 

Those glittering triffles which the most admire 

But with a nobler aime and higher borne 

Look'd down on Greatness with contempt and scorn. 30 

Thou hadst no arts that others this might see 

Nor lov'dst a Trumpet to thy Piety 

But silent, and retir'd calme and serene 

Stolst to thy blessed Haven hardly seen. 

It were hard to describe thee then but now 35 

Thy vast accession harder is to know. 

How full of light, and satisfy'd thou art 

So early from this treacherous world to part, 

How pleas'd thou art reflections now to make 

20 still] ""̂  

24 mixt,] '"'̂  

26 injurys,] ""̂  

38 part,] '"'̂  
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And find thou didst not things below mistake, 40 

In how abstracted a converse dost live 

How much thy knowledge is intuitive. 

How great, and bright a glory is enjoy'd 

With Angel Is, and in mysterys employ'd! 

'Tis sin then to lament thy fate but we 45 

Should help thee to a new eternity 

And by successive imitation strive 

Till time shall dy, to keep thee still alive 

And (by thy great example furnish'd) be 

Hore apt to live, then write thy Elegy. 50 

40 mistake,] ""̂  

42 intuitive,] '*'. 

44 employ'd!] ""̂  

46 eternity] '". 

48 alive] "-. 
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Historical Collation 

rs 

Poem #67: In memory of H E. Bering. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

rs rs 
Heading: In Hemory of H E. H. 151; In memory of H E. Bering. 

rs 
775; In Hemory of H: E. H. 776; In Hemorv of Hrs. E. H. 
64-78. 

4 wind] '*', 151; "': 776 64-78. 

6 come,] ""̂  775; "'. 776 64-78. 

7 fell'st] -", 151; ^; 775; felts't 776 64. 

8 eys.] ""̂  775. 

9 Thus] This 151. 

12 renew'd] "'. 151 776 64-78. 

13 hads't] hast 64-78. 

14 (What] '"^ 151 776 64-78. doubt)] "', 151; "'; 776 64-78. 

16 own.] '^^ 775. 

18 retreat.] "', 151. 

19 On] Of 776 64-78. the] this 67-78. 

20 still] '". 775; '*': 776 64-78. 

21 duty] duties 151. punctualIs] punctually 151 776 64-78. 

22 beside.] '", 151. 

23 within] with a 776 64. 

24 couldst] wouldst 776 64-78. mixt,] '^ 775; "-; 776 64-78. 

26 injurys] '^. 151; '"'̂  775; '"; 776 64-78. 
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28 admire] "'; 776 64-78. 

29 higher] nobler 776 64. 

30 Look'd] Look 776 64-78. scorn.] '̂, 151. 

32 Piety] '*', 151; ^: lib 64-78. 

34 Haven] heauen 151. seen.] '*', 151. 

35 hard] vain 776 64-78. 

36 know.] "', 151; "-; 776 64-78. 

38 part,] "'̂  775; "'; 776 64-78. 

39 thou art] art thou 151. 

40 mistake,] ""̂  775; '"; 776 64-78. 

41 a converse] converse 151; conuerse thou 776 64-78, 

42 intuitive,] "-. 775; *"; 776 64-78. 

44 employ'd!] "', 151; ""̂  775; '". 776 64-78. 

46 eternity] "', 151; "-. 775; '"; 776 64-78. 

48 alive] "', 151; "'. 775; ""; 776 64-78. 

49 (by] ^'^ 151. furnish'd)] "', 151. 

50 thy] this 64. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #68: On Rosania's Apostacy, and Lucasia's Friendship. 

Artifacts: 67 (p. 106), 69 (p. 106), 78 (p. 106) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #68 because 

it is the earliest surviving artifact. The poem also appears in texts 

69 and 78; text 69 comes from text 67, and text 78 from text 69, 

revealing a direct line of textual descent. Thus, the relationships 

among the artifacts reveal that only one version of poem #68 circu

lated. 
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On Rosania's Apostacv. and Lucasia's Friendship. 

GReat Soul of Friendship whither art thou fled. 

Where dost thou now chuse to repose thy head? 

Or art thou nothing but voice, air and name. 

Found out to put Souls in pursuit of fame? 

Thy flames being thought Immortal, we may doubt 5 

Whether they e're did burn that see them out. 

Go weary'd Soul find out thy wonted rest. 

In the safe Harbour of Orinda's brest. 

There all unknown Adventures thou hast found 

In thy late transmigrations expound; 10 

That so Rosania's darkness may be known 

To be her want of Lustre, not thy own. 

Then to the Great Lucasia have recourse. 

There gather up new excellence and force. 

Till by a free unbyass'd clear Commerce, 15 

Endearments which no Tongue can e're rehearse, 

Lucasia and Orinda shall thee give 

Eternity, and make even Friendship live. 

Hail Great Lucasia. thou shalt doubly shine. 

What was Rosania's own is now twice thine; 20 

Thou saw'st Rosania's Chariot and her flight. 

And so the double portion is thy right: 
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Though 'twas Rosania's Spirit be content. 

Since 'twas at first from thy Orinda sent. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #68: On Rosania's Apostacv. and Lucasia's Friendship. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: On Rosania's Apostacv. and Lucasia's Friendship. 67-78. 

1 fled,] "'? 78. 

8 brest,] "; 78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #69: To my Lady Elizabeth Boyle, Singing now affairs &c. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 283-[284]), 67 (p. 107), 69 (p. 107), 78 

(p. 107) 

Text 67 has been chosen as the copytext for poem #69 because it 

is the most reliable artifact. Verbal variants in lines 6, 13, 14, 

25, and 26 show that HS 776 and text 67 do not come from the same 

source. Text 67 is chosen as copytext instead of HS 776 because text 

67 is generally closer to HS 775, Phillip's holograph, than is HS 776 

for poems present in HS 775, HS 776, and texts 67, 69, and 78 (see 

General Textual Introduction). The relationships among the artifacts 

reveal that two versions of poem #69 circulated: one witnessed by 

texts 67, 69, and 78 and one by HS 776. 
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To my Lady Elizabeth Boyle, Singing now affairs &c. 

subduing fair! what will you win 

To use a needless Dart: 

Why then so many to take in 

One undefended heart? 

I came expos'd to all your Charms, 5 

'Gainst which the first half hour 

I had no will to take up Armes, 

And in the next no Power. 

How can you chuse but win the Day, 

Who can resist your Siege, 10 

Who in one action know the way 

To Vanquish and Oblige? 

Your Voice which can in melting strains 

Teach Beauty to the blind. 

Confines me yet in stronger Chains, 15 

By being soft and kind. 

Whilst you my trivial fancy sing, 

You it to wit refine. 

As Leather once stamp'd by a King 

Became a Current Coin. 20 

By this my Verse is sure to gain 

Eternity with men, 

14 the] be 
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Which by your voice it will obtain, 

Though never by my Pen. 

I'd rather in your favour live 25 

Then in a lasting name. 

And much a greater rate would give 

For Happiness then Fame. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #69: To my Lady Elizabeth Boyle, Singing now affairs &c. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To my Lady Elizabeth Boyle singing—Since affairs of the 
a 

State &c. 776; To my Lady Elizabeth Boyle, Singing now 

affairs &c. 67-78. 

2 Dart:] '"? 776 78. 

6 'Gainst which] And for 776. 

9 Day,] "'? 776. 

10 Siege,] "-? 776. 

11 Who] That 776. 

13 melting] moving 776. 

14 the] be 67-78. 

22 men,] "'. 776. 

23 will] may 776. 

25 I'd rather] But 776. live] I would Hue 776. 

26 Then in a lasting] Rather then by a 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #70: Submission 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 86-87), 775 (pp. [156, 154, 152rev]), 776 (pp. 

389-13921), 64 (pp. 209-13), 67 (pp. 108-10), 69 (pp. 108-

10), 78 (pp. 108-10) 

The earliest version of poem #70, HS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. HS 151 

varies several times from HS 775 in the 80-line poem, but most of the 

verbal differences are minor: 11. 15, 22, 30, 53, 76. HS 151 must 

ultimately descend from HS 775 because HS 151 frequently agrees with 

HS 775 against all other artifacts: 11. 10, 20, 35, 56, 70. Readings 

in lines 20, 33, 35, 48, and 70 show that HS 776 cannot have the same 

source as HSS 775 or 151. HS 776 is directly related to printed text 

64 because they always substantively agree. Text 64 and texts 67, 69, 

and 78 are very closely related since they only disagree three times 

(11. 33, 37, 48); however, the verbal variants in lies 33 and 48 are 

significant. Thus, two revisions of poem #70 in HS 775 seem to have 

circulated: one witnessed by HS 151 and another witnessed by HS 776, 

text 64, and texts 67, 69, and 78 (although texts 67, 69, and 78 may 

represent a third revision). 
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Submission 

'Tis so; and humbly I my will resign. 

Nor dare dispute with Providence divine. 

In vain! alas we struggle with our chains, 

But more entangled by the fruitless pains. 

For as i'th' great Creation of this All, 5 

Nothing by chance, could in such order fall; 

And what would single be deform'd confest, 

Grow's beauteous in it's Union with the rest; 

So providence like wisedom we allow, 

(Since what created once, does* govern now,) 10 

And the same fate, that seem's to one, reverse. 

Is necessary to the Universe. 

All these particular, and various things 

Link'd to their causes by such secret springs, 

Are held so fast, and govern*d with such art, 15 

That nothing can, out of it's order start. 

The world's Gods watch, where nothing is so small 

But makes a part, of what compose's all. 

Could the least pin be lost or elce misplac'd 

The whole would be disordred, and defac'd. 20 

It beat's no pulse in vain, but keep's its time 

And undiscern'd to it's own height does climb, 

22 climb,] ""̂  
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Strung first, and daily wound up by his hand. 

Who can it's motions guide, and understand. 

No secret cunning then, or multitude 25 

Can providence divert, crosse, or delude. 

And her lust, full degrees, are hidden things. 

Which harder are to find, then births of springs. 

Yet all in various consorts, fitly sound. 

And by their discords, harmony compound. 30 

Hence is that Order, Life, and Energy 

Whereby Forms are preserv'd though Natter dy, 

And shifting dress, keep their own Living state. 

So what kill's this does that thing propagate. 

This made that Antique Sage in rapture Cry, 35 

That sure the world had full Eternity. 

But though it self to fate, and time submit, 

Hee's above both, who made and govern's it. 

And to each creature hath such portion lent. 

As Love, and wisedom, see's convenient. 40 

For hee's no Tyrant, nor delight's to grieve 

The beings, which by him alone can Live. 

Hee's most concern*d, and hath the greatest share 

32 dy,] "'. 

34 this) ""̂  
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In man, and therefore take's the greatest care 

To make him happy, who alone can be 45 

So, by Submission and Conformity. 

For why should changes here below surprize. 

When the whole world it's revolution trys? 

Where were our springs our harvests pleasant use 

Unless Vicissitude did them produce? 50 

Nay what can be so wearisome a paine 

As when no alterations entertain? 

To loose, to suffer, to be sick, and dy, 

Arrest us by the same necessity. 

Nor would they trouble us but that our mind 55 

Hath it's own glorys unto drosse confin'd 

For outward things remove not from their place 

Till our soules run to beg their mean embrace. 

Then doting on the choice make it our own 

By placing triffles in th'opinion's Throne. 60 

So when they are divorc'd by some new crosse 

Our soules seem widdow'd by the fatal1 losse. 

But could we keep our Grandeur and our state 

Nothing below would seem unfortunate. 

But Grace, and reason which best succours bring 65 

44 care] '̂; 
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Would with advantage mannage every thing 

And by right ludgements would prevent our mone 

For loosing that, which never was our Own 

For right Opinion's like a Harble Grott 

In summer cold, and in the winter hot, 70 

A principle which in each fortune live's 

Bestowing Catholique preservatives 

'Tis this resolve's there are no losses where 

Vertue, and reason are continued there. 

The meanest soule might such a fortune share 75 

But no meane soule could thus that fortune beare. 

Thus I compose my thoughts grown insolent 

As th'Irish Harper doth his Instrument 

Which if once struck, doth murmur and complain. 

But the next touch, will silence all again. 80 

66 thing] '". 
r 

67 prevent] p vent 

68 Own] "'. 

70 hot,] '*'. 

72 preservat i ves.] 

78 Instrument] '̂. 

'VA 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #70: Submission 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Submission 151 775; Submission. 776; Submission. 64-78. 

1 so;] ""j 151 776 64-78. 

2 divine.] '", 151. 

3 vain! alas] vain, alas! 776 64-78. 

4 pains,] "'. 776 64-78. 

5 i'th great] ith'great 151; i'th'great 776 64-78. 

6 such] this 151. fall;] "*, 151. 

8 rest;) "', 151; "': 776 64-78. 

10 (Since) '"^ 151; (For 776 64-78. does'] doth 151. now,)) 
"','̂; ""̂ ) 776 64-78. 

15 with) by 151 776 64-78. 

16 nothing) no thing 151. start.) '", 151. 

18 all.) -", 151; "': 776 64-78. 

19 misplac'd) displac'd 776 64-78. 

20 whole) World 776 64-78. and] or 151. 

22 it's] his 151. does) doth 151 776 64-78. climb,] ""̂  775; 
"'; 776 64-78. 

24 and) or 776 64-78. understand.) ", 151; '*'? 776. 

25 or) nor 776 64-78. 

26 delude.) "', 151. 

27 degrees] decrees 151 776 64-78. 
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30 discords] discord 151. compound.) '̂, 151. 

32 Hatter) Hatters 776 64-78. dy.) "'. 775; "-; 776 64-78. 

33 state,) "': 67-78; seat: 776 64. 

34 what) that what 776 64-78. kill's) filles 151. this) 
•"; 775; '^, lib 64-78. does) doth 151. that thing] that 
776 64. propagate.) '̂, 151. 

35 that] the 151 776 64-78. Antique) Ancient 776 64-78. 

36 Eternity.) ""̂  151. 

37 But) For 67-78. fate, and time) Time and Fate 776 64-78. 

38 it.) "'; 776 64-78. 

42 by) from 776 64-78. 

44 care) "', 151; "'; 775; ""̂  776 64-78. 

46 Conformity.) conformity'̂  151. 

47 surprize,) ""̂  151; "'; 776. 

48 revolution] revolucions 151; resolution 776 64. trys?) '̂ ,? 
151. 

50 produce?) '", 151. 

53 and] to 151. 

55 would] could 151 776 64-78. 

56 glorys] glory 776 64-78. confin'd] "', 151; "-. 776. 

58 embrace.) "'; 776 64-78. 

60 th'opinion's] opinions 151. 

62 losse.) "", 151; '": 776 64-78. 

64 unfortunate.) •*-; 776 64-78. 

66 thing) '*'. 151 775; "'; 776 64-78. 
r 

67 ludgements] ludgment 776 64-78. prevent] p vent 775. 

68 Own) "'. 775 776 64-78. 
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70 cold) cool 776 64-78. hot.) ""̂  151; '*'; 776 64-78. 

72 preservatives.) '*', 151; "̂"̂  775. 

74 there.) ""̂  151. 

76 thus] so 151 776 64-78. beare.) "', 151. 

78 Instrument) "'. 775; "-; 776 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #71: 2 Corinth. 5. 19. v. God was in Christ reconciling the 
to 

world to himself. 8 Aprillis 1653 lb 7's 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 88-89), 775 (pp. [150, 148rev)), 776 (pp. [262]-

263), 64 (pp. 214-16), 67 (pp. 110-11), 69 (pp. 110-11), 

78 (pp. 110-11) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #71, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. HS 151 

varies several times from HS 775 in the 48-line poem, but most of the 

verbal differences are minor: 11. 4, 9, 20, 28, 34. HS 776 varies 

significantly from all other artifacts in that it omits six lines: 

11. 7, 8, 29, 30, 43, 44. In addition, readings in lines 4, 6, and 40 

show that HS 776 comes from a source other than HSS 151 and 775 or 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. Text 64 cannot have the same source as 

texts 67, 69, and 78 as shown by verbal variants in lines 10, 27, and 

32; moreover, 67, 69, and 78 are the only artifacts to omit lines 19-

26. Readings in lines 3, 10, 35, 36, and 40 reveal that text 64 often 

varies from HSS 775 and 151, but those differences are minor. Texts 

67, 69, and 78 also differ from HSS 775 and 151: 11. 27, 32, 35, 47. 

Thus, four versions of poem #71 seem to have circulated: minor revi

sions of HS 775 as witnessed by HS 151 and by 64; and more significant 

revisions witnessed by HS 776 and by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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2. Corinth. 5. 19. v. 

God was in Christ reconciling the world 
to 

to himself. 8 Aprillis 1653 lb 7's 

When God contracted to humanity 

Could sigh, and suffer, could be sick, and dy. 

When all that heap of miracles combin'd 

To form the greatest, which was save mankind. 

Then God took stand in Christ studying a way 5 

How to repaire the ruin'd worlds decay. 

His Love, pow'r, wisedome must some meanes procure 

His mercy to advance, Iustice secure. 

And since man was in so much misery hurld 

It cost him more to save then make the world. 10 

0 what a desperate lump of sins had we 

When God must plot, for our felicity! 

When God must beg us that he may forgive! 

And dy himself before mankind could Live! 

And what still are we, when our king in vain 15 

Beg's his lost RebelIs to be friends again! 

What flouds of love proceed from heavens smile 

At once to pardon, and to reconcile! 

0! wretched men who dare your god confine 

t 
5 Christ] C: 
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Like those who separate what he does loine, 20 

Go, stop the Rivers with an infants hand! 

Or count with your Arithmetique the Sand! 

Forbid the light; the fertile earth perswade 

To shut her bosom from the lab'rers spade! 

And yield your God (if these cannot be done) 25 

As Universal] as the Sea, or Sun. 

What God hath made he therefore cannot hate 

For it's one act to love and to Create. 

And hee's too perfect, full of Hajesty 

To need additions from Our misery. 30 

He hath a fathers, not a tyrants loy, 

'Tis equal] pow'r to save, as to destroy. 

Did there Ten thousand worlds to ruine fall 

One God would save, one Christ redeem them all. 

Be silenc'd then you narrow souls; take heed 35 

Least you restrain the mercy you will need. 

But 0! my soule, from these be different. 

Imitate thou a nobler president 

As God with open arms the World doe's woo 

20 loine,] ""̂  

23 light;] light; or 

25 these] «t*« -> these 

28 act] act, in him. 
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Learn thou like him to be enlarged too. 40 

As he beg's thy consent to pardon thee 

Learn to submit unto thy enemy. 

As he stands ready thee to entertain 

Be thou as forward to return again. 

As he was crucify'd for, and by thee 45 

Crucify thou what caus'd his Agony. 

And like to him be mortify'd to men, 

Dy to the world, as he dy'd for it then. 

'VA 45 for] ", thee,] 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #71: 2 Corinth. 5. 19. v. God was in Christ reconciling the 
to 

world to himself 8 Aprillis 1653 lb 7's 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 
th 

Heading: 2 Cor. 5 19. God was in XXX reconciling the world to 

himselfe. 151; 2 Corinth. 5. 19. v. God was in Christ 
to 

reconciling the world to himself 8 Aprillis 1653 lb 7's 

775; Good Friday God was in Christ, reconciling the World to 

himself 2. Cor: C 19th 776; 2 Cor. 5. 19. God was in 

Christ Recon=ciling the World to himself. 64; God was in 

Christ Reconciling the World to himself. 67-78. 

2 dy,] '*'; 64-78. 

3 that] the 64-78. 

4 To] The 151. which was] and 776. save] redeem 776. 
mankind] '", 151; "'. 776; "': 64-78. 

t 
5 took stand] OH 151. Christ] C: 775. a way] away 151. 

6 ruin'd] fallen 776. 

7 His Love, pow'r, wisedome must some meanes procure] OH 776. 

8 His mercy to advance, Iustice] OH 776. secure.) '*', 151; OH 
776; '*': 64-78. 

9 was] OH 151 776 64-78. so much misery] such misery was 151 
776 64-78. 

10 save] make 151. make] saue 151; made 64. 

11 0] 0! 776 64-78. lump] load 151 776 64-78. 

12 felicity!) '"'̂  151; '", 776; '"? 64 67. 
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13 forgive!) ""̂  151; -", 776 64-78. 

14 Live!) '", 151; "'. 776; '*"> 64 67. 

16 again!) •", 151; ""? 776 64 67. 

18 reconcile!) *", 151; ""̂  776; "-? 64 67. 

19 0!) ""̂  151 64; OH 67-78. wretched] OH 67-78. men] ̂ , 
151; "'! 64;0H 67-78. who dare your god confine] OH 67-78, 

20 Like those who separate] OH 67-78. what] when 151; OH 67-
78. he] OH 67-78. does] doth 151; OH 67-78. 
loine,) ""̂  775; "'. 776 64; OH 67-78. 

21 Go, stop the Rivers with an infants] OH 67-78. hand!) '^'^ 
151; "', 776 64; OH 67-78. 

'VA 22 Or count with your Arithmetique the] OH 67-78. Sand!) 
151; "-. 776; '*'; 64; OH 67-78. 

23 Forbid the] OH 67-78. light;] "', 151 776 64; "-; w 151; OH 
67-78. 

24 To shut her bosom] OH 67-78. from] to 776; OH 67-78. 
the lab'rers] OH 67-78. spade!) "', 151; "'. 776; '*': 64; OH 
67-78. 

25 And yield your God] OH 67-78. (if) '"^ 151; OH 67-78. 
these] this 151; «tt« -> these 775; OH 67-78. cannot be] 
OH 67-78. done)] ""̂  151; '*',) 776; OH 67-78. 

26 As Universal 1 as the Sea, or] OH 67-78. Sun.) "', 151; OH 
67-78. 

27 God] he 151; God himself 67-78. 

28 it's] tis 151 776 64-78. act] act, in him, 775. Create.) 
151; "': 64-78. 'VA 

29 And hee's too perfect, full of Hajesty] OH 776. 

30 To need additions from Our) OH 776. misery.) ""̂  151; OH 
776. 

31 loy,] '"'̂  151; '̂; 64-78. 

32 'Tis] C" 776; Shews 67-78. equal] pow'r] more his Pow'r 67-
78. as] then 67-78. destroy.) ".) 776. 
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33 Did) Could 776. 

34 would] could 151 776 64-78 

35 silenc'd] silent 776 64-78 
151 776 64-78. 

all.) *", 151. 

you] ye 64-78. souls;] 

36 Least) Lest 64-78. 

37 0!) '"'̂  151 64-78. 

need.) "-, 151. 

38 president] "'. 776; Precedent: 64-78 

39 doe's] doth 151. 

40 Learn thou like] So be thy 776. 
78. to be enlarged) extensiue 776. 

him] Charity 776; God 64-
too.) 151; 64-78. 

42 enemy,) 64-78. 

43 As he stands ready thee to entertain] OH 776. 

44 Be thou as forward to return] OH 776. again.) •VA 

776; 

45 for] 

64-78. 

775. 

151; OH 

thee,) ""̂  151 775; '". 776, 

46 Agony.) ""̂  151; "'; 64-78, 

47 men] sin 64-78. 

48 then.) '*'̂  151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #72: The World 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 69-71), 775 (pp. [204, 202, 200, 198rev)), 776 

(pp. [254]-257), 64 (pp.217-22), 67 (pp. 111-13), 69 (pp. 

111-13), 78 (pp. 111-13) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #72, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. When HS 151 

disagrees with HS 775 in the 96-line poem, the variants are few and 

relatively minor: 11. 20, 24, 32, 54. Readings in lines 2, 3, 31, 32, 

and 95 show that HS 776 cannot come from the same source as HSS 151 and 

775 or as any of the printed texts. In addition, HS 776 is the only 

artifact to eliminate lines 67, 68, 83, and 84. Verbal variants in 

lines 18, 23, 54, 66, and 93 reveal that text 64 and texts 67, 69, and 

78 derive from different sources. Text 64 is clearly related to HSS 

775 and 151 (11. 18, 23, 54, 66), but minor variants in lines 2, 38, 

and 93 show that text 64 does not directly descend from HS 775, and 

verbals in lines 24, 42, and 93 reveal that text 64 does not directly 

descend from HS 151. Verbal differences in lines 18, 54, 66, and 93 

demonstrate that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not directly descend from HSS 

151 and 775. Thus, the relationships among the artifacts indicate that 

four versions of poem #72 circulated: three minor revisions of HS 775 

as witnessed by HS 151, text 64, and texts 67, 69, and 78; and one 

significant revision as witnessed by HS 776. 
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The World 

Wee falsely think it due unto our friends 

That we should grieve for their too early ends. 

He that survey's the world with serious eys 

And stripps Her from her grosse, and weak disguise 

Shall find 'tis injury to mourn their fate 5 

He onely dy's untimely who dy's late. 

For if 'twere told to children in the womb 

To what a stage of mischief they must come 

Could they foresee with how much toile and sweat 

Hen court that Guilded nothing being Great 10 

What paines they take not to be what they seem 

Rating their blisse, by others false esteem. 

And sacrifising their content to be 

Guilty of grave, and serious Vanity. 

How each condition hath it's proper Thorns 15 

And what one man admires another Scorn's 

How frequently their happiness they misse 

And so farre from agreeing what it is 

That the same Person we can hardly find 

•VA 

8 come,] '*"' 

10 Great,) 

12 esteem,) '*"' 
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Who is an houre together in a mind; 20 

Sure they would beg a period of their breath 

And what we call their birth would count their Death 

Hankind are mad; for none can live alone 

Because their loys stand by comparison 

And yet they quarrel1 at Society 25 

And strive to kill they know not whom nor why. 

We all live by mistake, delight in Dreames, 

Lost to our selves, and dwelling in extreames. 

Rejecting what we have though ne're so good 

And prizing what we never understood. 30 

Compar'd to our boystrous inconstancy 

Tempests are calme, and discords harmony. 

Hence we reverse the world, and yet doe find 

The God that made, can hardly please our mind 

We live by chance, and slip into Events 35 

Have all of Beasts except their Innocence 

The soule which no man's pow'r can reach, a thing 

That make's each woman Han, each man a king 

22 Death.) ""̂  

23 are) t» -> are 

28 extreames] '*'. 

34 mind.) ""̂  

36 Innocence.) '*"' 
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Doth so much loose and from it's height so fall 

That some contend to have no Soule at all. 40 

'Tis either not observ'd or at the best 

By passion fought withal1 by sin deprest 

Freedome of Will, gods image is forgot 

And if we know it, we improve it not. 

Our thoughts though nothing can be more our own 45 

Are still unguided, verry seldom known. 

Time 'scape's our hands as water in a Sieve 

We come to dy, er'e we begin to Live. 

Truth the most suitable, and noble Prize, 

Food of our spirits, yet neglected ly's. 50 

Errours, and shaddows are our choice and we 

Ow our perdition to our own decree. 

If we search Truth we make it more obscure 

And when it shine's we can't the light endure. 

For most men who plod on, and eat, and drink 55 

Have nothing less their business then to think 

And those few that enquire how small a share 

Of Truth they find! how dark their notions are! 

That serious evenness, that calme's the Brest 

42 deprest.) ""̂  

58 are!) ""̂  
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And in a Tempest can bestow a rest, 60 

We either not attempt, or elce decline 

By every triffle snatch'd from our design. 

(Others he must in his deceits involve 

Who is not true unto his own resolve.) 

We govern not our selves, but loose the reins 65 

Courting our bondage to a thousand chains. 

And with as many slaverys content 

As there are Tyrants ready to Torment 

We live upon a Rack extended still 

To one extreame or both, but always ill 70 

For since our fortune is not understood 

We suffer less from bad then from the good. 

The sting is better drest, and longer last's 

As surfeits are more dangerous then fasts 

And to compleat the misery to us 75 

We see extreames are still contiguous. 

And as we run so fast from what we hate 

Like Squibs on ropes to know no middle state 

60 rest,) '"'̂  

64 resolve.)) '"'̂) 

72 good.) ""̂  

76 contiguous.) '̂'̂  
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So (outward storms strengthen'd by us) we find 

Our fortune as disordred as our mind 80 

But that's excus'd by this, it doth it's part 

A treacherous world befit's a treacherous heart. 

All ill's our own; the outward storms we loath 

Receive from us their birth, or sting, or both 

And that our Vanity be past a doubt 85 

'Tis one new vanity to find it out, 

Happy are they to whom god give's a Grave 

And from themselves, as from his wrath doth save, 

'Tis good not to be born, but if we must 

The next good is, soone to return to Dust. 90 

When th'uncag'd soule fled to Eternity 

Shall rest, and live, and sing, and love, and See 

Here we but crawle and grope, and play, and cry 

Are first our own, then others Enemy. 

But there shall be defac'd both stain, and score 95 

For time and Death, and sin, shall be no more. 

82 heart.) ""̂  

86 find) 9«efc -> find out,] ""̂  

88 save,) ""̂  

96 more.) ""̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #72: The World 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: The World. 151 776; The World 775; The World. 64-78. 

2 grieve for) mourn 776. too early] untimely 151 64-78; 
unexpected 776. ends,) '*'. 64-78. 

3 He that survey's) For he that views 776. 

5 'tis) it 776. fate] "'. 151; "', 776; '^; 64-78. 

7 'twere) t'were 151. 

8 come,) ""̂  775; "'; 64-78. 

10 that) the 776. Great,) ""̂  775; '*'. 776; "'; 64-78. 

11 what) that 776. 

12 esteem,) '*'. 775. 

14 serious) solemn 776. Vanity.) '*'; 64-78. 

16 Scorn's] '*'. 151; *", 776; ""; 64-78. 

18 And so farre] So far even 67-78. 

20 a] one 151 64-78. mind; ) '^^ 151; *", 776; •": 64-78. 

22 Death.) '", 151 776; '"'̂  775. 

23 are) is -> are 775; is 776 67-78. mad;] '^^ 151; '*', 776. 

24 stand) rise 151. comparison) "', 151; "'. 776; "': 64-78. 

25 they] men 776. 

28 extreames) "'. 775; '", 776; "'; 64-78. 

30 understood.) ", 151. 
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31 Compar'd) To 776. to our) the wild 776; four 64-78. 
boystrous inconstancy] changes discompose our Brain, 776. 

32 Tempests are calme, and) Shrieks are harmonious, there's 776. 
discords) discord 151; delight 776. harmony.) in Pain. 776. 

34 mind.) "', 151; ""̂  775. 

35 Events) "', 776; "'; 64-78. 

36 Innocence.) *", 151 776; ""̂  775. 

38 That) Which 776 64. 

39 Doth) Does 776. 

40 all.) "', 151. 

42 fought) sought 151 67-78. deprest.) "', 151; '"'̂  775 776. 

43 gods) C" 151 776 64-78. image) "") 151 64-78; "̂ ,) 776. 
forgot) -", 151 776; '*'; 64-78. 

44 not.) "', 151. 

46 known.) '", 151. 

47 Sieve) "', 151 64-78; "'. 776. 

48 Live.) "', 151. 

49 Prize,) "'. 151. 

50 spirits) Souls 776. yet] yet still 776. ly's.) ""; 151; 
'*'. 776 64-78. 

51 Errours) Errour 151 64-78. 

52 decree.) "; 151. 

53 obscure) "', 151 776 78; •"; 64-69. 

54 And) Nor 776. we can't) can we 776; cannot 67-78. the) 
that 151. endure.) "", 151 78. 

55 men] men now 64-78. who plod on] who plod 64-78. 

56 Have] Hake 151. think] -, 151; -. 776 64-78. 

58 find!) '̂, 151 64-78. are!) '̂, 151; '^^ 775. 
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59 that) which 776. 

60 rest,) "'. 775. 

62 design.) "': 151. 

63 (Others) '"^ 151 776. 

64 resolve.)) '̂'̂  151; "̂"̂  776; ""̂ ) 775. 

66 Courting) Counting 67-78. chains.) '*', 151 776; ^; 64-78. 

67 And with as many slaverys content] OH 776. 

68 As there are Tyrants ready to Torment] OH 776. 

70 ill) '*', 151; '*'. 776 64-78. 

72 good.) ""̂  775. 

73 better) deeper 776. drest) fixt 776. last's) "', 151 64-
78; '*'; 776. 

74 fasts) '*', 151; "'. 776 64-78. 

76 contiguous.) '*"' 775. 

78 state) "', 151 776; '*'; 64-78. 

79 (outward] '"^ 151 64-78. us)) '^, 151 64-78. 

80 mind) "', 151; "'. 776 64-78. 

81 doth] does 776. part] '", 776; ̂ ; 64-78. 

82 heart.) ""̂  775. 

83 All ill's our] OH 776. own;] "', 151 64-78; OH 776. the 
outward storms we loath] OH 776. 

84 Receive from us their birth] OH 776. or] OH 776; their 64-
78. sting, or) OH 776. both] "'. 151 64-78; OH 776. 

86 find) 9eek -> find 775. out] ""̂  775; "'. 776 64-78. 

87 to whom] whom 776. give's] locks up 776. a] in 776. 

88 wrath doth] anger 776. save] '*"' 775; saves. 776; '*'. 64-78. 

89 good) best 776. born,] "'; 64-78. 
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90 Dust.) "̂"̂  151. 

92 See) "". 776 64-78. 

93 but crawle and) can only 776. grope] grapple 64; grovel 67-
78. and play) play 64-78. cry] "', 776; "-; 64-78. 

94 Enemy.) ""̂  151; '": 64-78. 

95 defac'd) expung'd 776. 

96 more.) ""̂  775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #73: The Soule 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 72-73), 775 (pp. [196, 194, 192, 190rev]), 776 

(pp. 257-59), 64 (pp. 222-28), 67 (pp.114-17), 69 (pp. 

114-17), 78 (pp. 114-17) 

The earliest version of poem #73, NS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. MS 151 is very 

close to MS 775 in the 80-line poem; when MS 151 disagrees with MS 

775, the verbal variants are few and minor: 11. 2, 12, 16, 79. MS 

776 is the only artifact to eliminate 28 lines of the poem: 11. 17-20, 

25-36, 45-52, 65-68. In the remaining lines of the poem, MS 776 dis

plays minor verbal variants when compared to MSS 775 and 151, and to 

texts 64, 67, 69, and 78: 11. 4, 16, 21, 39, 42. Readings in lines 2, 

33, 46, and 79 reveal that text 64 comes from a source other than 

text 67, 69, and 78. Minor verbal variants in lines 2, 5, 46, and 79 

show that text 64 does not directly descend from MSS 775 and 151. 

Minor verbal differences in lines 12, 33, 46, and 65 reveal that texts 

67, 69, and 78 do not directly descend from MSS 151 and 775. Conse

quently, four versions of poem #72 seem to have circulated: three 

minor revisions of MS 775 witnessed by MS 151, text 64, and texts 67, 

69, and 78; and one significant revision witnessed by MS 776. 
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The Soule 

How vaine a thing is man whose noblest part 

That soule which through the world doth rome 

Traverse's heav'n, find's out the depths of art 

Yet is so ignorant at home! 

2. 

In every brook or mirrour we can find 5 

Reflections of our face to be 

But a true optique to present our mind 

We hardly get, and darkly see. 

3. 

Yet in the search after our selves we run 

Actions, and causes we survey 10 

And when the weary chase is almost done 

From our own quest we slip away. 

4. 

'Tis strange, and sad that since we doe beleive 

We have a Soule must never dy 

There are so few, that can a reason give 15 

How it obtain's that life or why. 

12 quest] flcareh -> quest away.] "^ 
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5. 

I wonder not to find those that know most 

Profess so much their ignorance 

Since in their own Souls greatest wits are lost 

And of themselves have scarce a Glance. 20 

6. 

But somewhat sure doth here obscurely ly 

That, above drosse would faine advance 

And pants, and catche's at Eternity 

As 'twere it's own inheritance. 

7. 

A soule self=mov'd which can dilate contract 25 

Peirce's and ludges things unseen 

But this grosse heap of matter cannot act 

Unless impulsed from within. 

8. 

Distance, and Quantity to bodys due 

The 'state of souls cannot admit 30 

And all the contrarys which nature knew 

Meet there, nor hurt themselves nor it. 

24 inheritance.) '^^ 
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9. 

God never made body so bright and cleane 

Which good and evill could discern 

What these words honesty, and honour meane 35 

The Soule alone know's how to learn. 

10. 

And though ('tis true) she is imprison'd here 

Yet hath she notions of her own 

Which sence doth onely logg, awake and cleare 

But cannot at the first make known. 40 

11. 

The soule her own felicity hath laid 

And independant on the sence 

See's the weak terrours which the world invade 

With pitty or, with negligence. 

12. 

So unconcern'd she live's so much above 45 

The rubbish of her clotty Gaole 

That nothing doth her energy improve 

So much as when those structures faile. 

36 learn.] ""̂  
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13. 

Shoe's then a substance subtill strong and pure 

So immaterial], and refin'd 50 

As speak's her from the bodys fate secure 

As wholly of a different kind. 

14. 

Religion for reward in vain would look, 

Vertue were doom'd to misery. 

All actions were like bubbles in a brook 55 

Were't not for Immortallity. 

15. 

And as that Conquerour who millions spent 

Thought it too meane to give a Mite 

So the worlds ludge can never be content 

To bestow less then infinite 60 

16. 

Treason against eternal] Majesty 

Must have eternal 1 Iustice too 

•VA 

53 look.] ""̂  

54 misery,] 

60 infinite.] '"'̂  
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And since unbounded Love did satisfy 

He will unbounded mercy show. 

17. 

It is our narrow thoughts shorten's these things 65 

By their companion flesh enclin'd 

Which feeling it's own weakness gladly brings 

The same opinion to the mind. 

18. 

We stiffle our own Sun, and live in shade 

But where it's beames doe once appeare 70 

They make that person of himself affraid 

And to his own acts most severe. 

19. 

For ways to sin close, and our brests disguise 

From outward search we soon may find 

But who can his own soule bribe or surprise 75 

Or sin without a sting behind. 

64 show.] ""̂  

72 severe.] """ 

76 behind.] ""̂  
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20. 

He that commands himself is more a prince 

Then he who nations keep's in aw 

And those who yield to what their souls convince 

Shall never need another Law. 80 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #73: The Soule 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: The Soule 151 775; The Soul 776; The Soul. 64-78. 

2 That] The 151. the world doth] all things can 776. rome] 
come 776 64. 

4 Yet is] Is yet 776. home!) ""̂  151; "-. 776; "? 64-78. 

5 or] our 64. 

6 be] '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

10 survey] '", 776; "'; 64-78. 

12 From] Then 151 64-78. our owne] from our 64-78. quest] 
seflrt-eh -> quest 775. away.] '*"' 151 775. 

16 it] she 776. or] and 151. 

17 I wonder not to find those that know most] ON 776. 

18 Profess so much their] OM 776. ignorance] ", 151; OM 776; 
'"; 64-78. 

19 Since in their own Souls greatest wits are lost] ON 776. 

20 And of themselves] ON 776. have scarce a] scarce heare a 
151; ON 776. Glance.] "'̂  151. 

21 doth] does 776. 

24 inheritance] ""̂  151 775. 

25 A soule self=mov'd which can dilate contract] OH 776. 

26 Peirce's and ludges things] OH 776. unseen] *", 151; ON 776; 
'": 64-78. 

27 But this grosse heap of matter cannot act] ON 776. 

28 Unless impulsed from within.] OH 776. 
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29 Distance, and Quantity to bodys due) ON 776. 

30 The] ON 776. 'state] state 151 64-78; OH 776. 

of soulscannot] OH 776. admit] OH 776; "-; 64-78. 

31 And all the contrarys which nature knew] OH 776. 

32 Heet there, nor hurt themselves nor it.) ON 776. 
33 God never] OH 776. made body] OH 776; made a Body 64; Body 

made 67-78. so bright and] OH 776. cleane] cleare 151. 

34 Which good and evill could] OH 776. discern] ,̂ 151; ON 
776; ^: 64-78. 

35 What these words honesty, and honour meane] OH 776. 

36 The Soule alone know's how to] OH 776. learn.] '"̂  151 775; 
OH 776; '*'. 64-78. 

37 ('tis) '̂^ 151 776 64-78. true)] "", 151 776; ""̂  64-78. 

39 doth] can 776. logg] loy 776. 

42 on] of 776. 

43 the weak] all the 776. 

45 So unconcern'd she live's so much above] OH 776. 

46 The rubbish of] OH 776. her] OH 776; a 64-78. clotty] 
OH 776; sordid 67-78. Gaole] OH 776; Jail 64-78. 

47 That nothing doth her energy improve] OH 776. 

48 So much as when those structures] OH 776. faile.] ""̂  151; OH 
776; "', 67-78. 

49 Shee's then a substance subtill strong and pure] ON 776. 

50 So immaterial], and refin'd] OH 776. 

51 As speak's her from the bodys fate secure] ON 776. 

52 As] OH 776; And 67-78. wholly of a different kind.] OH 776. 

53 look,] '^^ 151 775; '^. lib. 

54 misery,] '^^ 151 775. 
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56 Were't] Were it 64. Immortallity.] Nortality. 64. 

57 And] But 67-78. 

58 Hite] "', 151 776; "'; 64-78. 

60 infinite.) ""̂  151 775. 

62 too] '", 776; '"; 64-78. 

64 show.] ""̂  151 775; shew. 776 64-78. 

65 It is our narrow thoughts] OH 776. shorten's] OH 776; 
shorten 64-78. these things] OH 776. 

66 By their companion flesh] OH 776. enclin'd] *", 151; OH 776; 
'^; 64-78. 

67 Which feeling it's own weakness gladly brings] OH 776. 

68 The same opinion to the mind.] ON 776. 

69 shade] "', 151 776; ^; 64-78. 

72 severe.) "̂"̂  151 775. 

74 find] *", 151 776; '": 64-78. 

76 behind.] '^^ 151 775; ""? 64-78. 

78 aw] '", 151 776; '"; 64-78. 

79 And] Who 67-78. those] they 151 776 64; yield 67-78. 
who yield to what] to all that does 67-78. 

80 Law.] '^^ 151 775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #74: Happyness 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 66-67), 775 (pp. [212, 210rev]), 776 (pp. [392]-

[394]), 64 (pp. 228-31), 67 (pp. 118-19), 69 (pp. 118-19), 

78 (pp. 118-19) 

Hanuscript 775, the earliest version of poem #74, is in the hand 

of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. HS 151 

clearly derives from HS 775 because in the 54-line poem, HSS 151 and 

775 display only three verbal variants: 11. 22, 36, and 52. HS 776 

is close to HSS 775 and 151, but does not directly descend from either 

of those manuscripts as the readings show in lines 3, 7, 15, and 54. 

HS 776 is clearly related to printed text 64 because a comparison of 

the two artifacts reveals their only verbal variant in the poem: 

1. 8. Text 64 closely parallels texts 67, 69, and 78 with the 

exception of the verbal difference in line 7; however, texts 67, 69, 

and 78 are the only artifacts to lack lines 15 and 16. Texts 67, 69, 

and 78 are also related to HSS 775 and 151; most verbal variants be

tween texts 67, 69, and 78, and HSS 775 and 151 are minor: 11. 3, 8, 

23, 54. The few substantive variants, relative to the length of the 

poem, suggest that Katherine Philips did not extensively revise poem 

#74. Thus, three versions of HS 775 seem to have circulated: one 

witnessed by HS 151, one by NS 776 and text 64, and one by texts 67, 

69, and 78. 
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Happyness. 

Nature court's happiness although it be 

Unknown as the Athenian Deity. 

It dwell's not in mans sence, but he supplys 

That want by growing fond of it's disguise. 

The false appearances of loy, deceive, 5 

And seeking her, unto her like we cleave. 

For sinking man hath scarce sence left to know 

Whither the Plank he grasp's will hold, or no. 

While all the business of the world is this 

To seek that good which by mistake they misse. 10 

And all the several] passions men expresse 

Are but for pleasure in a diffront dresse. 

They hope for happiness in being Great 

Or rich, or lov'd, then hug their own conceit 

And these which promise what they never had 15 

Ith' middest of Laughter leave the Spirit sad. 

But the Good man can find this Treasure out 

For which in vaine others doe dig and doubt 

And hath such secret full content within 

Though all abroad be stormes yet he can sing. 20 

His peace is made; all's quiet in that place 

Where Nature's tun'd and exercis'd by Grace. 

18 doubt] "'. 
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His inward calme prevent's his Enemys 

For he can neither envy nor despise 

But in the beauty of his ordred mind 25 

Doth still a new rich satisfaction find. 

Innocent Epicure,! whose single Brest 

Can furnish him with a continual1 Feast. 

A Prince at home! and Scepters can refuse 

Valuing onely what he cannot loose. 30 

He study's to doe good, (a man may be 

Harmless for want of opportunity) 

But hee's industrious kindness to dispence 

And therein onely covet's Eminence. 

Others doe court applause and fame but he 35 

Thinks all that giddy noise but Vanity. 

He take's no paines to be observ'd or seen 

While all his acts are eccho'd from within. 

Hee's still himself when company are gone 

Too well employ'd ever to be alone. 40 

For studying God in all his volumes he 

Begin's the business of Eternity. 

And unconcern'd without, retain's a pow'r. 

26 find.] -"̂  

32 opportunity)] 

33 But] "') 

'VA 
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To suck like Bees a sweet from every Flower 

And as the Hanna of the Israellites 45 

Had several] tasts to please all appetites 

So his contentment is that Catholique food 

That makes all 'states seem fit as well as good. 

He dare's not wish nor his own fate propound 

But (if God sends) read's love in every wound 50 

And would not loose for all the loys of sence 

The Glorious pleasure of Obedience. 

His better part can neither change, nor loose 

And all Gods will can doe, and beare, and choose. 

48 good.) "-̂  

50 wound] '^^ 

52 Obedience.] ""̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #74: Happyness 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Happynesse. 151; Happyness. 775; Happiness. 776; 

Happiness. 64-78. 

3 but] yet 776 64-78. 

6 cleave.) 'VA 151. 

7 sinking] sinning 776 64. 

8 Whither) Whether 64-78. no.) '"'̂  151. 

12 dresse.) '*', 151. 

14 conceit] "'. 776 64-78. 

15 And] OH 67-78. these] those 776 64; OH 67-78. which 
promise what they never had] OH 67-78. 

16 Ith' middest) I'th'mid'st 776 64; OH 67-78. of Laughter 
leave the Spirit] OH 67-78. sad.] "': 151; OH 67-78. 

18 doubt] '". 775; 776 64-78. 

21 made;] 151 776 64-78. 

22 tun'd] cured 151 776 64-78. 

23 His] This 776 64-78. Enemys] '". 776; '", 64-78. 

24 despise] "-, 151; '": 776 64-78. 

26 find.] ""̂  151 775. 

27 Epicure,!] '*'! 151 776 64-78. 

29 home!] 

30 loose.] 

•VA 151; 

151. 

776 64-78 refuse] 776 64-78. 
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31 good,] -"; 776 64-78. 

32 opportunity)] '^^ 775; "':) 776 64-78. 

33 But] "-) 775. 

34 Eminence.) '̂'̂  151. 

36 that] the 151. Vanity.) -", 151. 

38 within.) "-, 151. 

44 like) r lib 64-78. Bees] '̂, 151; '̂ ) 776 64-78. Flower] 
'*', 151 776; '̂. 64-78. 

46 appetites] "-, 151; ""; 776 64-78. 

48 good.) '"'̂  775. 

49 propound) "', 151; '"; 776 64-78. 

50 (if) '^'^ lib 64-78. sends)] '̂, 776 64-78. wound.) '̂, 
151; ""̂  775; '": 776 64-78. 

52 pleasure] pleasures 151 776 64-78. Obedience.) '̂, 151; '*"' 
775. 

54 do, and beare, and] bear, can doe, can 776 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #75: Death. 

Artifacts: 151 (p. 68), 775 (pp. [208, 206rev]), 776 (pp. [394]-395), 

64 (pp. 232-34), 67 (pp. 119-20), 69 (pp. 119-120), 78 

(pp. 119-20) 

The earliest version of poem #75, HS 775, is in the hand of 

Katherine Philips and has been chosen as the copytext. HS 151 clearly 

derives from HS 775 because in the 28-line poem, HSS 775 and 151 dis

play only two minor variants: 11. 12, 21. HS 776 is also closely re

lated to HS 775, with verbal differences only in lines 16 and 21, and 

to HS 151, with a variant only in line 12. Texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 

always agree substantively with one another and with HS 776. Thus, 

the very few substantive variants in poem #75 show that Katherine 

Philips did very little revision on this poem; she seems to have circ

ulated either the version found in HS 775 or two very slightly revised 

versions of HS 775 as witnessed by HS 151; and by HS 776 and texts 64, 

67, 69, and 78. 
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Death. 

How weak a Star doth rule mankind 

Which ow's it's ruine to the same 

Causes which nature had design'd 

To cherish, and preserve the frame! 

2. 

As Commonwealths may be secure 

And no remote invasion dread 

Yet may a sadder fall endure 

From Traytors in their bosom bred. 

3. 

So while we feele no violence 

And on our active health doe trust 10 

A secret hand doth snatch us hence 

And Tumble's us into the Dust. 

4. 

Yet carelessly we run our race 

As if we could death's summons wave 

And think not on the narrow space 15 

Betwixt a Table, and a Grave. 

12 Aust.) ""̂  
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5. 

But since we cannot death reprieve 

Our soules and Fame we ought to mind 

For they our bodys will survive 

That goe's beyond, this stay's behind. 20 

6. 

If I am sure my Soule is safe 

And that my actions will provide 

Hy Tomb a nobler Epitaph 

Then that I onely liv'd and Dy'd 

7. 

So that in various accidents 25 

I conscience may, and Honour kee,p 

I with that ease and inocence 

Shall dy as infant's go to Sleep. 

26 keep,] 

28 Sleep.) 

'VA 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #75: Death. 

Artifacts: 151, 775, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 775 

Heading: Death 151; Death. 775 776; Death. 64-78. 

4 frame!) "'? 151. 

6 dread) "-; 776 64-78. 

8 bred.) ""̂  151; '^i lib 64-78. 

12 Tumble's) tumble 151. the] our 151. Dust.) ""̂  775 

14 wave] '*', 151; ""; 776 64-78. 

16 Betwixt] Between 776 64-78. Grave.) "-̂  151. 

19 survive) "', 151; "'; 776 64-78. 

21 am) be 151 776 64-78. 

24 Dy'd) "'. 151 67-78; '", 776 64. 

26 keep,) '^'^ 775; "'; 776 64-78. 

28 Sleep.) "-: 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #76: To the Queen's Hajesty. on her late Sickness and Recoverv. 

Artifacts: 338 (loose sheet), 776 (pp. 285-[286]), 64 (pp. 234-36), 

67 (pp. 121-22), 69 (pp. 121-22), 78 (pp. 121-22) 

Text 64 has been chosen as the copytext for poem #76 because it 

is the most reliable artifact. Although the absence of HSS 151 and 

775 and the relatively few verbal variants and the minor quality of 

those variants make it difficult to chose a copytext for this 42-line 

poem, text 64 has been selected instead of HS 776 because for those 

poems in HSS 151, 775, 776, and in text 64, text 64 is usually closer 

to HSS 151 and 775 than is HS 776 (see discussion of text 64 in the 

General Textual Introduction). Although HS 338 is close to text 64 

and may be an early version of the poem, HS 338 is a unique artifact 

and lacks the proven reliability of text 64 (see discussion of HS 338 

in the General Textual Introduction). Printed text 64 may be direct

ly related to printed texts 67, 69, and 78 since thay vary only in 

lines 25 and 39; however, in those same lines, text 64 agrees with 

HS 338 against texts 67, 69, and 78, suggesting that text 64 may be 

distantly related to HS 338 and that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not di

rectly descend from text 64. Verbal variants in lines 18, 32, 36, 

and 41 show that HS 338 does not directly descend from text 64. 

Texts 67, 69, and 78 vary from HS 338 in lines 18, 25, 32, 36, and 

39. Verbal variants show that HS 776 derives from a source other 

than text 64 (11. 1, 30, 36, 39) or texts 67, 69, and 78 (11. 1, 25, 
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30, 36). In line 36, HSS 776 and 338 agree against all other arti

facts; however, verbal variants in lines 1, 8, 32, 39, and 41 show 

that the two manuscripts do not directly descend from the same source. 

Thus, the relationships among the artifacts suggest that four slightly 

different versions of poem #76 circulated: one witnessed by HS 338, 

one by HS 776, one by text 64, and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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To the Queen's Hajestv. on her late 

Sickness and Recoverv. 

THe publick Gladness that's to us restor'd. 

For your escape from what we so deplor'd. 

Will want as well resemblance as belief. 

Unless our Joy be measur'd by our Grief. 

When in your Fever we with terrour saw 5 

At once our Hopes and Happiness withdraw; 

And every crisis did with jealous fear 

Enquire the News we scarce durst stay to hear. 

Some dying Princes have their Servants slain. 

That after death they might not want a Train. 10 

Such cruelty were here a needless sin; 

For had our fatal Fears prophetick been. 

Sorrow alone that service would have done. 

And you by Nations had been waited on. 

Your danger was in ev'ry Visage seen, 15 

And onely yours was quiet and serene. 

But all our zealous Grief had been in vain. 

Had not great Charles's call'd you back again: 

Who did your suff'rings with such pain discern. 

He lost three Kingdoms once with less concern, 20 

Lab'ring your safety he neglected his, 

Nor fear'd he Death in any shape but this. 

His Genius did the bold Distemper tame, 
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And his rich Tears quench'd the rebellious Flame. 

As once the Thracian Hero lov'd and griev'd, 25 

Till he his lost Felicity retriev'd; 

And with the moving accents of his wo 

His Spouse recover'd from the shades below. 

So the King's grief your threatned loss withstood. 

Who mourn'd with the same fortune that he woo'd: 30 

And to his happy Passion we have been 

Now twice oblig'd for so ador'd a Queen. 

But how severe a Choice had you to make. 

When you must Heav'n delay, or Him forsake? 

Yet since those joys you made such haste to find 35 

Had scarce been full if he were left behind. 

How well did Fate decide your inward strife. 

By making him a Present of your Life? 

Which rescu'd Blessing we must long enjoy, 

Since our Offences could it not destroy. 40 

For none but Death durst rival him in you; 

And Death himself was baffled in it too. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #76: To the Queen's Hajesty, on her late Sickness and Recoverv. 

Artifacts: 338, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 64 

Heading: To the Queens Haiesty on her late sickness and recovery. 

338; To the Queen's Hajesty on her late sickness, and 

recouery. 776; To the Queen's Hajestv, on her late Sickness 

and Recoverv. 64-78. 

1 that's to] is to 776. 

2 deplor'd,] ""̂  338; "'. 776. 

6 withdraw;] '", 338; '^^ lib. 

9 have] had 338. 

10 train.) ""̂  338; ", 776. 

11 were] was 338. sin;] "'̂  338; ", 776. 

15 seen,] "'. 776. 

18 call'd you] he cald you 338. again:] '". 338 776. 

19 sufferings] suffering 338. 

25 As] At 67-78. 

26 retriev'd;] "-, 338 776. 

30 that] as 776. woo'd:] '̂. 338; '̂, 776. 

32 for soe] to soe 338. 

34 forsake?) '"! 338; '". 776. 

36 full] so 338 776. 

38 life?) '̂, 338 ; '̂. 776; "; 69. 

39 wee] he 776 67-78. 
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40 destroy.) '*'; 338. 

41 durst) could 338. you;] ""̂  338; "", 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #77: An ode upon retirement made upon occasion of H Cowleys on 

that subiect. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 118-20), 776 (pp. 311-[312]), 64 (pp. 237-42), 

67 (pp. 122-24), 69 (pp. 122-24), 78 (pp. 122-24) 

Hanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #77 because it is the most 

reliable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). Verbal vari

ants in lines 11, 16, 41, 47, and 58 show that HS 776 does not direct

ly descend from HS 151. Texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 always agree in 

their verbals. HS 151 differs a number of times from textx 64, 67, 

69, and 78, but many of the verbals are minor: 11. 11, 16, 27, 46, 

70. Although close to texts 64, 67, 69, and 78, HS 776 is not direct

ly related to texts 64, 67, 69, and 78 as shown in lines 11, 27, 41, 

57, and 70. The relationships among the artifacts do not rule out the 

possibility that only one version of poem #77 circulated; however, it 

is more likely that three closely related but somewhat different ver

sions of poem #77 circulated: one witnessed by HS 151, one by HS 776, 

and one by texts 64, 67, 69, and 78. 
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An ode upon retirement made upon occasion of 
r 

H Cowleys on that subiect. 

1. 

No, No, vnfaithfull world thou hast 

Too long my easy heart betray'd 

And me too long thy football made 

But I am wiser growne at last 

And will improue by all that I haue past. 5 

I know 'twas iust I should be practis'd on 

For I was told before 

And told in sober and instructiue lore. 

How little all that trusted thee haue won. 

And yet I would make hast to be undone, 10 

And by my sufferings I am better taught 

And shall no more committ that stupid fault. 

Go get some other foole 

Whom thou may'st next caiole; 

On me thy frownes thou dost in vaine bestow 15 

For I know now 

To be as coy and as reseru'd as thou. 

A> 12 fault.) 

14 caiole;] '*', 
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2. 

In my remote and humble seate 

Now I'm againe possest. 

Of that late fugitiue, my breast 20 

From all thy tumult and from all thy heat 

I'le find a quiet, and a coole retreate. 

And on the fetters I haue worne 

Looke what experienc'ed and reuengefull scorne. 

In this my soueraigne priuacie, 25 

'Tis true I can not gouerne thee 

But yet my selfe I can subdue 

And that's the nobler empire of the two. 

If euery passion had got leaue 

Its satisfaction to receiue 30 

Yet I would it a higher pleasure call 

To conquer one, then to indulge them all. 

3. 

For thy inconstant Sea no more 

H e leaue that safe and solid shore. 

No though to prosper in the cheat 35 

Thou shouldst my destiny defeat, 

And make me be belou'd, and rich and great. 

24 scorne.) '̂, 

28 two.) "', 
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Nor from my selfe shouldst me reelaime 

With all the noise, and all the pompe of fame. 

ludiciously, I'le these despise, 40 

Too small the bargaine and too great the price 

For them to couzen twice. 

At length this secret I haue learn*d 

Who will be happy, must be unconcern'd, 

Hust all their comfort in their bosome weare, 45 

And seeke their power, and their treasure there. 

4. 

No other wealth will I aspire 

But that of nature to admire 

Nor envy on a lawrell will bestow 

Whilst I haue any in my garden grow, 50 

And when I would be great 

'Tis but ascending to a seat 

Which nature in a lofty rock hath built 

A throne as free from trouble, as from guilt 

Where when my soule her wings doth raise 55 

Aboue what worldlings feare or praise. 

With innocent and quiet pride I'le sit 

39 fame.) "', 

42 twice.) "', 
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And see the wanes pay tribute to my feet. 

0 life diuine, when free from ioyes diseas'd 

Not allwayes merry, but yet allwayes pleasd. 

58 feet.) '*', 

67 thine.) "-, 

68 lost;] '^^ 
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60 

5. 

A heart, which is too great a thing 

To be a present for a persian King, 

Which God himselfe would haue to be his court 

Where Angels would officiously resort. 

From its owne height should much decline 65 

If this converse it should resigne, 

111 natur'd world for thine. 

Thy unwise rigour hath thy empire lost; 

It hath not only set me free 

But it hath let me see 70 

They only can of thy possession boast 

Who do enioy thee least, and understand thee most. 

For lo! the man whom all mankind admir'd 

By euery grace adorn'd, and euery muse inspird. 



Is now triumphantly retird. 75 

The mighty Cowley this hath done. 

And ouer thee a Parthian conquest won. 

Which future ages shall adore 

And which in this subdues thee more 

Then either Greeke or Roman euer could before. 80 

>v 75 retird.] 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #77: An ode upon retirement made upon occasion of H Cowleys on 

that subiect. 

Artifacts: 151, 776, 64, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 151 
r 

Heading: An ode upon retirement made upon occasion of H Cowleys on 

that subiect. 151; Ode upon Retirement 776; Upon Hr. 

Abraham Cowley's Retirement. ODE. 64-78. 

3 made] "-, 776; "-: 64-78. 

5 past.) "', 776. 

6 on] "", 776; '"; 64-78. 

11 And] But 776; Now 64-78. sufferings] suff'ring 64-78. 

12 fault.) "-, 151. 

14 caiole;] '", 151 '*': 64-78. 

15 bestow] "', 776; "'; 64-78. 

16 now] how 776 64-78. 

21 tumult] tumults 64-78. 

22 retreate,] '". 776; '"; 64-78. 

24 scorne.) "-, 151; ""̂  64-78. 

25 priuacie,] "'. 64-78. 

26 thee] '̂. 776; "", 64-78. 

27 can] may 64-78. subdue] "', 776; '"; 64-78. 

28 two.) ""̂  151. 

34 shore,] "': 64-78. 
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36 defeat,] '". 776. 

37 and) or 776 64-78. and] or 776 64-78. great.) "': 64-

78. 

39 fame.) "', 151. 

40 despise,] ^; 64-78. 

41 great] dear 776. 

42 twice.) "", 151. 

43 learn'd] "', 776; "'; 64-78. 

44 must] will 64-78. 

46 power, and their treasure] treasure and their power 64-78. 

47 aspire] desire 776. 

48 admire] "', 776; "'; 64-78. 

50 grow,] "'. 776 64-78. 

53 hath] has 776. built) "', 776; "'; 64-78. 

55 doth] does 776 64-78. 

57 innocent] innocence 64-78. 

58 waues] humble wanes 776 64-78. feet.] '*', 151. 

59 0] ""! 776. diuine,] '"! 776. 

60 yet] 'tis 776 64-78. pleasd.] "'! 64-78. 

63 court] '". 776; '", 64-78. 

65 should] would 776. 
67 111 natur'd world] (Ill-natur'd World!) 64-78. thine.) 

151 776. 

68 lost;] ""̂  151; "', 776. 

70 hath] has 776. let] made 64-78. 

73 lo!] "'̂  776; ", 64-78. 
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74 By] r 64-78. inspird,] ""̂  776; "-) 64-78. 

75 retird.) "-, 151; "-̂  776. 

76 hath] has 776. 

77 won,] "': 64-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #78: The Irish Grey-hound. 

Artifacts: 151 title only (p. 114), 776 (pp. 289-[290]), 67 (p. 

125), 69 (p. 125), 78 (p. 125) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #78 because 

it is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 and text 67 (and texts 69 

and 78 which directly descend from text 67) are very close in the 

30-line poem with verbal variants only in lines 7, 21, and 25. Text 

67 is chosen to be the copytext instead of HS 776 because in poems 

that are present in HS 775 (Philips' holograph), HS 776, and in texts 

67, 69, and 78, text 67 is generally closer to HS 775 than it is HS 

776 (see General Textual Introduction). In addition, text 67 is 

chosen as the copytext because it provides the better reading fom poem 

#78: in line 7 the scribe of HS 776 left a blank space before the 

word "beast", indicating either that he could not read the manuscript 

he was copying from or that he knew a word was missing. Text 67 

supplies that word in line 7: "Heroick". Thus, two versions of poem 

#78 seem to have circulated: one witnessed by HS 776 and one by texts 

67, 69, and 78; however, it is possible that both text 67 and HS 776 

could have the same source, but that the scribe of HS 776 could not 

decipher the word in line 7 from the source manuscript while the 

compositor of text 67 could. 
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The Irish Grey-hound. 

BEhold this Creature's Form and state. 

Which Nature therefore did create; 

That to the World might be exprest 

What meen there can be in a Beast. 

And that we in this shape may find 5 

A Lion of another kind. 

For this Heroick beast does seem 

In Hajesty to Rival him. 

And yet vouchsafes, to Han, to shew 

Both service and submission too. 10 

From whence we this distinction have. 

That Beast is fierce, but this is brave. 

This Dog hath so himself subdu'd. 

That hunger cannot make him rude: 

And his behaviour does confess 15 

True Courage dwells with Gentleness. 

With sternest Wolves he dares engage 

And acts on them successful rage. 

Yet too much courtesie may chance 

To put him out of countenance. 20 

When in his opposers blood, 

Fortune hath made his vertue good; 

This Creature from an act so brave 

Grow's not more sullen, but more grave. 
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Hans Guard he would be, not his sport, 25 

Believing he hath ventur'd for't; 

But yet no blood or shed or spent 

Can ever make him insolent. 

Few Hen of him, to do great things have learn'd. 

And when th'are done, to be so unconcern'd. 30 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #78: The Irish Grey-hound. 

Artifacts: 151 title only, 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: The Irish Greyhound 151 776; The Irish Grey-hound. 67-78. 

2 create;) ""̂  776; "-, 69 78. 

4 Beast.) "-; 69 78. 

6 kind.) '*'; 776. 

7 Heroick beast) (missing)beast 776. 

8 him.) "', 776; '"; 69 78. 

14 rude:] "-, 776. 

18 rage.) "-, 776. 

21 When] But when 776. 

22 good;) "-, 776. 

24 grave.) *", 776. 

25 he would) would now 776. 

26 for't] "'. 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #79: SONG. To the tune of Sommes nous pas trop heureux. 

Artifacts: 151 title and first line only (p. 115), 776 (p [312]), 

67 (p. 126), 69 (p. 126), 78 (p. 126) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #79 because it 

is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 and text 67 (and texts 69 and 

78 which descend directly from text 67) are very close in the 16-line 

poem with verbal variants only in lines 13 and 16. Text 67 is chosen 

copytext instead of HS 776 because in poems that are present in HS 775 

(Katherine Philips* holograph), in HS 776, and in texts 67, 69, and 

78, text 67 is generally closer to HS 775 (see General Textual Intro

duction). In addition for poem #79, text 67 provides the better read

ing: in line 16, HS 776 adds a word that alters the rhythm. Although 

text 67 provides the better reading, the few verbal variants suggests 

text 67 and HS 776 came from the same source. Thus, only one version 

of poem #79 seems to have circulated. 
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SONG. 

To the tune of Sommes nous pas trop heureux. 

1. 

HOw prodigious is my fate. 

Since I can't determine clearly. 

Whether you'l do more severely 

Giving me your love or hate! 

For if you with kindness bless me, 5 

Since from you I soon must part; 

Fortune will so dispossess me. 

That your Love will break my heart. 

2. 

But since Death all sorrow cures, 

Hight I chuse my way of dying, 10 

I could wish the arrow flying 

From Fortunes Quiver, not from yours. 

For in the sad unusual story 

How my wretched heart was torn. 

It will more concern your glory, 15 

I by absence fell then scorn. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #79: SONG. To the tune of Sommes nous pas trop heureux. 

Artifacts: 151 title and first line only, 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Song 151; Song to the tune of '̂ Sommes nous pas trop heureux 

776; SONG. To the tune of Sommes nous pas trop heureux. 

67-78. 

1 fate] "'. 151. 

3 Whether) Whither 776. 

4 hate!) "'. 776. 

6 part;] "-, 776. 

8 heart.) "'̂  776. 

12 yours.) "', 776. 

16 I) That I 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #80: A Dialogue betwixt Lucasia, and Rosania, Imitating that 

of Gentle Thersis. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. [282)-283), 67 (pp. 126-27), 69 (pp. 126-27), 78 

(pp. 126-27) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #80 because it 

is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 and text 67 (and texts 69 and 

78 which descend directly from text 67) are related with verbal vari

ants only in lines 8, 19, and 21 in the 28-line poem. Text 67 is 

chosen as the copytext instead of HS 776 because in poems that are 

present in HS 775 (Katherine Philips' holograph), in HS 776, and in 

texts 67, 69, and 78, text 67 is generally closer to HS 775 than is HS 

776 (see General Textual Introduction). Horeover, in poem #80, HS 

776 lacks the last half of line 21, eliminating the last three iambs 

of the iambic pentameter line. Thus, the verbal differences between 

HS 776 and texts 67, 69, and 78 indicate that two versions of poem #80 

may have circulated; however, it is possible that the scribe of HS 776 

inadvertently omitted the last half of line 21 in the manuscript he 

was copying and that HS 776 and text 67 came from the same source. 
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A Dialogue betwixt Lucasia, and Rosania, Imitating 

that of Gentle Thersis. 

Ros: HY Lucasia, leave the Hountain tops. 

And like a nearer air. 

Luc: How, shall I then forsake my Lovely Flocks 

Bequeathed to my care? 

Ros: Shepherdess, thy Flocks will not be less, 5 

Although thou should'st come hither. 

Luc: But I fear, the World will be severe. 

Should I leave them to go thither. 

Ros: 0! my friend, if you on that depend, 

You'l never know content. 10 

Luc: Rather I near thee would live and dye. 

Would Fortune but consent. 

Ros: But did you ask leave to love me too. 

That others should deprive me? 

Luc: Not all Hankind, a stratagem can find 15 

Which from that heart should drive me. 

Ros: Better't had been, I thee had never seen. 

Then that content to lose. 

Luc: Such are thy Charms, I'd dwell within thine arms 

Could I my station chuse. 20 

Ros: When Life is done, the World to us is gone, 

And all our cares do end. 
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Luc: Nay I know there's nothing sweet below 

Unless it be a Friend. 

Ros: Then whilst we live, this Joy lets take and give, 25 

Since death so soon will sever. 

Luc: But I trust, when crumbled into dust. 

We shall meet and love for ever. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #80: A Dialogue betwixt Lucasia, and Rosania, Imitating that of 

Gentle Thersis. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: A Dialogue betwixt Lucasia and Rosania Imitating that of 

Gentle Thirsis. 776; A Dialogue betwixt Lucasia, and 

Rosania, Imitating that of Gentle Thersis. 67-78. 

2 air.) ""̂  776. 

4 care?) "'. 776. 

8 go) come 776. 

19 thine] thy 776. 

21 the World to us is gone,) OH 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #81: Song to the Tune of Adieu Phi 11 is. 

Artifacts: 776 (p. [240]), 67 (p. 127), 69 (p. 127), 78 (p. 127) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #81 because 

it is the most reliable artifact. In this 12-line poem HS 776 and 

text 67 (and texts 69 and 78 which directly descend from text 67) 

have no verbal variants, indicating they come from the same source. 

Text 67 is chosen instead of HS 776 as copytext because in poems that 

are present in HS 775 (Katherine Philips' holograph), in HS 776, and 

in texts 67, 69, and 78, text 67 is generally closer to HS 775 (see 

General Textual Introduction). The lack of verbal differences indi

cates only one version of poem #81 circulated. 
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Song to the Tune of Adieu Phillis. 

'Tis true, our Life is but a long disease 

Hade up of real pain and seeming ease. 

You Stars, who these entangled fortunes give, 

0 tell me why 

It is so hard to dye, 5 

Yet such a task to Live? 

If with some pleasure we our griefs betray. 

It costs us dearer then it can repay. 

For time or Fortune all things so devours; 

Our hopes are crost, 10 

Or else the object lost, 

E're we can call it ours. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #81: Song to the Tune of Adieu Phillis. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To my Lord Birons tune, of--Adieu Phillis. 776; Song to 

the Tune of Adieu Phillis. 67-78. 

2 ease.) '*', 776. 

8 repay.) '", 776. 

9 devours;) ""̂  776. 
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Textual Introduction 

rs 
Poem #82: EPITAPH On my honour'd Hother in Law H: Phillips of 

st 0 
Portheynon in Cardigan=shire, who dyed Ian: 1 A: 

1662/3. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 335-[336]), 67 (pp. 128-29), 69 (pp. 128-29), 

78 (pp. 128-29) 

Hanuscript 776 has been selected as the copytext for poem #82 

because it is the most reliable artifact. Although text 67 is 

usually the preferred copytext for poems appearing only in HS 776 

and texts 67, 69, and 78, in the case of poem #82, two lines in HS 

776 (11. 9-10), lacking in texts 67, 69, and 78, attest to the reli

ability of HS 776 over text 67 (and texts 69 and 78 which directly 

descend from text 67). Proof of the reliability of HS 776 in this 

instance can be found by referring to poems #12, #24, #31, #34, #48, 

and #74. This group of poems has two elements in common: they are 

all found in HS 775 (Katherine Philips' holograph), in HS 151 

(Bering's text—often used as copytext from poems not in HS 775), in 

HS 776, and in texts 67, 69, and 78; and they all want lines in texts 

67, 69, and 78 that are supplied in the other sources. Thus, one can 

reasonably conclude that for poem #82, which appears only in HS 776 

and texts 67, 69, and 78, that HS 776 which supplies the two lines 

wanting in texts 67, 69, and 78, must be the most reliable artifact. 

Two versions of poem #82 may have circulated: one witnessed by HS 

776 and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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EPITAPH 
rs 

On my honour'd Hother in Law H: Phillips of 

Portheynon in Cardigan=shire, who dy'd. 
st o 

Ian: 1 A: 1662/3. 

Reader stay, it is but lust. 

Thou dost not tread on common dust. 

For underneath this stone does ly. 

One whose name can neuer dy. 

Who from an honourable linage sprung, 5 

Was to another matched young. 

Whose happiness she euer sought. 

One blessing was, and many brought. 

Was thirty seauen yeares of her life, 

A vertuous, prudent, humble Wife. 10 

And to her Spouse, her faith did proue. 

By fifteen pledges of their Loue. 

But when by death of him depriu'd. 

An honourable widdow liu'd 

Full fower and twenty yeares, wherein 15 

4 dy,] -. 

6 young,] '*'. 

7 sought,] '*'. 

8 brought,] '". 

14 liu'd] "". 
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Though she had much afflicted been. 

Saw many of her children fall. 

And publick ruine threaten all. 

Yet from aboue assisted, she 

Both did and sufferd worthily. 20 

She to the Crown, and Church adher'd. 

And in their sorrow's them reuer'd. 

With Piety which knew no strife. 

But was as sober as her life. 

A furnish'd table, open door, 25 

That for her friends, this for the poor 

She kept, yet did her fortune find. 

Too narrow, for her nobler mind. 

Which seeking objects to relieue. 

Did food to many Orphans giue, 30 

Who in her life no want did know. 

But all the poor are Orphans now. 

Yet hold, her fame is much too safe. 

To need a written Epitaph. 

Her fame was so confess'd, that she 35 

Can neuer here forgotten be. 

16 been,] "". 

26 poor] ". 
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Till Cardigan, it self, become 

To its ruin'd heaps a Tomb. 
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Historical Collation 

rs 
Poem #82: EPITAPH On my honour'd Hother in Law H: Phillips of 

st 0 
Portheynon in Cardigan=shire, who dy'd Ian: 1 A: 

1662/3. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 776 
rs 

Heading: EPITAPH On my honour'd Hother in Law H: Phillips of 
st 0 

Portheynon in Cardigan=shire, who dy'd Ian: 1 A: 1662/3 

776; An Epitaph on my Honoured Hother-in-Law Hrs. Phillips 

of Portheynon in Cardigan-shire, who dyed Jan. 1. Anno 

1662/3. 67-78. 

1 lust,] "-; 67-78. 

2 dust,] "'. 67-78. 

4 dy,] "'. 776; "': 67-78. 

5 honourable] Honour'd 67-78. 

6 young,] '". 776; '"; 67-78. 

7 sought,) '". 776; '"; 67-78. 

8 brought,] '". 776 67-78. 

9 Was thirty seauen yeares of her life,] OH 67-78. 

10 A vertuous, prudent, humble Wife.] OH 67-78. 

14 liu'd] •". 776. 

16 been,] ". 776. 

26 poor] ". 776. 

27 kept,] "•; 67-78. 
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28 mind,] "-; 67-78. 

31 know.) "', 67-78. 

32 now,] "-. 67-78. 

38 ruin'd) own ruin'd 67-78 
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Textual Introduction 

For poems #83-87, text 67 has been selected as the copytext be

cause it is the most reliable artifact. In these poems HS 776 and 

text 67 are very close with few or no verbal variants, indicating 

they likely descend from the same source. Text 67 is chosen as the 

copytext instead HS 776 because in poems found in HS 775 (Philips' 

holograph) as well as in HS 776 and texts 67, 69, and 78 (texts 69 

and 78 reveal a direct line of textual descent from text 67), text 67 

is generally closer to HS 775 than is HS 776 (see General Textual 

Introduction). Thus, although text 67 is generally more reliable than 

HS 776 the relationships among the artifacts for poems #83-87 show 

that only one version of these poems circulated. 

The titles and locations for this group of poems are the fol

lowing: 

Poem #83: Lucasia, Rosania, and Orinda parting at a Fountain, 

July 1663. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 337-[338]), 67 (pp. 129-30), 69 (pp. 129-30), 78 

(pp. 129-30) 

Poem #84: A Farewel to Rosania. 

Artifacts: 776 (p. [340]), 67 (p. 130), 69 (p. 130), 78 (p. 130) 
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Poem #85: To my Ladv Ann Boyle, saying I look'd angrily upon 

her. 

Artifacts: 776 (p. 339), 67 (pp. 130-31), 69 (pp. 130-31), 78 

(pp. 130-31) 

Poem #86: On the Welch Language. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. [340)-[342]), 67 (pp. 131-32), 69 (pp. 131-

32), 78 (pp. 131-32) 

Poem #87: To the Countess of Thanet, upon her marriage. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. [342]-[344)), 67 (pp. 132-34), 69 (pp. 132-

134), 78 (pp. 132-34) 
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Lucasia , Rosania, and Orinda parting at 

a Fountain, July 1663. 

1. 

HEre, here are our enjoyments done. 

And since the Love and Grief we wear 

Forbids us either word or tear. 

And Art wants here expression, 

See Nature furnish us with one. 5 

2. 

The kind and mournful Nimph which here 

Inhabits in her humble Cells, 

No longer her own sorrow tells. 

Nor for it now concern'd appears. 

But for our parting sheds these tears. 10 

3. 

Unless she may afflicted be. 

Lest we should doubt her Innocence; 

Since she hath lost her best pretence 

Unto a matchless purity; 

Our Love being clearer far then she. 15 
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4. 

Cold as the streams that from her flow 

Or (if her privater recess 

A greater Coldness can express) 

Then cold as those dark beds of Snow 

Our hearts are at this parting blow. 20 

5. 

But Time that has both wings and feet, 

Our Suffering Hinutes being spent. 

Will Visit us with new Content. 

And sure, if kindness be so sweet, 

'Tis harder to forget then meet. 25 

6. 

Then though the sad adieu we say. 

Yet as the wine we hither bring. 

Revives, and then exalts the Spring; 

So let our hopes to meet allay. 

The fears and Sorrows of this day. 30 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #83: Lucasia, Rosania, and Orinda parting at a Fountain, July 

1663. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Lucasia, Rosania, and Orinda, parting at a Fountain. July 

1663. 776; Lucasia, Rosania, and Orinda parting at a 

Fountain, July 1663. 67-78. 

8 tells,] "'. 776. 

12 Lest] Least 776. Innocence;] '*', 776. 

13 pretence) '*'. 776. 

14 purity;] "-, 776. 

17 (if) ""̂  776. 

18 express)) "', 776. 

28 Spring;] "', 776. 
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A Farewel to Rosania. 

HY Dear Rosania, sometimes be so kind. 

To think upon the friend thou leav'st behind. 

And wish Thee here, to make my joys compleat. 

Or else me there, to share thy blest Retreat. 

But to the Heart which for thy Loss doth mourn, 

The kindest thought is that of quick return. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #84: A Farewel to Rosania. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: A Farwell to Rosania 776; A Farewel to Rosania. 67-78. 

2 behind,) "'; 776. 

3 compleat,) '*'; 776. 
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To mv Ladv Ann Boyle, saving I look'd angrily 

upon her. 

ADor'd Valeria, and can you conclude, 

Orinda lost in such Ingratitude? 

And so mis-spell the Language of my face. 

When in my heart you have so great a Place? 

Ah be assur'd 1 could no look direct 

To you, not full of passion and respect. 

Or if my looks have play'd that treach'rous part. 

And so much mis-interpreted my heart, 

I shall forgive them that one falshood, less 

Than all their folly, and their ugliness. 

And had much rather chuse they should appear 

Always unhandsome, than once unsincere. 

But I must thank your errour, which procures 

He such obliging jealousie as yours. 

For at that quarrel I can ne're repine, 15 

Which shews your kindness, though it questions mine. 

To your Concern I pardon your distrust. 

And prize your Love, ev'n when it is unjust. 

10 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #85: To my Ladv Anne Boyle, saying I look'd angrily upon her. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To my Lady Ann Boyle's saying I look'd angrily upon her. 

776; To my Lady Anne Boyle, saying I look'd angrilv upon 

her. 67-78. 

10 ugliness,] "'. 776; ""; 78. 
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On the Welch Language. 

IF Honour to an ancient Name be due. 

Or Riches challenge it for one that's new. 

The British Language claims in either sense. 

Both for its Age, and for its Opulence. 

But all great things must be from us remov'd, 5 

To be with higher reverence belov'd. 

So Landskips which in Prospects distant lye. 

With greater wonder draw the pleased Eye. 

Is not great Troy to one dark ruine hurl'd? 

Once the fam'd Scene of all the fighting world. 10 

Where's Athens now? to whom Rome Learning owes. 

And the safe Lawrels that adorn'd her brows? 

A strange reverse of Fate she did endure. 

Never once greater, than she's now obscure. 

E'ne Rome her self can but some footsteps show 15 

Of Scipio's times, or those of Cicero. 

And as the Roman and the Grecian State, 

The British fell, the spoil of Time and Fate. 

But though the Language hath the beauty lost. 

Yet she has still some great Remains to boast. 20 

For 'twas in that, the sacred Bards of old. 

In deathless Numbers did their thoughts unfold. 

In Groves, by Rivers, and on fertile Plains, 

They civiliz'd and taught the list'ning Swains; 
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Whilst with high raptures, and as great success, 25 

Virtue they cloath'd in Husick's charming dress. 

This Herlin spoke, who in his gloomy Cave, 

Ev'n Destiny her self seem'd to enslave. 

For to his sight the future time was known, 

Huch better than to others is their own: 30 

And with such state. Predictions from him fell. 

As if he did Decree, and not Foretel. 

This spoke King Arthur, who, if Fame be true. 

Could have compel]'d Hankind to speak it too. 

In this once Boadicca valour taught, 35 

And spoke more nobly than her Souldiers fought: 

Tell me what Hero could do more than she. 

Who fell at once for Fame and Liberty? 

Nor could a greater Sacrifice belong. 

Or to her Childrens, or her Countries wrong. 40 

This spoke Caractacus, who was so brave. 

That to the Roman Fortune check he gave: 

And when their Yoke he could decline no more. 

He it so decently and nobly wore. 

That Rome her self with blushes did believe, 45 

A Britain would the Law of Honour give; 

And hastily his chains away she threw. 

Lest her own Captive else should her subdue. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #86: On the Welch Language. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: On the Welch Language. 776; On the Welch Language. 67-78 

11 now?) "-, 69 78. owes,) "'? 776. 

15 show] shew 776. 

19 the] her 776. 

20 boast.) "'; 776. 

24 Swains;) ". 776. 

30 is) in 776. own:] "'. 776. 

33 Arthur.] '"; 776. 

35 Boadicca) Boadicia 776. 

36 fought:] ". 776. 

40 wrong.) "', 776. 

41 Caractacus] Caraticus 776. 

42 gave:] "'; 776. 

46 give;] "'. 776. 

48 Lest] Least 776. 
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To the Countess of Thanet, upon her marriage. 

Since you who Credit to all wonders bring. 

That Lovers can believe, or Poets sing; 

Whose only shape and fashion does express. 

Your Vertue is your nature not your dress; 

In whom the most admir'd extreams appear, 5 

Humble and Fair, Prudent and yet sincere: 

Whose matchless worth transmits such splendid raies. 

As those that envy it are forc'd to praise. 

Since you have found such an illustrious sphere. 

And are resolv'd to fix your glories there; 10 

A heart whose bravery to his Sex secures 

As much Renown as you have done to yours; 

And whose perfections in obtaining you. 

Are both discover'd and rewarded too; 

'Twere almost equal boldness to invent 15 

How to increase your Herit, or Content. 

Yet sure the Huses somewhat have to say. 

But they will send it you a better way: 

The Court, which so much to your lustre owes, 

Hust also pay you its officious vows. 20 

But whilst this shews respect, and those their art. 

Let me too speak the language of my heart; 

Whose ruder Off'rings dare approach your shrine, 

For you, who merit theirs, can pardon mine. 
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Fortune and Virtue with such heat contend 25 

(As once for Rome) now to make you their friend: 

And you so well can this prefer to that. 

As you can neither fear, nor mend your Fate: 

Yet since the votes of joy from all are due, 

A love like mine, must find some wishes too. 30 

Hay you in this bright Constellation set. 

Still shew how much the Good outshine the Great: 

Hay you be courted with all joies of sense. 

Yet place the highest in your innocence; 

Whose praise may you enjoy, but not regard, 35 

Finding within both motive and reward. 

Hay Fortune still to your commands be just. 

Yet still beneath your kindness or your trust. 

Hay you no trouble either feel or fear. 

But from your pity for what others wear; 40 

And may the happy owner of your breast. 

Still find his passion with his joys encreas'd; 

Whilst every moment your concern makes known. 

And gives him too, fresh reason for his own: 

And from their Parents may your Off-spring have 45 

All that is wise and lovely, soft and brave: 

Or if all wishes we in one would give. 

For him, and for the world. Long may you live. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #87: To the Countess of Thanet, upon her marriage. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To the Countess of Thanet, upon her Harriage. 776; To the 

Countess of Thanet, upon her marriage. 67-78. 

6 sincere:] '*'; 776. 

8 praise.) "'; 776. 

17 say,] "'; 776. 

18 way:) ""̂  776. 

19 which] who 776. 

22 heart;] "'. 776. 

26 friend:] '". 776. 

28 Fate:) "'. 776. 

32 Great:] ". 776. 

33 sense,] '*'; 776. 

34 innocence;] '*'. 776. 

35 regard,] "-; 776. 

37 just,] "-; 776. 

39 fear,] '"; 776. 

40 wear;] "'. 776. 

42 encreas'd;] ". 776. 

43 known,] "'; 776. 

44 own:] ". 776. 

46 brave:] "'. 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

t 
Poem #88: EPITAPH ON HECTOR PHILLIPS at S. Sith's Church. 

Artifacts: 776 (p. [344]), 67 (p. 134), 69 (p. 134), 78 (p. 134) 

Hanuscript 776 has been selected as the copytext for poem #88 

because it is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 and text 67 (and 

texts 69 and 78 which directly descend from text 67) are very close 

in the 22-line poem with minor verbal variants only in lines 13, 14, 

and 19, indicating that HS 776 and texts 67, 69, and 78 probably 

descend from the same source. However, HS 776 is the preferred copy-

text because it provides a more consistent rhythmic pattern. In 

lines 13, 14, 19, text 67 includes words lacking in HS 776, words that 

alter the dominant trochaic rhythm of the poem. Although HS 776 pro

vides a better reading of poem #88, the few and minor variants suggest 

that only one version of the poem circulated. 
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EPITAPH 
t 

ON HECTOR PHILLIPS at S. Sith's Church. 

What on Earth deserues our Trust? 

Youth, and Beauty both are dust. 

Long we gathering are with pain. 

What one Homent call's again. 

Seauen years childless Harriage past, 5 

A Son, A Son, is born at last; 

So exactly Hmm'd, and Fair, 

Full of good Spirits, Heen, and Aire, 

As a long life promised; 

Yet, in less then six week's dead. 10 

Too promising, too great a Hind, 

In so small room to be confind; 

Therfore fit in Heau'n to dwell. 

Quickly broke the Prison shell. 

So the Subtle Alchymist, 15 

Can't with Hermes=seal resist 

The Powerful] Spirits subtler flight. 

But 'twill bid him long good night. 

So the Sun, if it arise 

4 againe.) '*', 

8 Aire,] "'; 

12 confind;] ". 
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Half so Glorious as his Ey's, 20 

Like this Infant, takes a shroud, 

Bury'd in a morning Cloud. 
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Historical Collation 

t 
Poem #88: EPITAPH ON HECTOR PHILLIPS at S. Sith's Church. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 776 
t 

Heading: EPITAPH ON HECTOR PHILLIPS at S. Sith's Church. 776; 

On her Son H. P. at St. Syth's Church where her body also 

lies Interred. 67-78. 

4 again.) "', 776. 

6 last;) "': 67-78. 

8 Aire,] "'; 776. 

9 promised,] '*'; 776. 

12 confind;] "'. 776; ": 67-78. 

13 fit] as fit 67-78. 

14 Quickly] He quickly 67-78. 

18 night,) "', 78. 

19 So] And so 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #89: On the Death of my Lord Rich only Son to the Earle of 

Warwick, who dy'd of the Small Pox. 1664. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 345-[346]), 67 (pp. 135-36), 69 (pp. 135-36), 

78 (pp. 135-36) 

Hanuscript 776 has been chosen as the copytext for poem #89 be

cause it is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 and text 67 (and 

texts 69 and 78 which directly descend from text 67) are very close 

in the 42-line poem with verbal variants only in lines 1 and 13, indi

cating that HS 776 and texts 67, 69, and 78 probably descend from the 

same source. However, HS 776 is the preferred copytext because it 

maintains the iambic pentameter rhythm of the poem. In line 1, text 

67 lacks the word "precious" found in HS 776 and thus changes the 

line to iambic tetrameter. Line 13 reads smoother in HS 776 than in 

text 67 because HS 776 has "th'Illustrious" for "the Illustrious" of 

text 67. Although HS 776 provides a better reading of poem #89 than 

does text 67, the verbal variants suggest that only one version of 

the poem circulated. 
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On the Death of my Lord Rich 

only Son to the Earle of Warwick, 

who dy'd of the Small Pox. 1664. 

Haue not so many precious Hues, of late, 

Suffis'd to quench the greedy thirst of Fate? 

Though to encrease the mournful1 purple Flood, 

As well as noble she drank Royal Blood; 

That not content, against us to engage 5 

Our own wild fury, and Usurpers rage; 

By Sickness now, when all that Storm is past. 

She striues to hew our Hero's down as fast? 

And by the prey she chooses, shews, her aym 

Is to extinguish all the English Fame; 10 

Else had this Generous Youth, we now haue lost. 

Been still his friends delight, and Countrey's boast. 

And higher rais'd th'Illustrious name he bore. 

Then all our Chronicles had done before. 

Had Death consider'd e're he struck this blow, 15 

How many noble hopes t'would ouerthrow, 

The Genius of his House (who did complain. 

That all her Worthy's now dy'd o're again) 

His flourishing, and yet untainted years; 

His Fathers anguish, and his Hothers tears; 20 

3 Though] r 
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Sure he had been persuaded to relent. 

Nor had for so much early sweetness, sent 

That fierce disease, which knows not how to spare. 

The young, the Great, the Knowing, or the Fair. 

But we as well might flatter euery wind, 25 

And court the Tempests to be less unkind 

As hope from churlish Death to snatch his prey. 

Who is as furious, and as deaf as they. 

And who hath cruelly surpriz'd in him. 

His parents loy, and all the worlds Esteem. 30 

Say treacherous hopes, that whisper in our Eare, 

Still to expect some steady comfort here. 

And though we oft discouer all your Arts, 

Would still betray our disappointed hearts; 

What new delusion can you now prepare, 35 

Since this pale object shews how false you are? 

'Twill fully answer all you haue to plead. 

If we reply, great Warwick's heyr is dead. 

Blush humane hopes and Ioyes, and then be all 

In solemn mourning at this Funerall. 40 

26 unkind] '"; 

27 prey,] '"; 

28 they,] ""; 
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For since such expectations brittle proue. 

What can we safely either hope, or Loue. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #89: On the Death of my Lord Rich only Son to the Earle of 

Warwick, who dy'd of the Small Pox. 1664. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 776 

Heading: On the Death of my Lord Rich only Son to the Earle of 

Warwick, who dy'd of the Small Pox. 1664. 776; On the 

death of my Lord Rich, only Son to the Earl of Warwick, 

who dyed of the small Pox, 1 6 6 4. 67-78. 

1 precious Hues] lives 67-78. 

3 Though] C*- 776. Flood,] '̂. 67. 

8 fast?) "'; 69 78. 

10 Fame;] ". 67-78. 

13 th'Illustrious] the Illustrious 67-78. 

16 ouerthrow,] "'; 67-78. 

26 unkind] '"; 776; "', 67-78. 

27 prey,] '^^ lib. 

28 they,] '"; 776 67-78. 

38 dead.) "': 67-78. 

42 Loue.] '"? 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

For poems #90 and #91, text 67 has been selected as the copytext 

because it is the most reliable artifact. In these poems HS 776 and 

text 67 have very few verbal variants, indicating they likely descend 

from the same source. Text 67 is chosen as the copytext instead of 

HS 776 because in poems found in HS 775 (Philips' holograph), as well 

as in HS 776 and texts 67, 69, and 78 (texts 69 and 78 reveal line of 

direct textual descent from text 67), text 67 is generally closer to 

HS 775 than is HS 776 (see General Textual Introduction). Although 

67 is generally more reliable than HS 776, the relationships among 

the artifacts for poems #90 and #91 show that only one version of 

these two poems circulated. 

The titles and locations for these two poems are as follows: 

Poem #90: The Virgin. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 349-[350]), 67 (p. 136), 69 (p. 136), 78 (p. 

136) 

Poem #91: Upon the graving of her Name upon a Tree in Barnelmes 

Walks. 

Artifacts: 776 (p. [350]), 67 (p. 137), 69 (p. 137), 78 (p. 137) 
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The Virgin. 

THe things that make a Virgin please. 

She that seeks, will find them these; 

A Beauty, not to Art in debt. 

Rather agreeable than great; 

An Eye, wherein at once do meet, 5 

The beams of kindness, and of wit; 

An undissembled Innocence, 

Apt not to give, nor take offence: 

A Conversation, at once, free 

From Passion, and from Subtlety; 10 

A Face that's modest, yet serene, 

A sober, and yet lively Heen; 

The vertue which does her adorn. 

By honour guarded, not by scorn; 

With such wise lowliness indu'd, 15 

As never can be mean, or rude; 

That prudent negligence enrich. 

And Time's her silence and her speech; 

Whose equal mind, does alwaies move. 

Neither a foe, nor slave to Love; 20 

And whose Religion's strong and plain. 

Not superstitious, nor prophane. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #90: The Virgin. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: The Virgin. 776; The Virgin. 67-78, 

7 Innocence,] '*'; 776. 

8 not] nor 776. 

10 Subtlety;) "": 776. 

11 serene,) '*'; 776. 

22 nor prophane.) or profane;— 776. 
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Upon the graving of her Name upon a Tree in 

Barnelmes Walks. 

ALas how barbarous are we. 

Thus to reward the courteous Tree, 

Who its broad shade affording us. 

Deserves not to be wounded thus; 

See how the Yielding Bark complies 5 

With our ungrateful injuries. 

And seeing this, say how much then 

Trees are more generous then Hen, 

Who by a Nobleness so pure 

Can first oblige and then endure. 10 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #91: Upon the graving of her Name upon a Tree in Barnelemes 

Walks. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Upon the engrauing: K: P: on a Tree in the short walke at 

Barn=Elms. 776; Upon the graving of her Name upon a Tree 

in Barnelemes Walks. 67-78. 

1 Alas) '"! 776. 

2 reward] requite 776. Tree,) "'! 776. 

4 Deserves] Deseru'd 776. thus;] '*'. 776. 

6 ungrateful] ingratefull 776. injuries.) "'! 776 78. 

8 Hen,) "'; 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

For poems #92-97 text 67 has been selected as the copytext 

because it is the earliest surviving artifact. Each of these poems 

also appears in texts 69 and 78; text 69 comes from text 67, and text 

78 from text 69. Thus, the relationships among the artifacts reveal a 

direct line of textual descent. 

The titles and locations for this group of poems are the 

following: 

Poem #92: To my dearest friend Hrs. A. Owen, upon her greatest loss. 

Artifacts: 775 title only (p. 113), 67 (pp. 137-39), 69 (pp. 137-39), 

78 (pp. 137-39) 

Poem #93: Orinda to Lucasia parting October 1661. at London. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 139-41), 69 (pp. 139-41), 78 (pp. 139-41) 

Poem #94: On the 1. of January 1657. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 141-42), 69 (pp. 141-42), 78 (pp. 141-42) 

Poem #95: To mv Ladv H. Cavendish, chusing the name of Policrite. 

Artifacts: 67 (p. 142), 69 (p. 142), 78 (p. 142) 

Poem #96: Against Love. 

Artifacts: 67 (p. 143), 69 (p. 143), 78 (p. 143) 

Poem #97: A Dialogue of Friendship multiplved. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 143-44), 69 (pp. 143-44), 78 (pp. 143-44) 
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To my dearest friend Hrs. A. Owen, upon her 

greatest loss. 

AS when two sister rivelets who crept 

From that dark bed of snow wherein they slept. 

By private distant currents under ground 

Have by Hoeanders eithers bosom found. 

They sob aloud and break down what withstood, 5 

Swoln by their own embraces to a flood: 

So when my simpathy for thy dear grief 

Had brought me near, in hope to give relief, 

I found my sorrow heightned when so joyn'd, 

And thine increas'd by being so combin'd, 10 

Since to the bleeding hopes of many years, 

I could contribute nothing but my tears; 

Tears which to thy sad fate were justly due. 

And to his loss, by all who that loss knew; 

For thy Charistus was so much above 15 

The Eloquence of all our grief and love. 

That it would be Injurious to his Hearse 

To think to crowd his worth into a verse. 

Could I (by miracle) such praise indite, 

Who with more ease and Justice weep then write, 20 

He was all that which History can boast, 

13 Tears] Fears 
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Or bolder Poetry had ere engross'd. 

So pious, just, noble, discreet, and kind. 

Their best Ideas knew not how to find. 

His strong Religion not on trifles spent, 25 

Was useful, firm, early, and eminent. 

Never betray'd to indigested heat. 

Nor yet entic'd from what was safely great. 

And this so soon, as if he had foresight. 

He must begin betimes whose noon is night. 30 

His vertue was his choice, and not his chance. 

Not mov'd by Age, nor born of Ignorance. 

He well knew whom, and what he did believe. 

And for his Faith did not dispute, but live. 

And liv'd just like his infant Innocence, 35 

But that was crown'd with free obedience. 

How did he scorn design, and equally 

How much abhorr'd this Ages vanity! 

He neither lik'd it's tumults, nor its Joys, 

Slighted alike Earths pleasures, and her noise. 40 

But unconcern'd in both, in his own mind 

Alone could power and satisfaction find. 

A treasury of merit there lay hid. 

Which though he ne're confes'd, his actions did. 

His modesty unto his vertue lent 45 

At once a shadow and an ornament. 
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But what could hide those filial rites he paid; 

How much he lov'd how prudently obey'd? 

How as a Brother did he justly share 

His kind concern betwist respect and care? 50 

And to a wife how fully did he prove 

How wisely he could judge, how fondly love? 

As Husbands serious, but as Lovers kind. 

He valu'd all of her, but lov'd her mind; 

And with a passion made this Riddle true, 55 

'Twas ever perfect, and yet still it grew. 

Such handsome thoughts his Breast did ever fill. 

He durst do any thing, but what was ill; 

Unlike those Gallants who so use their time. 

As opportunity to act their crime, 60 

And lost in wine or vanity when young. 

They dye too soon, because they liv'd too long: 

But he has hallowed so his early death, 

'Tis almost shame to draw a longer breath. 

I can no more, they that can must have learn'd 65 

To be more eloquent, and less concern'd. 

But all that Noble Justice to his Name 

His own good Angel will commit to Fame. 

Could grief recall this happiness again, 

Of thy dear sorrow I would nere complain, 70 

But such an opportunity would take 
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To grieve an useless life out for thy sake. 

But since it cannot, I must pray thee live. 

That so much of Charistus may survive. 

And that thou do no act so harsh to Love, 75 

As that his glory should thy sorrow move: 

Endure thy loss till Heav'n shall it repay. 

Upon thy last and glorious wedding-day. 

When thou shalt know him more, and quickly find 

The love increas'd by being so refin'd, 80 

And there possess him without parting fears. 

As I my friendship free from future tears. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #92: To my dearest friend Hrs. A. Owen, upon her greatest loss. 

Artifacts: 775 title only, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To my dearest friend on her greatest loss, which she 

suffer'd the 27th Decemb. 1655. 775; To my dearest friend 

Hrs. A. Owen, upon her greatest loss. 67-78. 

2 they] thy 78. 

13 Tears) Fears 67-78. 

18 verse.) "': 69 78. 

19 (by miracle)) by miracle 69 78. 

24 knew] know 78. 

47 paid;] "'? 78. 

81 parting fears) partinfe gars 78. 
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Orinda to Lucasia parting October 1661. at London. 

ADieu dear object of my Love's excess. 

And with thee all my hopes of happiness. 

With the same fervent and unchanged heart 

Which did it's whole self once to thee impart, 

(And which though fortune has so sorely bruis'd; 5 

Would suffer more, to be from this excus'd) 

I to resign thy dear Converse submit. 

Since I can neither keep, nor merit it. 

Thou hast too long to me confined been. 

Who ruine am without, passion within. 10 

Hy mind is sunk below thy tenderness. 

And my condition does deserve it less; 

I'm so entangl'd and so lost a thing 

By all the shocks my daily sorrow bring. 

That would'st thou for thy old Orinda call 15 

Thou hardly could'st unravel her at all. 

And should I thy clear fortunes interline 

With the incessant miseries of mine? 

No, no, I never lov'd at such a rate 

To tye thee to the rigours of my fate. 

As from my obligations thou art free. 

Sure thou shalt be so from my Injury, 

Though every other worthiness I miss. 

Yet I'le at least be generous in this. 
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I'd rather perish without sigh or groan, 25 

Then thou shoul'dst be condemn'd to give me one; 

Nay in my soul I rather could allow 

Friendship should be a sufferer, then thou; 

Go then, since my sad heart has set thee free. 

Let all the loads and chains remain on me. 30 

Though I be left the prey of sea and wind. 

Thou being happy wilt in that be kind; 

Nor shall I my undoing much deplore. 

Since thou art safe, whom I must value more. 

Oh! mayst thou ever be so, and as free 35 

From all ills else, as from my company. 

And may the torments thou hast had from it 

Be all that heaven will to thy life permit. 

And that they may thy vertue service do, 

Hayest thou be able to forgive them too: 40 

But though I must this sharp submission learn, 

I cannot yet unwish thy dear concern. 

Not one new comfort I expect to see, 

I quit my Joy, hope, life, and all but thee; 

Nor seek I thence ought that may discompose 45 

That mind where so serene a goodness grows. 

I ask no inconvenient kindness now. 

To move thy passion, or to cloud thy brow; 

And thou wilt satisfie my boldest plea 
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By some few soft remembrances of me, 50 

Which may present thee with this candid thought, 

I meant not all the troubles that I brought. 

Own not what Passion rules, and Fate does crush. 

But wish thou couldst have don't without a blush. 

And that 1 had been, ere it was too late, 55 

Either more worthy, or more fortunate. 

Ah who can love the thing they cannot prize? 

But thou mayst pity though thou dost despise. 

Yet I should think that pity bought too dear. 

If it should cost those precious Eyes a tear. 60 

Oh may no minutes trouble, thee possess. 

But to endear the next hours happiness; 

And maist thou when thou art from me remov'd. 

Be better pleas'd, but never worse belov'd: 

Oh pardon me for pouring out my woes 65 

In Rhime now, that I dare not do't in Prose. 

For I must lose whatever is call'd dear. 

And thy assistance all that loss to bear. 

And have more cause than ere I had before. 

To fear that I shall never see thee more. 70 

65 pouring] pow'ring 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #93: Orinda to Lucasia parting October 1661. at London. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Orinda to Lucasia parting October 1661. at London. 67-78. 

28 thou;] "': 78. 

36 company,) '*'; 78. 

54 blush,) '"; 78. 

65 pouring] pow'ring 67. 
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On the 1. of January 1657. 

TH'Eternal Centre of my life and me. 

Who when I was not gave me room to be. 

Hath since (my time preserving in his hands) 

By moments numbred out the precious sand. 

Till it is swell'd to six and twenty years, 5 

Checquer'd by Providence with smiles and tears. 

I have observ'd how vain all glories are. 

The change of Empire, and the chance of War: 

Seen Faction with its native venom burst. 

And Treason struck, by what it self had nurs'd. 10 

Seen useless Crimes, whose Owners but made way. 

For future Candidates to wear the Bay. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #94: On the 1. of January 1657. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: On the 1. of January 1657. 67-78. 

4 sand) sands 78. 
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To mv Ladv H. Cavendish, chusing the name of 

Policrite. 

THat Nature in your frame has taken care. 

As well your Birth as Beauty do declare. 

Since we at once discover in your Face, 

The lustre of your Eyes and of your Race: 

And that your shape and fashion does attest, 5 

So bright a form has yet a brighter guest. 

To future times authentick fame shall bring. 

Historians shall relate, and Poets sing. 

But since your boundless mind upon my head. 

Some rays of splendour is content to shed; 10 

And least I suffer by the great surprize. 

Since you submit to meet me in disguise. 

Can lay aside what dazles vulgar sight, 

And to Orinda can be Policrite. 

You must endure my vows and find the way 15 

To entertain such Rites as I can pay: 

For so the pow'r divine new praise acquires. 

By scorning nothing that it once inspires: 

I have no merits that your smile can win. 

Nor offering to appease you when I sin; 20 

Nor can my useless homage hope to raise. 

Heading: chusinglchosing 
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When what I cannot serve, I strive to praise: 

But I can love, and love at such a pitch. 

As I dare boast it will ev'n you enrich; 

For kindness is a Hine, when great and true, 25 

Of nobler Ore than ever Indians knew, 

'Tis all that mortals can on Heav'n bestow. 

And all that Heav'n can value here below. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #95: To my Ladv H. Cavendish, chusing the name of Policrite. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To mv Ladv H. Cavendish, chosing the name of Policrite. 67; 

To my Ladv H. Cavendish, chusing the name of Policrite. 69 

78. 

2 Birth] Birrh 78. 

11 least) lest 69 78. 
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Against Love. 

HEnce Cupid with your cheating Toies, 

Your real Griefs, and painted Joies, 

Your Pleasure which it self destroies. 

Lovers like men in Feavers burn and rave. 

And only what will injure them do crave. 5 

Hens weakness makes Love so severe. 

They give him power by their fear. 

And make the Shackles which they wear. 

Who to another does his heart submit. 

Hakes his own Idol, and then worships it. 10 

Him whose heart is all his own. 

Peace and liberty does crown. 

He apprehends no killing frown. 

He feels no raptures which are joies diseas'd. 

And is not much transported, but still pleas'd. 15 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #96: Against Love. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Against Love. 67-78, 

No substantive variants. 
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A Dialogue of Friendship multiplved. 

Husidorus. 

Will you unto one single sense 

Confine a starry Influence? 

Or when you do the raies combine. 

To themselves only make them shine? 

Love that's engross'd by one alone, 5 

Is envy not affection. 

Orinda. 

No Husidorus. this would be 

But Friendships prodigality. 

Union in raies does not confine. 

But doubles lustre when they shine, 10 

And souls united live above 

Envy, as much as scatter'd Love. 

Friendship (like Rivers) as it multiplies. 

In many streams, grows weaker still and dies. 

Husidorus. 

Rivers indeed may lose their force, 15 

When they divide or break their course. 

3 Or) 0 

12 Love.) Lover 
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For they may want some hidden Spring, 

Which to their streams recruits may bring; 

But Friendship's made of purest fire. 

Which burns and keeps its stock entire. 20 

Love, like the Sun, may shed his beams on all. 

And grow more great by being general. 

Orinda. 

The purity of friendship*s flame 

Proves that from simpathy it came. 

And that the hearts so close do knit 25 

They no third partner can admit; 

Love like the Sun does all inspire. 

But burns most by contracted fire. 

Then though I honour every worthy guest. 

Yet my Lucasia only rules my breast. 30 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #97: A Dialogue of Friendship multiplved. 

Artifacts: 67,. 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: A Dialogue of Friendship multiplved. 

2 Influence?) "'; 78. 

3 Or] 0 67. 

8 prodigality,] "'; 78. 

12 Love.) Lover 67. 

16 course,) '̂ ; 78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #98: Rosania to Lucasia on some letters 

Artifacts: 694 (f. 270) , 67 (pp. 144-45), 69 (pp. 144-45), 78 (pp. 

144-45) 

Hanuscript 694 is in the hand of Katherine Philips and has been 

selected as the copytext. Verbal variants in lines 3, 7, 11, 12, 19, 

and 20 indicate that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not descend from the 

same source as HS 694 in the 30-1ine poem. Thus two versions of poem 

#98 seem to have circulated: one witnessed by HS 694 and one by 

texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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Rosania to Lucasia on some letters 

Ah! strike outright or elce forbeare 

Be more kind, or more severe. 

For with this checquer*d usage, I 

Cannot live, and would not dy. 

And must I neither? Tell me why? 5 

When thy pen, thy kindness toll's 

Hy Heart's transported, leap's, and swell's. 

But when my greedy Ey doe's stray 

Thy threaten'd absence to survey 

That Heart is struck and faints away. 10 

To give me Interest in Land 

And then fruition to withstand. 

Or solemnly to send the key. 

Of Treasures, I must never see 

Would it contempt, or bounty be? 15 

This is such refin'd Distress 

That thy sad Lovers sigh for less 

Though thou their hopes hast overthrown 

They loose but what they nere had known 

But I am p1under'd of my own. 20 

'VA 10 away.) 
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How canst thou thy Rosania prize 

And be so cruel 1, and so wise 

For if such rigid Policy 

Must thy resolves dispute with me 

Where is Friendship's Victory? 25 

Kindness is of so brave a make 

'Twill rather Death, then bondage take. 

So that if thine no power can have 

Give it, and me one common Grave 

And quickly either kill, or save. 30 

30 save.) ""̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #98: Rosania to Lucasia on some letters 

Artifacts: 694, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 694 

Heading: Rosania to Lucasia on some letters 694; Rosania to Lucasia 

on her Letters. 67-78. 

1 Ah!) ""̂  67 69. forbeare] "', 67 69; "; 78. 

2 severe,) "'; 67-78. 

3 with] in 67-78. usage] mixture 67-78. 

4 dy,] "': 78. 

5 why?) "'. 78. 

7 Heart's] heart 67-78. swell's,] ". 67-78. 

10 away.) "'̂  694. 

11 Interest in] title to rich 67-78. 

12 then] the 67-78. 

19 had] have 67-78. 

20 of] from 67-78. 

22 wise] ""? 67-78. 

25 is] then is 67-78. 

27 take,] "'; 78. 

30 And] But 67-78. save.) ""̂  694. 
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Textual Introduction 

For poems #99 and #100, text 67 has been selected as the 

copytext because it is the earliest surviving artifact. Both of these 

poems also appear in texts 69 and 78; text 69 comes from text 67, and 

text 78 from text 69, revealing a direct line of textual descent. 

The relationships among the artifacts reveal that only one version of 

poems #99 and #100 circulated. 

The titles and locations for these poems are the following: 

Poem #99: To my Antenor Harch 16. 1661/2 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 145-46), 69 (pp. 145-46), 78 (pp. 145-46) 

Poem #100: A Triton to Lucasia going to Sea, shortly after the 

Queen's arrival. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 146-48), 69 (pp. 146-48), 78 (pp. 146-48) 
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To my Antenor Harch 16. 1661/2 

MY dear Antenor now give ore. 

For my sake talk of graves no more. 

Death is not in our power to gain. 

And is both wish'd and fear'd in vain. 

Let's be as angry as wee will, 5 

Grief sooner may distract then kill. 

And the unhappy often prove 

Death is as coy a thing as Love. 

Those whose own sword their death did give. 

Afraid were or a sham'd to Live; 10 

And by an act so desperate. 

Did poorly run away from fate; 

'Tis braver much t'out-ride the storm. 

Endure its rage and shun his harm; 

Affliction nobly undergone, 15 

Hore Greatness shews then having none. 

But yet the wheel in turning round. 

At last may lift us from the ground. 

And when our fortune's most severe. 

The less we have, the less we fear. 

And why should we that grief permit. 

Which can nor mend nor shorten it? 

Let's wait for a succeeding good. 

Woes have their Ebb as well as flood: 
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And since the Parliament have rescu'd you, 25 

Believe that Providence will do so too. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #99: To my Antenor Harch 16. 1661/2 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To mv Antenor Harch 16. 1661/2 67-78. 

2 more,] '̂; 78. 

3 our] your 69 78. 
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A Triton to Lucasia going to Sea, shortly after the 

Queen's arrival. 

1. 

HY Haster Neptune took such pains of late 

To quiet the Commotions of his state. 

That he might give, through his fierce winds and Seas, 

Safe passage to the Royal Portugueze, 

That he e're since at home has kept. 

And in his Chrystal pallace slept. 

Till a swift wind told him to day 

A stranger was to pass this way. 

Whom he hath sent me out to view. 

And I must tell him, Hadam, it is you. 

2. 

He knowes you by an Honourable fame: 

Who hath not heard Lucasia's worthy name? 

But should he see you too, I doubt he will 

Grow amorous and here detain you still: 

I know his humor very well 

So best can the event foretel, 

But wishing you better success. 

And that my Hasters guilt be less, 

I will say nothing of your form 

Till you are past the danger of a storm. 
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3. 

Fear nothing else, for eyes so sweet as these. 

No power that is Sea-born can displease; 

You are much more then Nymph or Goddess bright; 

I saw 'm all at supper t'other Night: 

They with far less attraction draw, 25 

They give us Love, you give us Law. 

Your Charms the winds and seas will move. 

But 'tis to wonder not to Love. 

Your only danger is, least they 

Stiff with amazement should becalm your way. 30 

4. 

But should they all want breath to make a gale. 

What's sent in prayers for you will fill your sail; 

What brought you hither will your way secure. 

Courage and kindness can no slip endure; 

The winds will do as much for you. 35 

5. 

Yet since our birth the English Ocean boasts. 

We hope sometimes to see you on these Coasts, 

And we will order for you as you pass, 

Winds soft as Lovers vows, waves smooth as glass. 

Each Deity shall you befriend, 40 

And all the Sea-Nimphs shall attend; 
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But if because a Ship's too straight. 

Or else unworthy such a freight, 

A Coach more useful would appear. 

That and fix Danish Steeds you know are here. 45 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #100: A Triton to Lucasia going to Sea, shortly after the 

Queen's arrival. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: A Triton to Lucasia going to Sea, shortly after the Queen's 

arrival. 67-78. 

28 to] not 78. 

29 least] lest 69 78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #101: Orinda upon little Hector Philips. 

Artifacts: 775 (p. Ill) , 67 (pp. 148-49), 69 (pp. 148-49), 78 (pp. 

148-49) 

Text 67 has been chosen as the copytext for poem #101 because it 

is the earliest complete version of the poem. Although HS 775 is in 

the hand of Katherine Philips, it has not been chosen as the copytext 

because the poem in HS 775 is incomplete, missing lines 9-20 (stanzas 

3-5). However, evidence in HS 775 reveals that poem #101 was intend

ed to be complete in five stanzas. On page 111, on which the poem 

appears in HS 775, Philips has written stanza numbers "3" and "4" and 

left corresponding blank spaces. Page 113, although completely writ

ten over by William Nail, originally had written on it only stanza 

number "5" and the title for poem #92 with corresponding blank spaces. 

Even though HS 775 reveals Philips' original intention for the poem to 

be complete in five stanzas, HS 775 is not chosen as the copytext for 

lines 1-8 because an analysis of the verbal variants in those lines 

(11. 1, 5, 6, 8) shows that texts 67, 69, and 78 represent a revised 

version of HS 775. Thus, to use HS 775 as the copytext for lines 1-8 

and then text 67 for lines 9-20 would be tacking on a revised version 

to an earlier version. In the case of poem #101, text 67 is the better 

copytext because it presents the poem as a single entity; moreover, it 

appears that only the version in text 67 circulated. 
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Orinda upon little Hector Philips. 

1. 

Twice forty months of Wedlock I did stay. 

Then had my vows crown'd with a Lovely boy. 

And yet in forty days he dropt away, 

0 swift Visissitude of humane joy. 

2. 

1 did but see him and he dis-appear'd, 5 

I did but pluck the Rose-bud and it fell, 

A sorrow unforeseen and scarcely fear'd. 

For ill can mortals their afflictions spell. 

3. 

And now (sweet Babe) what can my trembling heart 

Suggest to right my doleful fate or thee, 10 

Tears are my Huse and sorrow all my Art, 

So piercing groans must be thy Elogy. 

4. 

Thus whilst no eye is witness of my mone, 

I grieve thy loss (Ah boy too dear to live) 

And let the unconcerned World alone, 15 

Who neither will, nor can refreshment give. 
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5. 

An Off'ring too for thy sad Tomb I have. 

Too just a tribute to thy early Herse, 

Receive these gasping numbers to thy grave. 

The last of thy unhappy Hothers Verse. 20 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #101: Orinda upon little Hector Philips. 

Artifacts: 775, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: On the death of my first and dearest childe. Hector Philipps 
d d 

borne the 23 of Aprill and dy'd the 2 of Hay 1655. set by 
r 

H Lawes. 775; Orinda upon little Hector Philips. 67-78. 

1 of) in 775. 

3 away,) "'. 775; '"; 78. 

4 0] *"! 775. joy.) *"! 775 69 78. 

5 but] but but 775. 

6 pluck] touch 775. 

8 For] Soe 775. 

9 And now (sweet Babe) what can my trembling heart] OH 775. 

10 Suggest to right my doleful fate or] OH 775. thee,] OH 775; 
"-? 69 78. 

11 Tears are my Huse and sorrow all my Art,] OH 775. 

12 So piercing groans must be thy Elogy.) OH 775. 

13 Thus whilst no eye is witness of my mone,] OH 775. 

14 I grieve thy loss (Ah boy too dear to] OH 775. live)] "-!) 
78; OH 775. 

15 And let the unconcerned World alone,] OH 775. 

16 Who neither will, nor can refreshment give.) OH 775. 

17 An Off'ring too for thy sad Tomb I have,] OH 775. 

18 Too just a tribute to thy early Herse,] OH 775. 
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19 Receive these gasping numbers to thy grave,] OH 775. 

20 The last of thy unhappy Hothers Verse.) OH 775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #102: To the Ladv E. Boyl. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 149-50), 69 (pp. 149-50), 78 (pp. 149-50) 

Text 67 has been chosen as the copytext because it is the 

earliest surviving artifact. The poem also appears in texts 69 and 

78; text 69 comes from text 67, and text 78 from test 69, revealing a 

direct line of textual descent. Thus, the relationships among the 

artifacts reveal that only one version of poem #102 circulated. 
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To the Ladv E. Boyl. 

AH lovely Celimena why 

Are you so full of charms. 

That neither Sex can from them file. 

Nor take aginst them arms. 

Others in time may gain a part, 5 

But you at once snatch all the heart. 

Dear Tyrant why will you subdue 

Orinda's trivial heart. 

Which can no triumph add to you. 

Not meriting your dart. 10 

And sure you will not grant it one. 

If not for my sake for your own. 

For it has been by tenderness 

Already so much bruis'd. 

That at your Altars I may guess 15 

It will be but refus'd. 

For never Deity did prize 

A torn and maimed Sacrifice. 

But oh what madness can or dare 

Dispute this noble chain. 

Which 'tis a greater thing to wear, 

Than Empires to obtain. 
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To be your slave I more design. 

Than to have all the world be mine. 

Those glorious Fetters will create 25 

A merit fit for them, 

Repair the breaches made by Fate, 

And whom they own redeem. 

What thus ennobles and thus cures. 

Can be no influence but yours. 30 

Pardon th'Ambition of my aim. 

Who love you at that rate. 

That story cannot boast a flame 

So lasting and so great. 

I can be only kind and true, 35 

But what else can be worthy you. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #102: To the Ladv E. Boyl. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To the Ladv E. Boyl. 

1 Celimena] "! 78. 

4 arms.) "'? 69 78. 

10 dart.) "-? 69 78. 

22 obtain.) "-? 78. 

36 you.) "-? 78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #103: To my Lord Duke of Ormond, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland on 

the discovery of the late Plot. 

Artifacts: 376 (p. 127), 67 (pp. 150-51), 69 (pp. 150-51), 78 (pp. 

150-51) 

Hanuscript 376, the earliest version of poem #103, is in the 

hand of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the copytext. 

Texts 67, 69, and 78, the only other artifacts for this poem, vary 

considerably from HS 376 in the 32-Iine poem. Texts 67, 69, and 78 

transpose three couplets found in HS 376: lines 7 and 8 in HS 376 

are lines 9 and 10 in texts 67, 69, and 78; lines 9 and 10 in HS 376 

are lines 11 and 12 in texts 67, 69, and 78; lines 11 and 12 in HS 376 

are lines 7 and 8 in texts 67, 69, and 78. In addition, wording with

in the couplets varies between HS 376 and texts 67, 69, and 78: 

texts 67, 69, and 78 have "dangerous" (1. 10) for "desperate" (1.8) 

in HS 376; texts 67, 69, and 78 have "may play" (I. 11) for "oft 

play's" (I. 9) in HS 376. Texts 67, 69, and 78 are also lacking lines 

27 and 28. Further proof that texts 67, 69, and 78 do not have the 

same source as HS 376 is found in the verbal variants in lines 2, 14, 

19, and 29. Thus, two versions of poem #103 seem to have circulated: 

one witnessed by HS 376 and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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To my Lord Duke of Ormond, Lord 

Lieutenant of Ireland 

on the discovery of the late Plot. 

r 
Though you (Great S ) be Heaven'es immediate Care, 

Who shew'd your Danger, and then broke the Snare, 

And our first Gratitude, to that be due. 

Yet there is much, that must be payd to you. 

For 'tis your Prudence, Ireland's Peace secure's, 5 

Give's her, her safety, (and what's dearer,) yours. 

Less honour from a Battel1 won, is got. 

Then to repel1 soe desperate a Plot; 

Fortune with Courage, oft play's booty there. 

But single Vertue is Triumphant here 10 

Whilst your prevailing Genius doe's dispence. 

At once it's conduct, and it's Influence; 

In vain the bold ungrateful] RebelIs aym 

To overturn, when you support the Frame, 

You, who three Potent Kingdoms late, have seen 15 

Tremble with fury, and yet stedfast been. 

Who on afflicted Hajesty could wait, 

When it was seemingly forsook by Fate, 

8 Plot;] 

10 here] "" 

14 Frame,] 
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Whose sealed Loyalty no Storm dismayd. 

Nor the more flattering Hischiefs could disswade; 20 

And having 'scap'd so dangerous a Coast, 

Could you now fall expiring Treasons boast,? 

Or was it hop'd by this contemned Crew, 

That you could Fortune, and not them subdue? 

But whilst these Wretches at this impious rate 25 

Will buy the Knowledge of your Highty Fate, 

Anna]Is, and Fame, to all the world shall tell 

You sufferd bravely, and you rule as well. 

You shall secure your Kings entrusted Crown, 

Assisted by his Fortune, and your Own. 30 

And whilst his Sword, Kingdoms abroad bestow's. 

You with the next renown, shall this dispose. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #103: To my Lord Duke of Ormond, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland on 

the discovery of the late Plot. 

Artifacts: 376, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 376 

Heading: To my Lord Duke of Ormond, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland on 

the discovery of the late Plot. 376; To my Lord Duke of 

Ormond, upon the late Plot. 67-78. 

r 

1 (Great S )] great Sir, 67-78. 

2 your) you 67-78. Snare,] "; 67-78. 

4 you.) "-: 67-78. 
6 (and what's dearer,)] and (what's dearer) 67-78. 

7 Less honour from a Battel] won, is got,] Whilst your prevailing 
genius does dispence, 67-78. 

8 Then to repel 1 soe desperate a] At once its conduct, and its 
Plot;] "'. 151; influence; 67-78. 

9 Fortune with Courage, oft play's booty there,] Less honour from a 
battel won is got, 67-78. 

10 But single Vertue is Triumphant] Than to repel so dangerous a 
here] "'. 151; Plot; 67-78. 

11 Whilst your prevailing Genius doe's dispence,] Fortune with 
Courage may play booty there, 67-78. 

12 At once it's conduct, and it's] But single vertue is triumphant 
67-78. Influence;] here; 67 69; "': 78. 

14 Frame,] ". 151; same. 67 69; same: 78. 

16 been,] '"; 67-78. 

18 Fate,] '"; 67-78. 
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19 sealed] settled 67-78. Storm] storms 67-78. 

20 disswade;] '̂: 67-78. 

22 boast,?] "'? 67-78. 

24 subdue?) "'. 67-78. 

26 Fate,] "'; 67-78. 

27 Anna)Is, and Fame, to all the world shall tell] OH 67-78. 

28 You sufferd bravely, and you rule as well.) OH 67-78. 

29 secure] preserve 67-78. 
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Textual Introduction 

For poems #104-115, text 67 has been selected as the copytext 

because it is the earliest surviving artifact. Each of these poems 

also appears in texts 69 and 78; text 69 comes from text 67, and text 

78 from text 69, revealing a direct line of textual descent. Thus, 

the relationships among the artifacts reveal that only one version of 

the poems #104-115 circulated. 

The titles and locations for this group of poems are the 

following: 

Poem #104: To the Countess of Roscomon, with a Copy of Pompey. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 151-52), 69 (pp. 151-52), 78 (pp. 151-52) 

Poem #105: On the death of the truly honourable Sir Walter Lloid 

Knight. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 152-53), 69 (pp. 152-53), 78 (pp. 152-53) 

Poem #106: Orinda to Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 153-54), 69 (pp. 153-54), 78 (pp. 153-54) 

Poem #107: To Celimena. 

Artifacts: 67 (p. 154), 69 (p. 154), 78 (p. 154) 

Poem #108: An Answer to another perswading a Lady to Marriage. 

Artifacts: 67 (p. 155), 69 (p. 155), 78 (p. 155) 
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Poem #109: Lucasia and Orinda parting with Pastora and Phillis at 

Ipswich. 

Artifacts: 67 (p. 156), 69 (p. 156), 78 (p. 156) 

Poem #110: Epitaph on my truly honoured Publius Scipio. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 156-57), 69 (pp. 156-57), 78 (pp. 156-57) 

Poem #111: To Hr. Sam. Cooper, having taken Lucasia's Picture given 

December 14. 1660. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 158-59), 69 (pp. 158-59), 78 (pp. 158-59) 

Poem #112: Parting with a Friend. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 159-61), 69 (pp. 159-61), 78 (pp. 159-61) 

Poem #113: To mv dearest Friend, upon her shunning Grandeur. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 161-63), 69 (pp. 161-63), 78 (pp. 161-63) 

Poem #114: To Pastora being with her Friend. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 163-65), 69 (pp. 163-65), 78 (pp. 163-65) 

Poem #115: To mv Lord and Lady Dungannon on their Harriage 11. Hay 

1662. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. 165-66), 69 (pp. 165-66), 78 (pp. 165-66) 
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To the Countess of Roscomon, with a Copv 

of Pompey. 

GReat Pompey's Fame from Egypt made escape. 

And flies to you for succour in this shape: 

A shape, which, I assur'd him, would appear. 

Nor fit for you to see, nor him to wear. 

Yet he says, Hadam, he's resolv'd to come, 5 

And run a hazard of a second doom: 

But still he hopes to bribe you, by that trust 

You may be kind, but cannot be unjust; 

Each of whose favours will delight him more. 

Than all the Lawrels that his temples wore: 10 

Yet if his Name and his misfortunes fail. 

He thinks my intercession will prevail; 

And-whilst my Numbers would relate his end. 

Not like a Judge you'l listen, but a friend; 

For how can either of us fear your frown, 15 

Since he and I are both so much your own. 

But when you wonder at my bold design. 

Remember who did that high task enjoin; 

Th'illustrious Orrery, whose least command. 

You would more wonder if I could withstand: 20 

Of him I cannot which is hardest tell. 

12 He] he 
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Or not to praise him, or to praise him well; 

Who on that height from whence true glory came, 

Does there possess and thence distribute fame; 

Where all their Lyres the willing Huses bring, 25 

To learn of him whatever they shall sing; 

Since all must yield, whilst there are Books or Hen, 

The Universal Empire to his Pen; 

Oh! had that powerful genius but inspir'd 

The feeble hand, whose service he requir'd, 30 

It had your justice then, not mercy pray'd. 

Had pleas'd you more, and better him obey'd. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #104: To the Countess of Roscomon, with a Copy of Pompey. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To the Countess of Roscomon, with a Copy of Pompey. 67-78. 

No substantive variants. 
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On the death of the truly honourable Sir Walter 

Lloid Knight. 

AT Obsequies where so much grief is due. 

The Huses are in solemn mourning too. 

And by their dead astonishment confess. 

They can lament this loss, though not express: 

Nay if those ancient Bards had seen this Herse, 5 

Who once in British shades spoke living Verse, 

Their high concern for him had made them be, 

Apter to weep, than write his Elogy: 

When on our Land that flood of woes was sent. 

Which swallow'd all things sacred as it went, 10 

The injur'd Arts and Vertues made his breast 

The Ark wherein they did securely rest: 

For as that old one was toss'd up and down, 

And yet the angry billows could not drown; 

So Heav'n did him in this worse deluge save, 15 

And made him triumph o're th'unquiet wave: 

Who while he did with that wild storm contest. 

Such real magnanimity express'd; 

That he dar'd to be loyal, in a time 

When 'twas a danger made, and thought a crime: 20 

Duty, and not ambition, was his aim, 

Who study'd Conscience ever more than Fame, 

And thought it so desirable a thing, 
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To be prefer'd to suffer for his King, 

That he all Fortunes spight had pardon'd her, 25 

Had she not made his Prince a sufferer; 

For whose lov'd cause he did both act and grieve. 

And for it only did endure to live. 

To teach the world what man can be and do, 

Arm'd by Allegiance and Religion too. 30 

His head and heart mutual assistance gave. 

That being still so wise, and this so brave. 

That 'twas acknowledg'd all he said and did. 

From judgment, and from honour did proceed: 

Such was the useful mixture of his mind, 35 

'Twas at once meek and knowing, stout and kind; 

For he was civil, bountiful, and learn'd. 

And for his Friends so generously concern'd. 

That both his heart and house, his hand and tongue. 

To them, more than himself, seem'd to belong; 40 

As if to his wrong'd party he would be 

Both an Example and Apology: 

For when both Swords and Pens ceas'd the dispute. 

His life alone Rebellion did confute. 

But when his Vows propitious Heaven had heard, 45 

And our unequal'd King at length appear'd. 

As aged Simeon did his spirits yield, 

When he had seen his dearest hopes fulfil'd; 
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He gladly saw the morning of that day. 

Which Charles his growing splendour did display; 50 

Then to Eternal joies made greater haste. 

Because his present ones flow'd in so fast; 

From which he fled out of a pious fear. 

Left he by them should be rewarded here; 

While his sad Country by his death have lost 55 

Their noblest Pattern, and their greatest boast. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #105: On the death of the truly honourable Sir Walter Lloid 

Knight. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: On the death of the truly honourable Sir Walter Lloid 

Knight. 67-78. 

18 express'd;) "', 69 78. 
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Orinda to Lucasia. 

1. 

OBserve the weary birds e're night be done. 

How they would fain call up the tardy Sun, 

With Feathers hung with dew. 

And trembling voices too. 

They court their glorious Planet to appear, 5 

That they may find recruits of spirits there. 

The drooping Flowers hang their heads. 

And languish down into their beds: 

While Brooks more bold and fierce than they. 

Wanting those beams, from whence 10 

All things drink influence. 

Openly murmur and demand the day. 

2. 

Thou my Lucasia are far more to me. 

Than he to all the under-world can be; 

From thee I've heat and light, 15 

Thy absence makes my night. 

But ah! my Friend, it now grows very long. 

The sadness weighty, and the darkness strong: 

Hy tears (its dew) dwell on my cheeks, 

Heading: Orinda to Lucasia] Orinda to Lucasia 
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And still my heart thy dawning seeks, 20 

And to thee mournfully it cries. 

That if too long I wait, 

Ev'n thou may'st come too late. 

And not restore my life, but close my eyes. 

21 thee] the 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #106: Orinda to Lucasia. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Orinda to Lucasia. 67 69; Orinda to Lucasia. 78 

19 dew] due 78. 

21 thee] the 67. 
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To Celimena. 

FOrbear fond heart (say I) torment no more 

That Celimena whom thou dost adore. 

For since so many of her Chains are proud. 

How canst thou be distinguish'd in the crowd: 

But say, bold trifler, what dost thou pretend? 

Wouldst thou depose thy Saint into thy Friend? 

Equality in friendship is requir'd. 

Which here were criminal to be desir'd. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #107: To Celimena. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To Celimena. 67-78, 

4 crowd:] '"? 69 78. 

7 in] of 78. 
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An Answer to another perswading a Ladv to 

Harriage. 

1. 

FOrbear bold Youth, all's Heaven here. 

And what you do aver. 

To others Courtship may appear, 

'Tis Sacriledge to her. 

2. 

She is a publick Deity, 5 

And were't not very odd 

She should depose her self to be 

A petty Houshold God? 

3. 

First make the Sun in private shine. 

And bid the World adieu, 10 

That so he may his beams confine 

In complement to you. 

4. 

But if of that you do despair. 

Think how you did amiss, 

To strive to fix her beams which are 15 

Hore bright and large than this. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #108: An Answer to another perswading a Lady to Harriage. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: An Answer to another perswading a Lady to Harriage. 67-78, 

No substantive variants. 
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Lucasia and Orinda parting with Pastora and Phillis 

at Ipswich. 

1. 

IN your converse we best can read. 

How constant we should be. 

But, 'tis in losing that, we need 

All your Philosphy. 

2. 

How perish'd is the joy that's past, 5 

The present how unsteady? 

What comfort can be great, and last. 

When this is gone already? 

3. 

Yet that it subtly may torment. 

The memory does remain; 10 

For what was, when enjoy'd, content. 

Is, in its absence, pain. 

4. 

If you'll restore it, we'll not grieve 

That Fate does now us sever; 

'Tis better by your gift to live, 15 

Than by our own endeavour. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #109: Lucasia and Orinda parting with Pastora and Phillis at 

Ipswich. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Lucasia and Orinda parting with Pastora and Phillis at 

Ipswich. 67-78. 

No substantive variants. 
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Epitaph on mv truly honoured Publius Scipio. 

TO the officious Harble we commit 

A Name, above the art of time or wit; 

'Tis righteous. Valiant Scipio, whose life we 

Found the best Sermon, and best History: 

Whose Courage was no Aguish, bru'tish heat, 5 

But such as spoke him good, as well as great; 

Which first Engaged his Arms to prop the State 

Of the almost undone Palatinate, 

And help the Nether-Lands to stem the tide 

Of Romes ambition, and the Austrian Pride; 10 

Which shall in every History be fam'd. 

Wherein Breda or Frankendale are nam'd. 

And when forced by his Country's angry Stars 

To be a Party in her Civil Wars, 

He so much conduct by his Valour taught, 15 

So wisely govern'd, and so bravely Faught, 

That th'English Annals shall this Record bear. 

None better could direct or further dare. 

Form'd both for War and Peace, was brave in fight. 

And in Debate judicious and upright: 

Religion was his first and highest care. 

Which rul'd his Heart in Peace, his Hand in War: 

20 

17 th'English] the English 
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Which at the least Sin made him tremble still. 

And rather stand a Breach, than act an 111; 

For his great Heart did such a temper show, 25 

Stout as a Rock, yet soft as melting Snow. 

In him so prudent, and yet so sinsere. 

The Serpent much, the Dove did more appear: 

He was above the little arts of state. 

And scorn'd to sell his peace to mend his Fate, 30 

Anxious of nothing, but an inward spot. 

His hand was open, but his Conscience not; 

Just to his Word, to all Religions kind. 

In duty strict, in Bounty unconfin'd; 

And yet so modest; 'twas to him less pain 35 

To do great things, then hear them told again; 

Perform sad Stone thy honourable trust. 

Unto his memory and thy self be just. 

For his immortal name shall thee befriend. 

And pay thee back more fame then thou canst lend. 40 

26 as a] as 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #110: Epitaph on mv truly honoured Publius Scipio. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Epitaph on my truly honoured Publius Scipio. 67-78. 

17 th'English] the English 67. 

26 as a] as 67. 

30 Fate,] "'; 78. 

35 modest;] "', 78. 

38 just,] "; 78. 
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To Hr. Sam. Cooper, having taken Lucasia's Picture 

given December 14. 1660. 

1. 

IF noble things can noble thoughts infuse. 

Your Art might even in me create a Huse, 

And what you did inspire, you would Excuse. 

2. 

But if it such a Hiracle could do. 

That Huse would not return you half your due. 

Since 'twould my thanks, but not the praise pursue. 

3. 

To praise your Art is then it self more hard. 

Nor would it the Endeavour much regard. 

Since it and Vertue, are their own reward. 

4. 

A Pencil from an Angel newly caught. 

And Colours in the Homing's bosom sought. 

Would make no Picture, if by you not wrought. 

5. 

But done by you it does no more admit 

Of an Encomium from the highest Wit, 

Then that another hand should equal it. 
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6. 

Yet whilst you with creating power vye. 

Command the very spirit of the Eye, 

And then reward it with Eternity. 

7. 

Whilst your each touch does Life and Air convey. 

Fetch the Soul out, like overcoming Day, 20 

And I my friend repeated here Survey. 

8. 

I by a Passive way may do you right. 

Wearing in that what none could ere endite. 

Your Panegyrick, and my own delight. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #111: To Hr. Sam. Cooper, having taken Lucasia's Picture given 

December 14. 1660. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To Hr. Sam. Cooper, having taken Lucasia's Picture given 

December 14. 1660. 67-78. 

No substantive variants. 
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Parting with a Friend. 

1. 

WHoever thinks that Joyes below. 

Can lasting be and great. 

Let him behold this parting blow. 

And cure his own deceit. 

2. 

Alas! how soon are pleasures done 5 

Where Fortune has a Power? 

How like to the declining Sun, 

Or to the Withered Flower. 

3. 

A thousand unconcerned Eyes 

She'l suffer us to see, 10 

But of those we chiefly prize. 

We must deprived be. 

4. 

But we may conquer if we will. 

The wanton Tyrant teach. 

That we have something left us still 15 

Which grows not in her reach. 
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5. 

That unseen string which fastens Hearts, 

Nor time, nor chance e're ty'd. 

Nor can it be in either's Arts 

Their unions to divide. 

6. 

Where sympathy does Love convey. 

It braves all other Powers; 

Lucasia. and Rosania, say. 

Has it not formed ours? 

7. 

If forty Weeks converse has not 25 

Been able yet to tye 

Your Souls in that Hysterious Knot, 

How Wretched then am I. 

8. 

But if I read in eithers Hind, 

As sure I hope I do, 30 

That each to other is combin'd. 

Absence will make it true. 

9. 

No accident will e're surprise. 

Or make your kindness start; 
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Although you lose each others Eyes, 35 

You'l faster keep the Heart. 

10. 

Letters as kind as Turtle-Doves, 

And undisguis'd as thought. 

Will entertain those fervent Loves 

Which have each other bought. 40 

11. 

Till Fortune vexed with the sight 

Of Faith so free from stain. 

Shall then grow weary of her spight. 

And let you meet again. 

12. 

Wherein may you that Rapture find, 45 

That sister Chorals have. 

When I am in my Rocks confin'd. 

Or seal'd up in my Grave. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #112: Parting with a Friend. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: Parting with a Friend. 67-78. 

8 Flower.) "'? 69 78. 

28 1.) "'! 69 78. 

30 I do] to do 78. 
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To mv dearest Friend, upon her shunning Grandeur. 

SHine out rich Soul! to greatness be. 

What it can never be to thee. 

An ornament; thou canst restore 

The lustre which it had before 

These mines, own it and 'twill live, 5 

Thy favour's more than Kings can give. 

Hast more above all titles then 

The bearers are 'hove common men; 

And so heroick art within. 

Thou must descend to be a Queen. 10 

Yet honour may convenient prove. 

By giving thy Soul room to move: 

Affording scene unto that mind. 

Which is too great to be confin'd. 

Wert thou with single vertue stor'd, 15 

To be approv'd, but not ador'd; 

Thou mightst retire, but who e're meant 

A Palace for a Tenement? 

Heaven has so built thee, that we find 

Thee buried when thou art confin'd: 

If thou in privacy would'st live. 

Yet lustre to thy vertues give; 

20 

8 'bove] above 
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To stifle them for want of air. 

Injurious is to Heavens care. 

If thou wilt be immur'd, where 25 

Shall thy obliging soul appear? 

Where shall thy generous prudence be. 

And where thy magnanimity? 

Nay thy own Darling thou dost hide. 

Thy self-denial is deny'd; 30 

For he that never greatness tries. 

Can never safely it despise. 

That Antoninus writ well, when 

He held a Scepter and a Pen: 

Less credit Solomon does bring 35 

As a Philosopher than King; 

So much advantage flows from hence. 

To write by our Experience. 

Diogenes I must suspect 

Of envy, more than wise neglect, 40 

When he his Prince so ill did treat. 

And so much spurned at the great: 

A censure is not clear from those 

Whom Fate subjects, or does depose; 

Nor can we greatness understand 45 

34 a Pen] Pen 
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From an opprest or fallen hand: 

But 'tis some Prince must that define. 

Or one that freely did resign. 

A great Almanzor teaches thus. 

Or else a Dionvsius. 50 

For to know Grandeur we must live 

In that, and not in perspective; 

Vouchsafe the tryal then, that thou 

Nay'st safely wield, yet disallow 

The World's temptations, and be still 55 

Above whatever would thee fill. 

Convince mankind, there's somewhat more 

Great than the titles they adore: 

Stand neer them, and 'twill soon be known 

Thou hast more splendour of thy own; 60 

Yield to the wanting Age, and be 

Channel of true Nobility: 

For from thy Womb such Heros need must rise. 

Who Honours will deserve, and can despise. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #113: To my dearest Friend, upon her shunning Grandeur, 

ft.i.: «..^l-<.. £.7 CQ 7fi Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 Copytext: 67 

Heading: To mv dearest Friend, upon her shunning Grandeur. 67-78. 

5 live,] '"; 78. 

8 'bove] above 67. 

17 retire,) '*'; 69 78, 

27 where) were 69. 

34 a Pen] Pen 67. 
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To Pastora being with her Friend. 

1. 

WHile you the double joy obtain 

Of what you give, and what you gain: 

Friendship who owes you so much Fame, 

Commands my Tribute to your Name. 

2. 

Friendship that was almost forlorn, 5 

Sunk under every Critick's scorn; 

But that your genius her protects. 

Had fled the World, at least the Sex. 

3. 

You have restored them and us. 

Whence both are happy; Caesar thus 10 

Ow'd Rome the glories of his Reign, 

And Rome ow'd him as much again. 

4. 

You in your friend those Joys have found 

Which all Relations can propound; 

What Nature does 'mong them disperse, 15 

You multiply in her Converse. 
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5. 

You her Enjoyment have pursu'd 

In Company, and Solitude; 

And wheresoever she'l retire. 

There's the Diversion you desire. 20 

6. 

Your Joys by this are more immense. 

And heat contracted grows intense; 

And friendship to be such to you. 

Will make these Pleasures, Honours too. 

7. 

Be to each other that Content, 25 

As to your Sex y'are Ornament; 

And may your hearts by mixture lost. 

Be still each others Bliss and Boast. 

8. 

Impossible your Parting be 

As that you e're should disagree; 

And then even Death your friend will prove. 

And both at once (though late) remove. 

9. 

But that you may severely live. 

You must th'offending World forgive, 
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And to employ your Charity, 35 

You have an Object now in me. 

10. 

Hy Pen so much for you unfit 

Presents my Heart, though not my Wit: 

Which Heart admires what you express, 

Hore than what Honarchs do possess. 40 

11. 

Fear not infection from my Fate, 

Though I must be unfortunate. 

For having paid my Vows due, I 

Shall soon withdraw, wither and die. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #114: To Pastora being with her Friend. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To Pastora being with her Friend. 67-78. 

38 Wit:] '"; 69 78. 
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To mv Lord and Ladv Dungannon on their Har

riage 11. Hay 1662. 

TO you, who, in your selves, do comprehend 

All you can wish, and all we can commend; 

Whom worth does guide and destiny obey. 

What Offerings can the useless Huses pay? 

Each must at once suspend her charming Lyre, 5 

Till she hath learnt from you what to inspire: 

Well may they wonder to observe a Knot, 

So curiously by Love and Fortune wrought. 

To which propitious Heaven did decree. 

All things on earth should tributary be; 10 

By gentle, sure, but unperceiv'd degrees. 

As the Sun's motion, or the growth of Trees, 

Does Providence our wills to her incline. 

And makes all accidents serve her design: 

Her Pencil (Sir) within your brest did draw 15 

The Picture of a Face you never saw. 

With touches, which so sweet were and so true. 

By them alone th'original you knew; 

And at that sight with satisfaction yield 

Your freedom which till then maintain'd the field. 20 

'Twas by the same mysterious power too, 

That she has been so long reserv'd for you; 

Whose noble passion, with submissive art, 
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Disarm'd her scruples, and subdu'd her heart. 

And now that at the last your Souls are ty'd, 25 

Whom floods nor difficulties could divide, 

Ev'n you that beauteous Union may admire. 

Which was at once Heaven's care, and your desire. 

You are so happy in each others love. 

And in assur'd protection from above, 30 

That we no wish can add unto your bliss. 

But that it should continue as it is. 

0! may it so, and may the wheel of Fate 

In you no more change than she feels, create; 

And may you still your happinesses find, 35 

Not on your Fortune growing, but your mind. 

Whereby the shafts of Chance as vain will prove. 

As all things else did that oppos'd your Love. 

Be kind and happy to that great degree. 

As may instruct latest Posterity, 40 

From so rever'd a President to frame 

Rules to their duty, to their wishes aim. 

Hay the vast Sea for your sake quit his pride. 

And grow so smooth, while on his breast you ride. 

As may not only bring you to your Port, 45 

But shew how all things do your vertues court. 

Hay every object give you new delight. 

Hay Time forget his Sythe, and Fate his Spight; 
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And may you never other sorrow know. 

But what your pity feels for others woe; 50 

Nay your compassion be like that Divine, 

Which relieves all on whom it does but shine. 

Whilst you produce a Race that may inherit 

All your great stock of Beauty, Fame, and Herit. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #115: To my Lord and Ladv Dungannon on their Harriage 11. Hay 

1662. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To my Lord and Lady Dungannon on their Harriage 11. Hay 

1662. 67-78. 

16 saw,] "'. 69 78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #116: To his Grace Gilbert Lord Arch-Bishop of Canterbury, June 

10. 1664. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 347-49), 67 (pp. 166-68), 69 (pp. 166-68), 78 

(pp. 166-68) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #116 because 

it is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 and text 67 (and texts 69 

and 78 which descend directly from text 67) are very close in the 

62-line poem with verbal variants only in lines 45 and 60, indicating 

that HS 776 and texts 67, 69, and 78 may descend from the same source. 

However, text 67 is chosen as the copytext over HS 776 because in 

poems that are present in HS 775 (Philips' holograph), in NS 776, and 

in texts 67, 69, and 78, text 67 is generally closer to NS 775 than 

is NS 776 (see General Textual Introduction). Horeover, in poem #116 

the verbal differences in lines 45 and 60 show that text 67 gives a 

better reading than HS 776. In spite of minor differences, the rela

tionships among the artifacts suggest that only one version of poem 

#116 circulated. 
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To his Grace Gilbert Lord Arch-Bishop of 

Canterbury, June 10. 1664. 

That private shade, wherein my Huse was bred. 

She alwaies hop'd might hide her humble head; 

Believing the retirement she had chose 

Might yield her, if not pardon, yet repose; 

Nor other repetitions did expect, 5 

Than what our Ecchoes from the Rocks reflect. 

But hurry'd from her Cave with wild affright. 

And dragg'd maliciously into the Light. 

(Which makes her like the Hebrew Virgin mourn 

When from her face her Vail was rudely torn) 10 

To you (my Lord) she now for succour calls, 

And at your feet, with just Confusion falls. 

But she will thank the wrong deserv'd her Hate, 

If it procure her that auspicious Fate, 

That the same wing may over her be cast, 15 

Where the best Church of all the World is plac'd. 

And under which, when she is once retir'd. 

She really may come to be inspir'd. 

And by the Wonders which she there shall view. 

Hay raise her self to such a Theme as you, 

Who were preserv'd to Govern and Restore 

20 

Heading June] July. 
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That Church whose Confessour you were before; 

And shew by your unweary'd present Care, 

Your suff'rings are not ended, though hers are: 

For whilst your Crosier her defence secures, 25 

You purchase her Rest with the Loss of yours. 

And Heav'n who first refin'd your worth, and then. 

Gave it so large and eminent a Scene, 

Hath paid you what was many ways your due. 

And done it self a greater Right then you. 30 

For after such a rough and tedious Storm 

Had torn the Church, and done her so much harm; 

And (though at length rebuk'd, yet) left behind 

Such angry reliques, in the Wave and Wind; 

No Pilot could, whose skill and Faith were less, 35 

Hanage the shatter'd Vessel with Success. 

The Piety of the Apostles Times, 

And Courage to resist this Ages Crimes; 

Hajestick sweetness, temper'd and refin'd. 

In a Polite, and Comprehensive Hind, 40 

Were all requir'd her Ruines to repair. 

And all united in her Primate are. 

In your aspect so Candid and Serene, 

The Conscience of such Vertue may be seen. 

As makes the sullen Schismatick consent, 45 

A Church-man may be Great and Innocent. 
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This shall those men reproach, if not reduce. 

And take away their fault or their excuse. 

Whilst in your Life and Government appear 

All that the Pious wish and Factious fear. 50 

Since the prevailing Cross her Ensigns spread. 

And Pagan Gods from Christian Bishops fled. 

Times curious Eye till now hath never spy'd 

The Churches Helm so happily supply'd. 

Herit and Providence so fitly met, 55 

The Worthiest Prelate in the highest Seat. 

If Noble things can Noble Thoughts infuse. 

Your Life (my Lord) may, ev'n in me, produce 

Such Raptures, that of their rich Fury proud, 

I may, perhaps, dare to proclaim aloud; 60 

Assur'd, the World that ardour will excuse. 

Applaud the Subject, and forgive the Huse. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #116: To his Grace Gilbert Lord Arch-Bishop of Canterbury, June 

10. 1664. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: To my Lord Arch=Bishop of Canterbury his Grace 1664. 776; 

To his Grace Gilbert Lord Arch-Bishop of Canterbury, June 

10. 1664. 67-78. 

2 head;) '", 776. 

4 repose;] '*'. 776. 

6 reflect.) "', 776. 

8 Light.) "'; 776; '*', 69 78. 

9 a Hebrew) Hebrew 78. 

10 torn)] '*'.) 776. 

14 Fate,] ^; lib. 

16 plac'd,] '". 776. 

18 inspir'd.) "-; 776 78. 

20 you,] "-. 776. 

22 before;] "'. 776. 

24 are:] "'. 776. 

26 yours,] ". 776. 

28 Scene,] "'; 776. 

29 due,] "'; 776. 

35 and] or 776. 
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40 Hind,] "'; 776. 

44 seen,] "; 776. 

45 makes] from 776. consent] gains consent 776, 

47 reduce,] "'; 776. 

48 excuse,) '*'. 776. 

52 fled,] '"; 776. 

60 proclaim aloud;] repeat aloud. 776. 

61 excuse,] '*'; 78. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #117: La Solitude de St. Amant. Englished. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 107-[116]), 67 (pp. 171-83, odd only), 69 (pp. 

171-83, odd only), 78 (pp. 171-83, odd only) 

Text 67 has been chosen as the copytext for poem #117 because it 

is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 varies numerous times from 

text 67 (and texts 69 and 78 which directly descend from text 67) in 

the 200-line poem. Readings in lines 70, 71, 83, 95-98, 133, and 152 

display some of the verbal variants and show that HS 776 and texts 67, 

69, and 78 descend from different sources. Text 67 is chosen as the 

copytext because in poems that are present in HS 775 (Philips' holo

graph), in HS 776, and in texts 67, 69, and 78, text 67 is generally 

closer to HS 775 than is HS 776 (see General Textual Introduction). 

Horeover, in poem #117, text 67 provides the better reading: in line 

96 the scribe of HS 776 left a blank space before the words "of 

bones", indicating either that he could not read the manuscript he 

was copying from or that he knew a word or words were missing. Text 

67 supplies the missing words in its line 95 (lines 95 and 96 are 

transposed in HS 776 and text 67): "squallid heap". Thus, the rela

tionships among the artifacts show that two versions of poem #117 

circulated: one witnessed by HS 776 and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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La Solitude de St Amant. Englished. 

1. 

0! Solitude my sweetest choice. 

Places devoted to the night. 

Remote from tumult, and from noise. 

How you my restless thoughts delight! 

0 Heavens! what content is mine 5 

To see those Trees which have appear'd 

From the nativity of Time, 

And which all Ages have rever'd. 

To look to day as fresh and green 

As when their beauties first were seen! 10 

2. 

A chearful wind does court them so. 

And with such amorous breath enfold. 

That we by nothing else can know. 

But by their height that they are old. 

Hither the demy-gods did file 15 

To seek a Sanctuary, when 

Displeased Jove once pierc'd the skie. 

To pour a deluge upon men. 

And on these boughs themselves did save. 

Whence they could hardly see a wave. 20 
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3. 

Sad Philomel upon this Thorn, 

So curiously by Flora drest, 

In melting notes, her case forlorn. 

To entertain me, hath confess'd. 

0! how agreeable a sight 25 

These hanging Hountains do appear. 

Which the unhappy would invite 

To finish all their sorrows here. 

When their hard fate makes them endure 

Such woes, as only death can cure. 30 

4. 

What pretty desolations make 

These torrents vagabond and fierce. 

Who in vast leaps their springs forsake. 

This solitary vale to pierce. 

Then sliding just as Serpents do 35 

Under the foot of every Tree, 

Themselves are chang'd to Rivers too. 

Wherein some stately Navade, 

As in her native bed, is grown 

A Queen upon a Cristal throne. 40 
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5. 

This Fen beset with River-Plants, 

(0! how it does my senses charm!) 

Nor Elders, Reeds, nor Willows want. 

Which the sharp Steel did never harm. 

Here Nymphs which come to take the air, 45 

Hay with such Distaffs furnish'd be. 

As Flags and Rushes can prepare. 

Where we the nimble Frogs may see. 

Who frighted to retreat do flie. 

If an approaching man they spie. 

48 see,] '". 
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6. 

Here Water-fowl repose enjoy. 

Without the interrupting care. 

Lest Fortune should their bliss destroy 

By the malicious Fowlers Snare. 

Some ravish'd with so bright a day, 55 

Their Feathers finely prune and deck. 

Others their amorous heats allay, 

Which yet the waters could not check. 

All take their innocent content 

In this their lovely Element. 60 



7. 

Summer's, nor Winter's bold approach. 

This Stream did never entertain. 

Nor ever felt a Boat or Coach 

Whilst either season did remain. 

No thirsty Traveller came neer, 65 

And rudely made his hand his cup, 

Nor any hunted Hind hath here 

Her hopeless life resigned up. 

Nor ever did the treacherous Hook 

Intrude to empty any Brook. 70 

8. 

What beauty is there in the sight 

Of these old ruin'd Castle walls. 

On which the utmost rage and spight 

Of times worst insurrection falls. 

The Witches keep their Sabbath here, 75 

And wanton Devils make retreat. 

Who in malicious sport appear. 

Our sence both to afflict and cheat. 

And here within a thousand holes 

Are nests of Adders and of Owles. 80 
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9. 

The Raven with his dismal cries. 

That mortal augury of Fate, 

Those ghastly Goblins gratifies, 

Which in these gloomy places wait. 

On a curs'd Tree the wind does move 85 

A Carcase which did once belong 

To one that hang'd himself for love 

Of a fair Nymph that did him wrong. 

Who though she saw his love and truth. 

With one look would not save the Youth. 90 

10. 

But Heaven which judges equally. 

And its own Laws will still maintain. 

Rewarded soon her cruelty 

With a deserv'd and mighty pain: 

About this squall id heap of bones, 95 

Her wandring and condemned shade. 

Laments in long and piercing grones 

The destiny her rigour made. 

And the more to augment her fright 

Her crime is ever in her sight. 100 
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11. 

There upon Antique Harbles trac'd. 

Devices of past times we see. 

Here age hath almost quite defac'd 

What Lovers carv'd on every Tree. 

The Cellar, here, the highest Room, 105 

Receives when its old rafters fail, 

Soil'd with the venom and the foam 

Of the Spider and the Snail: 

And th'lvy in the Chimney we 

Find shaded by a Wall-nut Tree. 110 

12. 

Below there does a Cave extend. 

Wherein there is so dark a Grot, 

That should the Sun himself descend, 

I think he could not see a jot. 

Here sleep within a heavy lid 115 

In quiet sadness locks up sense. 

And every care he does forbid. 

Whilst in the arms of negligence. 

Lazily on his back he's spread. 

And sheaves of Poppy are his Bed. 120 
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13. 

Within this cool and hollow Cave, 

Where Love it self might turn to Ice, 

Poor Eccho ceases not to rave 

On her Narcissus wild and nice: 

Hither I softly steal a thought, 125 

And by the softer Husick made 

With a sweet Lute in charms well taught. 

Sometimes I flatter her sad shade. 

Whilst of my Chords I make such choice. 

They serve as body to her voice. 130 

14. 

When from these ruines I retire. 

This horrid Rock I do invade. 

Whose lofty brow seems to enquire 

Of what materials mists are made: 

From thence descending leisurely 135 

Under the brow of this steep hill. 

It with great pleasure I descry 

By Waters undermin'd, until 

They to Palaemon's seat did climb. 

Compos'd of Spunges and of Slime. 149 
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15. 

How highly is the fancy pleas'd 

To be upon the Oceans shore. 

When she begins to be appeas'd. 

And her fierce billows cease to roar! 

And when the hairy Tritons are 145 

Riding upon the shaken wave. 

With what strange sounds they strike the air 

Of their Trumpets hoarse and brave. 

Whose shrill report, does every wind 

Unto his due submission bind! 150 

16. 

Sometimes the Sea the Sand dispells. 

Trembling and murmuring in the Bay, 

And rowles it self upon the shells 

Which it both brings and takes away. 

Sometimes exposes on the strand, 155 

Th'effects of Neptune's rage and scorn. 

Drown'd Hen, dead Honsters casts on Land, 

And Ships that were in Tempests torn. 

With Diamonds and Ambergreece, 

And many more such things as these. 160 

151 the Sand dispells] dispels the Sand 

157 casts] cast 
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17. 

Sometimes so sweetly she does smile, 

A floating mirrour she might be. 

And you would fancy all that while 

New Heavens in her face to see: 

The Sun himself is drawn so well, 165 

When there he would his Picture view. 

That our eye can hardly tell 

Which is the false Sun, which the true; 

And lest we give our sense the lye. 

We think he's fallen from the skye. 170 

18. 

Berniores! for whose beloved sake 

Hy thoughts are at a noble strife. 

This my fantastick Landskip take. 

Which I have copied from the Life. 

I only seek the Desarts rough, 175 

Where all alone I love to walk. 

And with discourse refin'd enough, 

Hy Genius and the Huses talk; 

But the converse most truly mine. 

Is the dear memory of thine. 180 
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19. 

Thou may'st in this Poem find. 

So full of liberty and heat, 

What illustrious rays have shin'd 

To enlighten my conceit: 

Sometimes pensive, sometimes gay, 185 

Just as that fury does controul. 

And as the object I survey. 

The notions grow up in my Soul, 

And are as unconcern'd and free 

As the flame which transported me. 190 

20. 

0! how I Solitude adore. 

That Element of noblest wit. 

Where I have learnt Apollo's lore. 

Without the pains to study it: 

For thy sake 1 in love am grown 195 

With what thy fancy does pursue; 

But when I think upon my own, 

I hate it for that reason too. 

Because it needs must hinder me 

From seeing, and from serving thee. 200 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #117: La Solitude de St Amant. Englished. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 
t 

Heading: La Solitude de S: Amant, englished. 776; La Solitude de 

St Amant. Englished. 67-78. 

2 night,) "'; 776. 

5 0) "'! 776. 

6 those] these 776. 

7 Time,) '"; 776. 

10 seen!) "-. 776. 

12 enfold) unfould 776. 

17 once pierc'd) did peirce 776. 

18 men,) "'. 776. 

27 would) doe 776. 

28 here,) '". 776. 

31 pretty] pleasant 776. 

33 vast) huge 776. 

37 chang'd] turn'd 776. 

42 (0!) '''*'! 776. charm!)) "'!'' 776. 

43 want] wants 776. 

45 Here Nymphs which come to] The Nimphs who here doe 776. 

47 prepare,] '*̂. 776. 

48 we] you 776. Frogs] frog 776. see,] "'. 776 67. 
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49 do] does 776. 

50 they] he 776. 

53 Lest] Least 776. 

56 deck,] "'; 78. 

58 check,] ""̂  776; •": 78. 

62 entertain,] '*'; 78. 

66 cup,] "'; 78. 

68 up,) '". 776; '*'; 78. 

70 Intrude to empty] Presume to rifle 776. 

71 What beauty is there in the sight] How pleasant's the declining 
state 776. 

72 Castle walls,) Castle walls! 776. 

73 which] whom 776. spight] hate 776. 

74 falls.) "'? 69 78. 

76 make] here 776. retreat,] '*'. 776. 

78 cheat,] "'. 78. 

81 dismal] dreadfull 776. 

82 That] (Those 776. Fate,] *": 776. 

83 Those ghastly] The dismal1 776. 

84 Which] Who 776. 

85 On a curs'd Tree] Here on cursd wood 776. 

88 wrong,) '". 776. 

91 which] who 776. 

94 pain:] "'. 776. 

95 About this squallid heap of bones,] Her wandring end condemned 
shade. 776. 
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96 Her wandring and condemned shade] About this ***** of bones 
776. 

97 Laments in long and piercing grones] The destiny her rigour made 
776. 

98 The destiny her rigour made,] Laments, in long and piercing 
grones. 776. 

101 There] Here 776. 

102 past times] time past. 776. see,] '*'. 776. 

103 Here) There 776. 

108 Snail:] '". 776. 

109 And th'Invy] The luy 776. we] see 776. 

110 Find] Grow's 776. a] the 776. 

122 Where] C" 776. Ice,] "') 776. 

124 nice:] •", 776. 

125 softly] gently 776. a] as 776. 

126 softer] softning 776. 

127 With] On 776. 

128 shade,) "'. 776. 

132 horrid] lofty 776. do] next 776. 

133 lofty brow seems to] Top, I fancy does 776. 

134 made:] '*'. 776. 

136 this] a 776. 

139 did] do 776. 

141 the] my 776. 

144 roar!) '". 776. 

146 shaken] roling 776. 

147 air] "'. 776. 
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148 brave,] "'! 776. 

149 shrill) loud 776. 

150 bind!) "'. 776. 

151 the Sand dispells) dispels the Sand 67-78. 

152 murmuring] raging 776. 

156 rage) pride 776. 

157 casts] cast 67-78. 

158 torn,) "-. 776. 

161 sweetly] gently 776. 

164 see:] "'. 776. 

166 would] does 776. 

168 true;] "-. 776. 

169 lest] least 776. 

171 Berniores! for) Bernieres: (for 776. 

172 strife,] '",) 776. 

173 my fantastick Landskip] Landship, though fantastick 776. 

175 rough,] "'. 776. 

178 talk;] '". 776. 

182 So] r lib. heat,] '",) 776. 

183 rays] beams 776. 

184 conceit:] '". 776. 

186 that] the 776. 

187 object] objects 776. 

188 Soul,] "'. 776. 

190 the] that 776. 
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191 adore,] "'! 776. 

192 That] The 776. wit,] "'! 776. 

194 it:] '". 776. 

196 pursue;] "*", 776. 

198 too,] ". 776. 

199 Because] Since 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poems #118 and 

#119 because it is the most reliable artifact. In these poems HS 776 

and text 67 (and texts 69 and 78 which descend directly from text 67) 

have none or few verbal variants, indicating that they descend from 

the same source. However, text 67 is chosen as the copy text instead 

HS 776 because in poems that are present in HS 775 (Philips' holo

graph), in HS 776, and in texts 67, 69, and 78, text 67 generally is 

closer to HS 775 than is HS 776 (see General Textual Introduction). 

Although text 67 is chosen as the copytext over HS 776 on the basis 

of text 67 being generally more reliable, the relationships among 

the artifacts for poems #118 and #119 show that only one version of 

these two poems circulated. 

The titles and locations of these two poems are the following: 

Poem #118: Tendres desers out of a French prose. 

Artifacts: 776 (p. \118j), 67 (p. 184), 69 (p. 184), 78 (p. 184) 

Poem #119: Amanti ch'in planti &c. 

Artifacts: 776 (p. 119), 67 (184), 69 (p. 184), 78 (p. 184) 
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Tendres desers out of a French prose. 

GO soft desires. Love's gentle Progeny, 

And on the Heart of charming Sylvia sieze. 

Then quickly back again return to me. 

Since that*s the only cure for my disease; 

But if you miss her breast whom I adore. 

Then take your flight, and visit mine no more. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #118: Tendres desers out of a French prose. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

ieme 
Heading: Tendres desirs Out of a French prose, Recueil 3 Partie 

g 
p 225. 776; Tendres desers out of a French prose. 67-78, 

1 Progeny,] "'. 776. 

4 disease;) ***. 776. 
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Amanti ch'in pianti &c. 

LOvers who in complaints your selves consume. 

And to be happy once perhaps presume; 

Your Love and hopes, alike are vain. 

Nor will they ever cure your pain. 

They that in Love would joy attain, 5 

Their passion to their power must frame; 

Let them enjoy what they can gain. 

And never higher aim. 

Complaints and Sorrows, from me now depart. 

You think to soften an ungentle Heart, 10 

When it not onely wards such blows. 

But from your sufferance prouder grows. 

They that in Love would joy &c. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #119: Amanti ch'in pianti &c. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 
a 

Heading: Amanti ch'in pianti &c — 776; Amanti ch'in pianti &c 

67-78. 

2 presume;] '*', 776. 

6 frame;] "'. 776. 

9 me now] my breast 776. 

13 &C.) "'— 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #120: A Pastoral of Hons. de Scudery's in the first volume of 

Almahide, Englished. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 117-35), 67 (pp. 184-96), 69 (pp. 184-96), 78 

(pp. 184-96) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #120 because 

it is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 varies some from text 67 

(and texts 69 and 78 which directly descend from text 67) in the 368-

line poem. Verbal variants in lines 147, 153, 180, 204, 226, 258, 

and 273 indicate that HS 776 and texts 67, 69, and 78 descend from 

different sources. Text 67 is chosen as the copytext because in poems 

that are present in HS 775 (Katherine Philips' holograph), in HS 776, 

and in texts 67, 69, and 78, text 67 is generally closer to HS 775 

than is HS 776 (see General Textual Introduction). Horeover, in poem 

#120, text 67 provides the better reading. For example, in line 147 

the scribe of HS 776 left a blank space after the word "verdant"; 

text 67 supplies that missing word: "shadow". Other examples of the 

superiority of text 67 are in lines 153 and 204. In poem #120, the 

relationships among the artifacts suggest two versions circulated: 

one witnessed by HS 776 and one by texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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A Pastoral of Hons. de Scudery's in the first volume 

of Almahide, Englished. 

SLothful deceiver, come away. 

With me again the fields survey; 

And sleep no more, unless it be 

Hy Fortune thou should'st dream of me. 

The Sky, from which the Night is fled. 

Is painted with a matchless Red, 

'Tis day; the morning greets my Eyes: 

Thou art my Sun, wilt thou not rise? 

Now the black Shadows of the Night 

From Heav'n and Earth, are put to Flight: 

Come and dispel each lingring shade. 

With that Light which thy Eyes have made. 

That Planet, which so like thee seems 

In his long and piercing beams. 

At once illuminates and Guilds, 

All these valleys, and these Fields. 

The Winds do rather sigh than blow. 

And Rivers murmure as they go. 

And all things seem to thee to say, 

Rise Fair one, 'tis a Lovely Day. 
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Come and the liquid Pearls descry. 

Which glittering 'mong the flowers lye; 

Day finds them wet, when it appears. 

And 'tis too often with my Tears. 

Hearken, and thou wilt much approve 25 

The Warbling Consort of this Grove; 

Compleat the pleasure of our Ears, 

Hi Xing thy harmony with theirs. 

Feather'd Husician step aside. 

Thy self within these bushes hide, 30 

While my Aminta's Voice affords 

Her charming Notes to cloath my words. 

Hasten to sing them, then my fair. 

And put this proud one to despair. 

Whose Voice, the Base and Trebles part, 35 

With so marvellous an Art. 

Come Philomel, and now make use 

Of all, thy practice can produce. 

All the harmonious Secrets, thou 

Canst try, will do no service now. 

Thou must to her this Glory give, 

For nothing can thy Fame relieve. 
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Then e're thou dost the Conquest try, 

Chuse to be silent here or dye. 

Come my Shepherdess, survey 45 

(While a hundred pipes do play,) 

From every Fold, from every Shed, 

How the Herds and Flocks are led. 

Hear the pleasing, harmless voice. 

Of thy Lambs, now they reJoyce, 50 

While with their bleating notes are mix'd. 

Their pretty bounds, and leaps betwixt. 

See, see, how from the Thatched Rooms 

Of these our artless Cabbins, comes 

A Rustick troop of Jolly Swains, 55 

From every side, unto the Plains. 

Their Sheep-hooks steel, so bright and clear. 

How it shines, both far and near; 

A Bag-pipe here, and there a Flute, 

With merryer whistles do dispute. 

Hear thy flocks, which for thee bleat 

In Language Innocent, and sweet; 

60 

48 led] fed 
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See here thy Shepherd who attends 'em. 

And from the Ravenous Wolf defends 'em. 

Thy Helampus, him endears, 65 

And leaps, and sports, when he appears. 

He complains that thy sloth is such; 

And my poor heart does that as much. 

Among the rest here's a Ram, we 

So white so blith, so merry see, 70 

In all our Flocks, there is not one. 

Deserves such praise, as he alone. 

the grass he butts and leaps. On 

Flatters, and then away he skips; 

So gentle, and yet proud is he, 75 

That surely he hath learn'd of thee. 

The fairest Garlands we can find. 

Unworthy are, his horns to bind; 

But Flowers that death can never know. 

Are fittest to adorn his Brow. 

He is full of modest shame, 

And as full of amorous flame; 

Astrologers in heaven see, 

A Beast less beautiful than he. 

80 
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I have for thee a Sheep-hook brought, 85 

On which thy Shepherd hard hath wrought. 

Here he thy character hath trac'd; 

Is it not neatly interlac'd? 

To that a Scrip is ty'd for thee. 

Which woven is so curiously, 90 

That the Art does the stuff excel]. 

And Gold it self looks not so well. 

Here's in a Cage that he did make. 

All the Birds that he could take. 

How glorious is their slavery, 95 

If they be not despis'd by thee! 

A Garland too for thee hath staid; 

And 'tis of Fairest Flowers made: 

Aurora had this offering kept. 

And for its loss hath newly wept. 100 

A lovely Fawn he brings along. 

Nimble, as thy self, and young. 

And greater presents he would bring, 

But that a Shepherd is no King. 

Come away my Lovely bliss, 1^5 

To such divertisement as this. 
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And bring none to these Lovely places, 

But onely Venus, and the Graces. 

Whatever company were nigh. 

Would tedious be, when thou art by; 110 

Venus and Fortune would to me 

Be troublesome, if 1 had thee. 

She comes! from far, the Lovely Haid 

Is by her shining charms betray'd: 

See how the Flowers sprout up, to meet 115 

A Noble ruine from her feet. 

How Sprightly, and how Fair is she! 

How much undone then must I be? 

Hy torment is, I know, severe. 

But who can think on't when she's near? 120 

Hy heart leaps up within my breast. 

And sinks again with Joy opprest; 

But in her sight to yield my breath, 

Would be an acceptable Death. 

Come then, and in this shade, be sure, 125 

That thy fair Skin shall be secure; 

For else the Sun would wrong, I fear. 

The Colours which do flourish there. 
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His Flaming steeds do climb so fast. 

While they to our Horizon hast, 130 

That by this time his Radiant Coach, 

Does to his highest house approach. 

His fiercer Rays in heat, and length. 

Begin to rob us of our strength; 

Directly on the Earth they dart, 135 

And all the shadows are grown short. 

This Valley hath a private seat. 

Which is a cool, and moist retreat. 

Where th'angry Planet which we spy. 

Can ne're invade us with his Eye. 140 

Behold this fresh and florid Grass, 

Where never yet a foot did pass, 

A Carpet spreads for us to sit. 

And to thy Beauty offers it. 

This delicate apartment is 145 

Roof'd o're with Aged stooping Trees, 

Whose verdant shadow does secure 

This Place a native furniture. 

139 th'angry] the angry 
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The Courts of Naiades are such. 

In shades like these, ador'd so much, 150 

Where thousand Fountains round about. 

Perpetually gush water out. 

How finely this thick moss doth look. 

Which limits this transparent brook; 

Whose sportful wave does swell, and spread, 155 

And is on flags and rushes shed! 

Within this liquid Chrystal, see 

The cause of all my Hisery, 

And judge by that, (fair Hurtheress) 

If I could love thy beauty less. 160 

Thy either Eye does Rays dispence 

Of modesty and Innocence; 

And with thy seriousness, we find 

The gladness of an Infant joyn'd. 

Thy frowns delight, though they torment, 165 

From thy looks Life and Death is sent; 

And thy whole air does on us throw 

Arrows, which cureless wounds bestow. 

The stature of a Hountain Pine, 

Is crooked, when compar'd to thine: 170 
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Which does thy sex to envy move. 

As much as it does ours to love. 

From thy dividing lips do flye. 

Those pointed shafts that make us dye: 

Nor have our Gardens e're a Rose, 175 

That to thy cheeks we dare oppose. 

When by a happy liberty. 

We may thy lovely bosom see. 

The whitest Curds, nor falling Snow, 

Can any such complexion show. 180 

Thyme and Harjoram, whose scent. 

Of all perfumes, most Innocent, 

Less Fragrancy than thy breath have. 

Which all our senses does enslave. 

Even when thou scornest, thou can'st please, 185 

And make us love our own disease. 

The blushes that our cherrys wear. 

Do hardly to thy lips come near. 

When upon the smoother Plains, 

Thou to dance wilt take the pains, 

No Hind, when she employs her feet. 

Is half so graceful, or so fleet. 
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Of thy garments fair and white. 

The neatness gives us most delight. 

And I had rather them behold, 195 

Then clothes embroidered with Gold. 

I nothing in the World can see 

So rare as unadorned thee. 

Who art (as it must be confess'd) 

Not by thy clothes, but Beauty dress'd. 200 

Thy Lovely hair thou up hast ty'd. 

And in an unwrought Veil dost hide; 

In the mean time thy single Face, 

All other beauties does disgrace. 

Yes, yes, thy negligence alone. 

Does more than all their care hath done: 

The Nymphs, in all their pompous dress. 

Do entertain my fancy less. 

A Nosegay all thy Jewel is. 

And all thy Art consists in this; 

And what from this pure Spring does pass 

Is all thy paint, and all thy Glass. 

Adored beauty, here may we 

Our selves in lovely glasses see: 
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Come then, I pray thee, let us look, 215 

I in thy Eyes, those in the Brook. 

Within this faithful Hirrour see 

The object which hath conquer'd me. 

Which though the stream does well impart, 

'Tis better form'd here in my heart. 220 

In th'entertainment of thy Hind, 

When 'tis to pensiveness inclin'd. 

Count if thou canst these Flowers, and thou 

The sum of my desires wilt know. 

Observe these Turtles, kind and true, 225 

Hearken how frequently they woo: 

They faithful Lovers are, and who 

That sees thee, would not be so too? 

230 

Of them my fair Aminta learn. 

At length to grant me thy concern; 

Follow what thou in them do'st see. 

And thou wilt soon be kind to me. 

Those mighty Bulls are worth thy sight. 

Who on the plains so stoutly fight; 

Fiercely each others brow they hit, 235 

Where Beauty does with anger meet. 
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Love is the quarrel they maintain. 

As 'twas the reason of their pain. 

So would thy faithful Shepherd do. 

If he should meet his Rival too. 240 

Thy Shepherd, fair, and cruel one. 

In all these Villages is known: 

Such is his Fathers herd and flock, 

The Plain is cover'd with the stock. 

He the convenient'st pastures knows, 245 

And where the wholsom water flows; 

Knows where the coolest shadows are, 

And well hath learn'd a Shepherds care. 

Astrology he studies too. 

As much as Shepherds ought to do; 250 

Nay Hagick nothing hath so dim. 

That can be long conceal'd from him. 

When any do these Secrets dread. 

He for himself hath this to plead; 

That he by them such herbs can pick, 255 

As cure his sheep when they are sick. 
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He can foresee the coming storm. 

Nor Hail, nor flouds, can do him harm. 

And from their injuries can keep. 

Safely enough his Lambs and Sheep. 260 

He knows the season of the year. 

When Shepherds think it fit to shear 

Such inoffensive sheep as these. 

And strip them of their Silver fleece. 

He knows the scorching time of day; 265 

When he must lead his flock away 

To Valleys which are cool and near. 

To chew the Cud, and rest them there. 

He dares the Fiercest Wolves engage, 

When 'tis their hunger makes them rage; 270 

The frighted dogs, when they retire, 

He with new courage can inspire. 

He sings and dances passing well. 

And does in wrestling too excel1, 

Yes fair Haid, and few that know him, 275 

But these advantages allow him. 

258 flouds] Clouds 
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At our Feast, he gets the Praise, 

For his enchanting Roundelayes. 

And on his head have oftenest been 

The Garlands, and the Prizes seen. 280 

When the Skrip, and Crook he quits. 

And free from all disturbance sits. 

He can make the Bag-pipes swell. 

And Oaten Reeds his passion tell. 

When his flame does him excite, 285 

In amorous songs to do thee right. 

He makes the Verses which he uses. 

And borrows none of other Huses. 

He neglects his own affairs. 

To serve thee with greater cares, 290 

And many Shepherdesses would 

Deprive thee of him if they could. 

Of Alceste he could tell 

And Silvia's Eye, thou know'st it well: 

But as his modesty is great, 295 

He blushes if he them repeat. 

When in the Chrystal stream he looks, 

If there be any truth in Brooks, 
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He finds, thy scorn can never be 

Excus'd by his deformity. 300 

His Passion is so high for thee. 

As 'twill admit no new degree. 

Why wilt not thou his love requite. 

Since Kindness gives so much delight? 

Aminta hearkned all this while, 305 

Then with a dext'rous, charming smile. 

Against her will, she let him see. 

That she would change his destiny. 

I promise nothing, then said she. 

With an obliging air, and free; 310 

But I think, if you will try. 

The Wolves are crueller than I. 

When my Sheep unhealthy are, 

I have compassion, I have care; 

Nor pains, nor journeys then I grudge, 315 

By which you may my Nature judge. 

When any of them goes astray. 

All the hamlets near us may 

Perceive me, all in grief and fear, 

Run and search it every where. 
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And when I happen once to find; 

This object of my troubled mind. 

As soon as ever it I spy, 

0! how over-joy'd am I! 

I flatter her, and I caress, 325 

And let her ruffle all my dress; 

The vagabond I kindly treat. 

And Hint and Thyme, I make her eat. 

When my Sparrow does me quit, 

Hy throbbing heart makes after it; 330 

And nothing can relief afford. 

For my fair inconstant bird. 

When my Dog hath me displeas'd, 

I am presently appeas'd; 

And a tear is in my Eye, 335 

If I have made him cry. 

I never could a hatred keep. 

But to the Wolf that kills my sheep: 

Gentle and kind, and soft I am. 

And just as harmless as a Lamb. 

Dispel thy fear, cease thy complaint, 

0 Shepherd timorous, and faint! 
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For I'me a Histress very good. 

If you'l but serve me as you should. 

Words of a favourable strain, 345 

(Cry'd out that now transported swain,) 

Which do in thy Leontius fate. 

So glad and swift a change create. 

But look about, for now I mark 

The fields already growing dark, 350 

And with those shadows cover'd all. 

Which from the neighbouring Hountains fall. 

The winged Quire on every tree 

By Caroling melodiously. 

Do the declining Sun pursue, 355 

With their last homage, and adieu. 

From the next Cottages, I here 

Voices well known unto my Ear, 

They are of our Domesticks who 

Do pipe, and hollow for us too. 360 

The Flocks and Beards do homwards go, 

I hear them hither bleat and low, 

359 who] '^i 
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Thy Eyes which mine so much admire. 

Tell me 'tis time we should retire. 

Go then destroying, fair one go, 365 

Since I perceive it must be so. 

Sleep sweetly all the night, but be. 

At least, so kind to dream of me. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #120: A Pastoral of Hons. de Scudery's in the first volume of 

Almahide, Englished. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 
r 

Heading: A Pastoral1, of Hons: de=Scudery's In the first volume of 

Almahide-Englished. 776; A Pastoral of Hons. de Scudery's 

in the first volume of Almahide, Englished. 67-78. 

2 survey;) '*', 776. 

4 me.) '"'̂  776. 

6 Red,] "-. 

7 day;) '": 

10 Flight:] 

776. 

776. 

'̂, 7 

Eyes:) '". 776. 

776. 

18 go,] "'. 776. 

22 lye;) "', 776. 

26 Consort] Concert 776. Grove;] "', 776. 

32 Her) In 776. 

34 despair,) *". 776. 

38 produce,] '*'. 776. 

42 relieve.) "', 776. 

47 from) and 776. 

48 led) fed 67-78 

53 see,] '*'! 776. 

58 near;] "! 776. 
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66 appears,] '̂; 776. 

67 such;] "', 776. 

74 skips;] '*', 776. 

78 bind;) -", 776. 

82 flame;) "', 776. 

86 wrought,] '". 776. 

94 take.) '", 776. 

96 thee!) '". 776. 

97 staid;] '", 776. 

98 made:] "'; 776. 

102 young,] "'. 776. 

110 by;] -", 776. 

114 betray'd:] "-. 776. 

122 opprest;] ". 776. 

130 hast,] "'; 776. 

134 strength;] '^. lib. 

138 retreat,] "-; 776. 

139 th'angry] the angry 67 69. 

147 verdant shadow] verdant(missing) 776. 

148 This] The 776. 

150 much,] "'. 776. 

153 thick moss doth] thickness does 776. 

156 shed!) '". 776. 

158 Hisery,] '". 776. 

159 (fair Hurtheress)] fair Hurtheress, 776 
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160 thy) that 776. 

162 Innocence;] '*'. 776. 

163 seriousness,] '*'; 776. 

166 is] are 78. sent;] "̂. 776. 

170 thine:] "', 776. 

172 love.) ~̂  776. 

174 dye:] '", 776. 

180 any] no 776. such] such fine 776. 

186 disease.) "', 776. 

194 delight,) "'. 776. 

199 (as) '"^ lib. confess'd)] "-, 776. 

202 dost] doest 776. 

204 disgrace] deface 776. 

206 done:] "-, 776. 

210 this;] '", 776. 

214 see:] "'. 776. 

216 I] He 776. 

220 form'd here] formed 776. 

226 frequently] foment ly 776. 

228 too?) "-. 776. 

233 Those] These 776. 

234 fight;] ,̂ 776. 

242 known:] "', 776. 

246 water flows;] waters flow, 776. 

250 do;] ", 776. 
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254 plead;] "", 776. 

258 flouds] Clouds 67-78. 

265 day;] "", 776. 

270 rage;] "-: 776. 

273 passing] very 776. 

282 sits] sets 776. 

290 cares) care 776. 

294 well:] "', 776. 

310 free;] ̂ , 776. 

321 find;] ""̂  776 69 78. 

324 I!) "-. 776. 

326 dress;] "'. 776. 

330 it;] '̂, 776. 

334 appeas'd;] "-, 776. 

338 sheep:] "-. 776. 

345 strain,] '"! 776. 

346 that] the 776. 

351 all.) -", 776. 

358 Ear,] "': 78. 

359 who] "': 67. 

366 so,] ". 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #121: Translation of Thomas a Kemp is into Verse, out of Hons. 

Cornel He's lib. 3. Cap. 2. Englished. 

Artifacts: 776 (pp. 135-37), 67 (pp. 196-98), 69 (pp. 196-98), 78 

(pp. 196-98) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #121 because 

it is the most reliable artifact. HS 776 and text 67 (and texts 69 

and 78 which descend directly from text 67) are close in the 60-line 

poem; the agreement of HS 776 and text 67 with the error in line 

23—"heat" for "heart" (later corrected in text 78) suggests they may 

descend from the same source. However, verbal differences between HS 

776 and text 67 are found in lines 21, 48, 55, 56, and 59. While the 

verbal variants are few, the significant variant in line 55 indicates 

HS 776 and text 67 may come from different sources; moreover, the 

reading of line 55 in text 67 makes more sense than the reading in HS 

776, making text 67 the choice for copytext. The reliability of text 

67 is substantiated by the fact that in poems that are present in HS 

775 (Philips' holograph), in HS 776, and in texts 67, 69, and 78, text 

67 is generally closer to HS 775 than is HS 776. For poem #121, the 

relationships among the artifacts suggest that perhaps two versions 

circulated: one witnessed by texts 67, 69, and 78; and one by HS 776. 
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Translation of Thomas a Kempis into Verse, out of 

Hons. Cornel He's lib. 3. Cap. 2. Englished. 

SPeak, Gracious Lord, thy servant hears. 

For I both am and will be so. 

And in thy pleasant paths will go 

When the Sun shines, or disappears. 

Give me thy Spirit, that 1 may perceive. 

What by my Soul thou would'st have done. 

Let me have no desire but one. 

Thy will to practice and believe. 

But yet thy Eloquence disarm. 

And as a whisper to my heart. 

Let it like dew plenty impart. 

And like that let it freely charm. 

The Jews fear'd Thunder-bolts would fall. 

And that thy words would Death procure. 

Nor in the Desart could endure 15 

To hear their Haker speak at all. 

They court Hoses to declare thy will. 

And begg'd to hear no more thy voice. 

They could not stand the dreadful noise, 

Lest it should both surprise and kill. 20 

10 
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Without those terrours, I implore. 

And other favours I entreat. 

With confident, though humble heart, 

I beg what Samuel did of yore. 

Though thou art all that I can dread, 25 

Thy voice is musick to my ears, 

Speak Lord then, for thy Servant hears. 

And will obey what thou hast said. 

I ask no Hoses that for thee should speak. 

Nor Prophet to enlighten me, 30 

They all are taught and sent by thee. 

And 'tis thy voice I only seek. 

Those beams proceed from thee alone. 

Which through their words on us do flow; 

Thou without them canst all bestow 35 

But they without thee can give none. 

They may repeat the sound of words. 

But not confer their hidden force. 

And without thee, their best discourse. 

Nothing but scorn to men affords. 40 

23 heart] heat 
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Let them thy Hiracles impart. 

And vigorously thy will declare; 

Their voice, perhaps, may strike the Ear, 

But it can never move the heart. 

Th'obscure and naked Word they sow, 45 

But thou dost open our dim Eye, 

And the dead letter to supply. 

The Living Spirit dost bestow. 

Hysterious truth's to us they brought. 

But thou expound'st the Riddle too, 50 

And thou alone, canst make us do 

All the great things that they have taught 

They may indeed the way direct. 

But thou inablest us to walk; 

I'th ear alone sticks all they talk, 55 

But thou dost even the Heart dessect. 

They wash the surface of the mind, 

But all her fruit, thy Goodness claims. 

All that e're enlightens, or enflames, 

Hust be to that alone assign'd. 60 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #121: Translation of Thomas a Kemp is into Verse, out of Hons. 

Cornel He's lib. 3. Cap. 2. Englished. 

Artifacts: 776, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 
r 

Heading: A Fragment H: Cornel H e upon the Imitation of 

t d 

Jesus==Christ: lib: 3: Cap: 2 Englished. 776; Trans

lation of Thomas a Kempis into Verse, out of Hons. 

Cornel He's lib. 3. cap. 2. Englished. 67-78. 

6 done,) '": 78. 

14 procure,) '*'; 776. 

21 those) these 776. 

23 heart) heat 776 67 69. 

26 ears,] "': 78. 

34 flow;] '*', 776. 

48 dost] doest 776. 

52 taught] '". 776. 

54 walk;] "', 776. 

55 I'th ear alone] In the barke 776. talk] can talk 776. 

56 even] all 776. 

59 e're enlightens] enlightens 776. 

60 assign'd.) '^.'- 776. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #122: TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE Countess of Cork. 

Artifacts: 67 (pp. [201]-[202]), 69 (pp. [201]-[202]), 78 (pp. 

[201)-[202]) 

Text 67 has been selected as the copytext for poem #122 because 

it is the earliest surviving artifact. The poem also appears in texts 

69 and 78; text 69 comes from text 67, and text 78 from text 69, re

vealing a direct line of textual descent; there are no substantive 

variants. The relationships among the artifacts reveal that only one 

version of poem #122 circulated, witnessed by printed texts 67, 69, 

and 78. 
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TO THE 

RIGHT HONOURABLE 

THE 

Countess of Cork. 

Hadam, 

AS some untimely Flower, whose bashful head 

(Ready to drop into her humble Bed) 

Is rescu'd by the Sun's prevailing Ray, 

To share that Light with which he guilds the Day; 

So this Translation of strict Eyes afraid, 5 

With conscious blushes, would have sought a shade. 

When your resistless Power did Orders give. 

Thus to recall the timorous Fugitive, 

Which, to your breath, must all her being own. 

Thrive when you smile, and wither if you frown. 10 

Yet from submission this assurance grows. 

That you'll protect the Person you expose. 

Who more delight from such a shelter draws. 

Than to obtain, or to desire applause. 

And your indulgence, would, much rather, chuse, 15 

Than to be Favorite to every Huse. 

For even they request to wait on you. 

Who can best judge, and best reward them too; 

You, who are more than Poets can invent. 

Of most illustrious and most innocent, 20 
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Under your beams their faint Ideas sink, 

And you more nobly live than they could think. 

In you, the humble, and the brave, are met 

To shew what's truly, and what's only great; 

And all the Cliffords Fame in you does shine, 25 

The greatest Honour of the Noblest Line: 

To whom your debt of splendour you have paid. 

And that (and more) to after times convey'd. 

In such a Race, as must those wonders do. 

That none could act but they, inspire but you. 30 

But as your Herit does all Praise excel. 

So does your Hercy all injurious zeal; 

And you in that ador'd advantage live. 

That nothing else is left you to forgive: 

But ev'n your goodness will its self outshine, 35 

If it can pardon this Address of mine. 

So Altars once did Fire from Heaven enjoy. 

Sent but to kindle what it might destroy. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #122: TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE Countess of Cork. 

Artifacts: 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 67 

Heading: TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE Countess of Cork. 67-78. 

No substantive variants. 
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Textual Introduction 

Printed text 63D has been chosen as the copytext for poems #123-

127, songs written by Katherine Philips to complement her translation 

of Corneille's Pompey, because it was printed with her supervision. 

Although evidence suggests that HS 218 may be the earliest extant 

version (see bibliographical description of NLW HS 21867 B) of these 

poems, printed text 63D, the 1663 Dublin edition of Philips' transla

tion and accompanying poems, is the more reliable copy because of her 

direct input. There are very few verbal variants in any of these five 

poems. Text 63D and texts 67-78 display no verbals in poems #123-127. 

Although printed text 63L (the 1663 London edition of Pompey) varies 

from 63D and all other artifacts in poem #123 (1. 12), poem #124 (11. 

14, 15), poem #125 (1. 25), and poem #126 (1. 30), these variants are 

all very minor and attributable to compositor error: "Virture", 63L; 

"Virtue", 63D—poem #124. HS 776 varies only once from text 63D (poem 

#126: 1. 23), and the verbal is minor: "w'attain", 63D; "we attain", 

776. HS 218 differs from all other artifacts in poem #123 (11. 1, 13, 

16, 17, 18), poem #124 (11. 17, 26), poem #125 (11. 11, 14, 28), poem 

#126 (11. 4, 13, 23, 31, 34, 35), and poem #127 (11. 10, 17, 28, 29). 

However, most of these variants are minor. Thus, two slightly dif

ferent versions of poems #123-127 seem to have circulated: one wit

nessed by HS 218; and one witnessed by HS 776, printed text 63D, 

printed text 63L, and printed texts 67, 69, and 78. 
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The titles and locations for this group of poems is as follows: 

Poem #123: Since affairs of the State, are already decreed, 

Artifacts: 218 (f. 36r), 776 (p. [38]), 63D (pp. 15-16), 63L (pp. 

11-12), 67 (pp. (12)-(13)), 69 (pp. (12)-(13)), 78 (pp. 

(12)-(13)) 

Poem #124: SEE how Victorious Caesar's Pride 

Artifacts: 218 (ff. 36v-37r), 776 (pp. 51-[52]), 63D (pp. 31-32), 

63L (pp. 23-24), 67 (pp. (25)-(26)), 69 (pp. (25)-(26)), 78 

(pp. (25)-(26)) 

Poem #125: From lasting and unclouded Day, 

Artifacts: 218 (ff. 37v-38r), 776 (pp. 67-69), 63D (pp. 46-47), 63L 

(pp. 35-36), 67 (pp. (37)-(38)), 69 (pp. (37)-(39)), 78 

(pp. (37)-(38)) 

Poem #126: PRoud Honuments of Royal Dust? 

Artifacts: 218 (ff. 38r-39r), 776 (pp. 85- [86]), 63D (pp. 63-64), 

63L (pp. 48-49), 67 (pp. (50)-(51)), 69 (pp. (50)-(51)), 

78 (pp. (50)-(51)) 

Poem #127: AScend a Throne Great Queen! to you 

Artifacts: 218 (ff. 39v-40r), 776 (pp. 101-[102]), 63D (pp. 79-80), 

63L (pp. 60-61), 67 (pp. (63)-(64)), 69 (pp. (63)-(64)), 

78 (pp. (63)-(64)) 
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since Affairs of the State are already decreed. 

Since Affairs of the State, are already decreed. 

Hake room for Affairs of the Court, 

Employment, and Pleasure each other succeed. 

Because they each other support. 

Were Princes confin'd 5 

From slackening their Hind, 

When by Care it is rufled and Curl'd. 

A Crown would appear 

Too heavy to wear 

And no Han would govern the World. 10 

If the Gods themselves who have power enough. 

In diversions are various, and oft. 

Since the business of Kings is angry and rough. 

Their Intervals ought to be soft. 

Were Princes confin'd, &c. 15 

To our Honarch we owe, whatsoer'e we enjoy: 

And no grateful Subjects were those. 

Who would not the safety, he gives them, employ 

To contribute to his repose. 

Were Princes confin'd, &c. 20 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #123: Since affairs of the State, are already decreed. 

Artifacts: 218, 776, 63D, 63L, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 63D 

Heading: Now affairs of the state are already decreed 218; Since 

affairs of the State, are already decreed, 776 63D 67-78; 

Since Affairs of the State are already decreed, 63L. 

1 Since) Now 218. 

2 Court,) ""̂  218; *"; 69 78. 

4 support.) ""̂  218. 

7 curld.) '"'̂  218; "', 776 69 78. 

10 World.) '"'̂  218. 

12 In] In the 63L. oft,] '^^ 218 63L; '̂; 776 69 78. 

13 angry] so angry 218. 

14 soft.) ""̂  218. 

15 &C.) ""̂  218. 

16 Honarch] Honarchs 218. enjoy:] '^^ 218. 

17 were] are 218. 

18 Who] That 218. 

19 repose.) '^^ 218. 
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SEE how Victorious Caesar's Pride 

1. 

SEE how Victorious Caesar's Pride 

Does Neptune's Bosom sweep! 

And with Thessalian Fortune ride 

In Triumph o're the Deep. 

2. 

What Rival of the Gods is this 5 

Who dare's do more then they? 

Whose Feet the Fates themselves do kiss 

And Sea, and Land obey. 

1. 

What can the Fortunate withstand? 

For this resistless He, 10 

Rivers of Blood brings on the Land, 

And Bulwarks on the Sea. 

2. 

Since Gods as well as Hen submit. 

And Caesar's favour woe. 

Virtue her self, may think it fit 15 

That Egypt court him too. 
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1. 

But Pompey's Head's a rate to dear. 

For by that impious price 

The God less Noble will appear 

Than do's the Sacrifice. 20 

2. 

If Justice be a thing divine. 

The Gods should it maintain. 

For us t'attempt what they decline. 

Would be as rash as vain. 

Chorus 

How desperate is our Princes Fate? 25 

What hazzard doe's he run? 

He must be wicked to be great. 

Or to be just, undone. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #124: SEE how Victorious Caesar's Pride 

Artifacts: 218, 776, 63D, 63L, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 63D 

Heading: See how victorious Caesar's Pride 218; SEE how Victorious 

Caesar's Pride 63D 63L 67-78. 

2 sweep!) ""̂  218; "', 776. 

4 Deep.) '^^ 218. 

5 this] "'? 218. 

6 they?) '^^ 218. 

8 obey.) '"'̂  218. 

12 Sea.) ""̂  218. 

14 favour] favours 63L. 

15 Virtue) Virture 63L. 

16 too.) ""̂  218. 

17 Head's] head 218. 

20 Sacrifice.) ""̂  218. 

24 vain.) ""̂  218. 

25 Fate?) ""̂  218. 

26 hazzard] hazards 218. run?) ""̂  218; "'! 776. 
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From lasting and unclouded Day, 

From lasting and unclouded Day, 

From Joys refin'd above Allay, 

And from a spring without decay. 

I come, by Cynthia's borrow'd Beams 

To visit my Cornelia's Dreams, 

And give them yet sublimer Theams. 

Behold the Han, thou lov'dst before. 

Pure streams have wash'd away his Gore, 

And Pompey now shall bleed no more. 

By Death my Glory I resume; 

For 'twould have been a harsher Doom 

T'outlive the Liberty of Rome. 

By me her doubtfull fortune try'd. 

Falling, bequeaths my Fame this Pride, 

I for it liv'd, and with it Dy'd. 15 

Nor shall my Vengeance be withstood 

Or unattended with a Flood, 

Of Roman and Egyptian Blood. 

Caesar himself it shall pursue. 

His dayes shall troubled be, and few. 

And he shall fall by Treason too. 
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He, by severity Divine 

Shall be an offering at my Shrine; 

As I was his, he must be mine. 

Thy stormie Life regret no more, 25 

For Fate shall waft thee soon a shoar. 

And to thy Pompey thee restore. 

Where past the fears of sad removes 

We'l entertain our spotless Loves, 

In beauteous, and Immortal Groves. 30 

There none a Guilty Crown shall wear; 

Nor Caesar be Dictator there. 

Nor shall Cornelia shed a Tear. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #125: From lasting and unclouded Day, 

Artifacts: 218, 776, 63D, 63L, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 63D 

Heading: From lastinge and unclouded day 218; From lasting, and 

unclouded Day, 776; From lasting and unclouded Day, 63D 67-

78; FRom lasting and unclouded Day, 63L. 

3 decay.) ""̂  218. 

5 Dreams,] ""̂  218; '*'. 776. 

6 Theams.) ""̂  218. 

9 more.) '̂"̂  218. 

10 resume;) ""̂  218; '", 776. 

11 harsher] hasher 218. 

12 Rome.) ""̂  218. 

14 bequeaths] Bequeathd 218. 

15 Dy'd.) '"'̂  218. 

18 and] or 218. Blood.) "'— 218. 

21 too.) '^^ 218. 

23 Shrine;] ""̂  218. 

24 mine.) ""̂  218. 

25 regret] regreet 63L. 

27 restore.) '"'̂  218. 

28 fear's) feare 218. 

30 Groves.) '"'̂  218. 
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31 wear;] ""̂  218; "', 776 67-78; '". 63L. 

32 there.) ""̂  218; "", 67-78. 

33 Tear.) "'— 218. 
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PRoud Honuments of Royal Dust! 

PRoud Honuments of Royal Dust! 

Do not your old Foundations shake? 

And labour to resign their trust 

For sure your mighty Guests should wake. 

Now their own Hemphis lies at Stake. 5 

Alas! in vain our Dangers call; 

They care not for our Destiny, 

Nor will they be concern'd at all 

If Egypt now enslav'd, or free, 

A Kingdom or a Province be. 10 

What is become of all they did? 

And what of all they had design'd. 

Now death the busie Scene hath hid; 

Where but in story shall we find 

Those great disturbers of Hankind? 15 

When Hen their quiet Hinutes spent 

Where Hirtles grew and Fountains purl'd, 

As safe as they were Innocent: 

What angry God among them hurl'd 

Ambition to undoe the World? 20 

9 Egypt] Egyyt 
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What is the charm of being Great; 

Which oft is gain'd and lost with Sin, 

Or if w'attain a Royal seat. 

With Guiltless steps what do we win. 

If Love and Honour fight within. 25 

Honour the Brightness of the Hind! 

And love her noblest extasie: 

That does our selves, this others bind 

When you great Pair shall disagree 

What Casuist can the Umpire be. 30 

Though Love does all the heart subdue. 

With gentle, but resistless sway 

Yet Honour must that govern too: 

And when thus Honour wins the Day, 

Love overcomes the bravest way. 35 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #126: PRoud Honuments of Royal Dust! 

Artifacts: 218, 776, 63D, 63L, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 63D 

Heading: Proud Honuments of Royall Dust 218; PRoud Honuments of 

Royal Dust! 776 63D 63L 67-78. 

1 Dust!) '"'̂  218. 

2 shake?) ""̂  218; •", 67-78. 

3 trust] "-? 776 63L 67-78. 

4 your] the 218. 

5 Stake.) '"'̂  218; '": 67. 

6 Alas!) ""̂  218. call;] '^^ 218. 

7 Destiny,] ""̂  218; "-. 776. 

9 Egypt) Egvvt 63D. 

12 design'd,] >? 218. 

13 hath] has 218. hid;] '^^ 218; '"? 67-78. 

18 Innocent:] ""̂  218. 

21 Great;] "-? 218 67-78. 

23 if] when 218. w'attain] we attain 776. 

24 win,] '"? 218. 

25 within.) '"? 218 63L 67-78. 

26 Hind!) ""̂  218. 

27 extasie:] ""̂  218. 

28 bind) "", 776; "-. 67-78. 
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29 great Pair) (great paire) 218. 

30 the Umpire] th'Umpire 63L. be.) '"? 218 776 63L 67-78 

31 heart) hearts 218. 

32 sway] "', 776 63L; *"; 67-78. 

33 too:) ""̂  218. 

34 wins] getts 218. 

35 bravest] neble3t->bravest 218. 
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AScend a Throne Great Queen! to you 

AScend a Throne Great Queen! to you 

By Nature, and by Fortune due; 

And let the World adore 

One who ambition could withstand. 

Subdue revenge, and Love command. 

On Honours single score. 

2. 

Ye mighty Roman shades, permit 

That Pompey should above you sit. 

He must be Deifi'd. 

For who like him, e're fought or fell? 

What Hero, ever liv'd so well. 

Or who so greatly dy'd? 

1. 

What cannot Glorious Caesar do? 

How nobly does he fight and woe! 

On Crowns how does he tread! 

What mercie to the weak he shews. 

How fierce is he to living Foes, 

How pious to the dead? 

10 
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2. 

Cornelia yet, would challenge Tears, 

But that the sorrow which she wears, 20 

So charming is, and brave. 

That it exalts her Honour more. 

Then if she all the Scepters bore. 

Her Generous Husband gave. 

Chorus. 

Then after all the Blood that's shed, 25 

Let's right the living and the dead: 

Temples to Pompey raise; 

Set Cleopatra on the Throne; 

Let Caesar keep the World h'has won; 

And sing Cornelia's praise. 30 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #127: AScend a Throne Great Queen! to you 

Artifacts: 218, 776, 63D, 63L, 67, 69, 78 

Copytext: 63D 

Heading: Ascend a Throne Great Queen to you 218; AScend a Throne 

Great Queen! to you 776 63D 63L 67-78. 

1 Queen!) ""̂  218. 

2 dire;) ""̂  218. 

6 score.) "'̂  218. 

9 Deifi'd.) ""̂  218. 

10 e're) or 218. fell?) ""̂  218. 

12 dy'd?) ""̂  218. 

14 woe!) "'? 218. 

15 tread!) '"'̂  218. 

17 is he) he is 218. 

18 dead?) '̂, 218; '̂! 69 78. 

21 brave.) '"'̂  218; ", 776 67-78. 

24 gave.) '^^ 218. 

26 dead:] '^^ 218; ̂ , 776. 

27 raise;] '^^ 218. 

28 Set] Lett 218. Throne.) '̂'̂  218. 

29 Let] Let's 78. h'has] he 218. won;] -^ 218. 

30 praise.) ̂ — 218. 
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Textual Introduction 

Hanuscript 024, the only artifact for poems #128 and #129, is 

written in the hand of Katherine Philips and has been selected as the 

copytext for those poems (see discussion of HS 024 in Relationships 

Among the Artifacts). 

The titles and locations for these poems are as follows: 

d 
Poem #128: A marry state affords butt little Ease 

Artifacts: 024 (loose sheet) 

Poem #129: No blooming youth shall ever make me err 

Artifacts: 024 (loose sheet) 
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d 
A marry state affords butt little Ease 

d 
A marry state affords butt little Ease 

The best of husbands are so hard to please. 

This in wifes Careful] faces you may spell 

Tho they desemble their misfortunes well. 

A virgin state is crownd with much content 5 

Its a11ways happy as its inocent: 

No Blustering husbands to create your fears 

No pangs of child birth to extort your tears 

No childrens crys for to offend your ears 

Few worldly crosses to distract your prayers 10 

Thus are you freed from all the cares that do 

Attend on matrymony and a husband too 
m 

Therefore mad be advised by me 

Turn turn apostate to loves Levity 

Supress wild nature if she dare rebel1 15 

Theres no such thing as leading Apes in hell. 

2 please.) ""̂  

4 well.) ""̂  

6 inocent:] ""̂  

16 hell.) "'̂  
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Historical Collation 

d 
Poem #128: A marry state affords butt little Ease 

Artifacts: 024 

Copytext: 024 
d 

Heading: A marry state affords butt little Ease 024. 

2 please.) '*"' 024. 

4 well.) ""̂  024. 

6 inocent:] ""̂  024. 

16 hell.) '"'̂  024. 
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No blooming youth shall ever make me err 

No blooming youth shall ever make me err 

I will the beauty of the mind prefer. 

If himans rites shall call me hence 

It shall be with some man of sence, 

Nott with the great butt with a good estate 5 

Not too well read nor yet illetterate, 

In all his actions moderate grave and wise 

Reddyer to bear than offer injuries 

And in good works a constant doer 

Faithful] in promise and liberal1 to the poor. 10 

He thus being quailifled is allways seen 

Ready to serve his friend his country and his king. 

Such men as these youll say there are but few 

Their hard to find and I must grant it too 

But if I ever hap to change my life 15 

Its only such a man shall call me wife. 

'VA 

'VA 

2 prefer.) 

4 sence,] 

6 illetterate,] illetterate in 

10 poor.] ""̂  

12 king.] '^^ 

16 wife.) ""̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #129: No blooming youth shall ever make me err 

Artifacts: 024 

Copytext: 024 

Heading: No blooming youth shall ever make me err 024. 

2 prefer.) ""̂  024. 

4 sence,) '*"' 024. 

6 illetterate,] illetterate in 024. 

10 poor.) ""̂  024. 

12 king.) '̂̂  024. 

16 wife.) ""̂  024. 
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Textual Introduction 

r 
Poem #130: Epitaph on H lohn Lloyd of Kilrhewy in Penbrokeshire 

th 
(who dy'd luly the 11 1657) inscrib'd on his Honument 

in Kilgarron (in the person of his wife) 

Artifacts: 775 (p. 133) 

Hanuscript 775 is the copytext for poem #130 because it is 

written in the hand of Katherine Philips and is the only artifact. 

The title has been emended to reflect the date on the momument itself 

which still survives in Cilgerran Church, Dyfed (Thomas, Edi.Hon 

529). 
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r 
Epitaph on H lohn Lloyd 

of Kilrhewy in Penbrokeshire 
th 

(who dy'd luly the 11 1657) 

inscrib'd on his Honument 

in Kilgarron (in the person of his wife) 

Preserve thou sad, and sole Trustee 

Of my deare husbands Hemory, 

These reliques of my broken heart 

Which I am forced to impart. 

For since he so untimely dy'd 5 

And living pledges was deny'd. 

Since days of mourning soon are done 

And Tears do perish as they run. 

Nay since my Grief at length must dy 

(For that's no longer liv'd then 1) 10 

His name can live no way but one. 

In an abiding faithful1 Stone. 

Tell then the unconcerned Eys 

The value of thy Guest, and Prize 

How good he was, useful1, and lust, 15 

th 
Heading 11 1657] (missing)1656 

2 Hemory,] ""̂  

6 deny'd,] ""̂  

15 lust,] '"'̂  
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How kind, how faithfull to his trust. 

Which known, and when their sence propound's 

How mournfully a widdow sound's. 

They may instruct'd go from thee 

To follow him, and pitty me. 20 

18 sound's] -VA 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #130: Epitaph on H lohn Lloyd of Kilrhewy in Penbrokeshire 

th 
(who dy'd luly the 11 1657) inscrib'd on his Honument 

in Kilgarron (in the person of his wife) 

Artifacts: 775 

Copytext: 775 
r 

Heading: Epitaph on H lohn Lloyd of Kilrhewy in Penbrokeshire 

(who dy'd luly the [missing] 1656) inscrib'd on his 

Honument in Kilgarron (in the person of his wife) 775. 

th 
Heading 11 1657] (missing)1656 775. 

2 Hemory,) ""̂  775. 

6 deny'd,) ""̂  775. 

15 lust,) ""̂  775. 

18 sound's,) ""̂  775. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #131: To the Lady Hary Butler at her marriage with the Lord 

Cauendish Octobr. 1662. 

Artifacts: 151 (pp. 116-17), 776 (pp. 309-[310]) 

Hanuscript 151, written in the hand of Sir Edward Dering, has 

been selected as the copytext for poem #131 because it is the most 

reliable artifact (see General Textual Introduction). Readings in 

lines 15, 20, 21, 27, and 40 clearly show that HS 776 does not des

cend from the same source as HS 151 in the 48-line poem. Consequent

ly, two versions of poem #131 seem to have circulated: one witnessed 

by HS 151 and one by HS 776. 
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To the Lady Hary Butler at her marriage 

with the Lord Cauendish Octobr. 1662. 

At such a time as this, when all conclude 

Nothing but unconcernment can be rude. 

The muses, Hadam, will not be deny'd 

To be the bride maides where you are the bride. 

They know in what those wishes haue designd 5 

What bright opposers, they are like to find. 

Whose birth and beauty neuer will giue way. 

To such obscure competitours as they. 

But yet as iniur'd princes still do striue 

To keep their title and their claime aliue, 10 

So they affirme they do but aske their due, 

Hauing hereditary right in you,: 

And they againe would rather undergo 

All that malicious ignorance could do. 

When fortune all things sacred did oppresse, 15 

Then in this braue ambition want successe. 

Admit them, beauteous Hadam, then to be 

Attendants on this great solemnitie. 

And euery muse will in a charming straine 

4 bride.) "-, 

14 do,] "'. 

16 successe.) '*', 
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Your honour and their owne pretence maintaine. 20 

The first your high extraction shall proclaime 

And what endear'd your Auncestors to fame. 

Who do not more excell another stemme 

Then your illustrious father hath done them. 

Who fortunes stratagems hath so surpast 25 

As flattery can not reach, nor enuy blast. 

In whome vice-gerence is a greater thing 

Then any crowne but that of Englands King, 

Whom foreigne princes do with enuy see. 

And would be subiects to be such as he. 30 

Another shall your mothers glories raise 

And much her beautie, more her vertue praise. 

Whose suffering in that noble way and cause 

Hore veneration then her greatnesse drawes. 

And yet how lustly is that greatnesse due 35 

Which she with so much ease can gouerne too. 

Another shall of your great louer sing 

And with his fame inspire some nobler string. 

20 maintaine.) ^, 

24 them,] "', 

28 King,] '*'. 

30 he.) '", 

36 too.) "-, 
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Whom Nature made so handsome, and so braue. 

And fortune such a louely mistresse gaue; 40 

This shall relate how foment ly he woo'd. 

And that how generously 'twas understood. 

Shall tell the charmes which did his heart inuade. 

And then the merits which did yours persuade. 

But all the muses, on you both shall treat, 45 

Who are as lustly kind, as you are great. 

And by obseming you, assure mankind 

That loue and fortune, are no longer blind. 

40 gaue;] ", 

44 persuade.) '*', 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #131: To the Lady Hary Butler at her marriage with the Lord 

Cauendish Octobr. 1662. 

Artifacts: 151, 776 

Copytext: 151 

Heading: To the Lady Hary Butler at her marriage with the Lord 
t ble 

Cauendish Octobr. 1662. 151; To the R: Hon: the Lady 
r 

Hary Boteler on her marriage to my Lord Cavendish Oct. 

1662. 776. 

4 bride.) '", 151. 

8 they,] "'. 776. 

12 you,:] "'. 776. 

14 could do,] could do. 151; doe, 776. 

15 all things sacred did] did both them, and you 776. 

16 successe.] '*', 151. 

20 and their owne] sing, and their 776. maintaine.) ", 151. 

21 high] Great 776. 

24 hath) has 776. them,] "'. 151 776. 

26 blast,] "". 776. 

27 vice-gerence is] Vicegerency's 776. 

28 King,] '". 151 776. 

30 he.) "", 151. 

32 praise,] '*'. 776. 

34 drawes,] '*'. 776. 
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36 too.) ", 151; '"! 776. 

40 fortune such a louely] Prouidence so bright a 776. gaue.) "", 
151. 

42 understood,] '̂. 776. 

43 which] that 776. 

44 which] that 776. persuade.) "-, 151. 
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Textual Introduction 

Hanuscript 107 has been selected as the copytext for poems #132-

134 because it is the only artifact (see discussion of HS 107 in 

Relationships Among the Artifacts). 

The titles and locations for this group of poems are as follows: 

r 
Poem #132: To S: Amorous La Foole 

Artifacts: 107 (f. 4r) 

Poem #133: Iuliana and Amaranta a Dialogue 

Artifacts: 107 (ff. 4v-5r) 

Poem #134: On Argalus his vindication to Rosania 

Artifacts: 107 (f. 8v) 
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r 
To S: Amorous La Foole 

Bless vs, heres a doe indeed 

That she must so much Courtship need. 

Scorn sits so handsome on this face 

With such an vnaffected grace 

That I could wish my Sex were changd to be 

A Lover onely of your cruelty. 

Women men say are Fooles they know 

But what are they that call vs so 

When their Sighes and Amorous ware 

But more serious Follies are? 

What time wee spend to curie and dress our hairs 

You spend to thinke vs though we are not fayre? 

What prittie dotage call you this 

To weep and groan and glance and kiss? 

Vnkindness makes your Heart to break 15 

And not a word of Sence to speake 

10 

2 need.) ""̂  

6 cruelty.) ""̂  

10 are?) ""̂  

12 fayre?] "̂"̂  

14 kiss?) '^'^ 
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And court the Careless when with farr less paine 

Some who1some Hilkmayd would say yours againe. 
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Historical Collation 

r 
Poem #132: To S: Amorous La Foole 

Artifacts: 107 

Copytext: 107 
r 

Heading: To S: Amorous La Foole 

2 need.) '̂^ 107. 

6 cruelty.) '^^ 107. 

10 are?) "'̂  107. 

12 fayre?) ""̂  107. 

14 kiss?) '"'̂  107. 
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luliana and Amaranta 

a Dialogue 

luliana 

Why Amaranta still thus poore and vaine 

Why this Forbidden fruit againe 

And thou by some Strang Destiny decreed 

Onely to Love what thou canst never need? 

The Genius of the World must be 5 

Dissolv'd or discomposd for Thee. 

Amaranta 

A iust revenge for mee on that cross Fate 

That gave me such a State 

So contrary to all my Love and will 

That I suppose I am but dreaming still. 10 

She could not Study out a way 

Like this my Fancy to betray. 

luliana 

Histaken ludg, alas, how partiall art 

Tis thy owne foolish heart 

4 need?) '^^ 

6 Thee.) '^^ 

10 still.) '-'̂  

12 betray.) 
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Creates thy mischeifes, and thy greatest skill 15 

The measure of thy Torments is to fill 

A discomposed wandring mind 

In nothing can contentment find. 

Amaranta 

But luliana those desires that move 

Hy heart and worth my love 20 

I owne no thought whose flames I feard to show 

Nor have a wish that others may not know. 

Honour goodness mirth and witt 

Hy Fancy and my wishes fitt. 

18 find.) '^'^ 

22 know.] 

24 fitt.) 

'VA 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #133: luliana and Amaranta a Dialogue 

Artifacts: 107 

Copytext: 107 

Heading: luliana and Amaranta a Dialogue 107. 

4 need?) ""̂  107. 

6 Thee.) -"̂  107. 

10 still.) '^^ 107. 

12 betray.) ""̂  107. 

16 fill.) ""̂  107. 
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On Argalus his vindication 

to Rosania 

What Power is there in the conquering Eyes 

When such a person is theire Sacrifise? 

It is their Fate that bee who could subdue 

An Armed Host should conquered be by you. 

He slights the Triumphs worne vpon his brow 

And thankes the Foole that cals him Coward Now. 

2 Sacrifise?) '̂'̂  

4 you.) 

6 Now.) 

'VA 

'VA 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #134: On Argalus his vindication to Rosania 

Artifacts: 107 

Copytext: 107 

Heading: On Argalus his vindication to Rosania 107. 

2 Sacrifise?) ""̂  107. 

4 you.) ""̂  107. 

6 Now.) -̂"̂  107. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #135: To Rosania and Lucasia Articles of Friendship. 

Artifacts: 183 (f. 17) 

Hanuscript 183 has been chosen as the copytext for poem #135 

because it is the only artifact for the poem (see discussion of HS 

183 in the Relationships Among the Artifacts). 
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To Rosania and Lucasia 

Articles of Friendship. 

Tho. Soules which vertu hath made fitt 

Do of themselves incline to knitt; 

Yet wedlock having priests, allow 

That I be friendships Flamen now 

For I can best perform the rite. 

Who of the Goddesse had a Sight; 

To me her oracles shoe gave, 

And did inspire me in her cave 

And *tis my glory, that I may 

Ny faults redeeme, my debts repay; 10 

No more my uselesse self I loath, 

Since I can now oblige you both. 

First then, the love you beare each other. 

You must no more in Silence Smother, 

4 now] '*'. 

8 cave] '*'. 

10 repay;] '", 
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Nor Ceremoniously take paines, 15 

To put your friendship into chaines. 

Formal addresses then disclaime; 

And never must yee Hadam name. 

Shoe gaines most, who first condescends. 

For y*are more noble being friends. 

Estrangements thus once voted down. 

And all Punctilios of the town. 

No time, nor place, beleive unfitt. 

Which will each others Sight admitt 

20 

Tho. friendship greatest Service dares 25 

It's life consists in little cares. 

Those frequent tendernesses, which 

Hake a concerned heart so rich. 

8 

You both must weare an open heart. 

And freely your concerns impart. 30 

By this, your pleasure you will double. 

And it will lessen all your trouble. 
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All distance may this bower destroy, 

Confirme your love, begin your joy! 

0 how much kindnes does afford-

That pleasant, and that mighty word! 

35 

10 

If you these termes do disapprove. 

Ye cannot, or ye will not love. 

But if ye like these lovely bands. 

With them joine hearts, and lips, and hands. 40 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #135: To Rosania and Lucasia Articles of Friendship. 

Artifacts: 183 

Copytext: 183 

Heading: To Rosania and Lucasia Articles of Friendship. 

4 now] "'. 183. 

8 cave] '". 183. 

10 repay;] ", 183. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poem #136: On the Coronation 

Artifacts: 017 (pp. 94-96) 

Hanuscript 017 has been selected as the copytext for poem #129 

because it is the only artifact (see discussion of HS 017 in Rela

tionships Among the Artifacts). 
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On the Coronation 

Hee comes; whose browe though for a crowne soe fit 

Wounder, and virtue have more crowend it. 

Soe truly greate in glory of his owne 

While others rise, hee stoopes to take a crowne 

Whose unimpaled head long since became 5 

The care of heaven, and the charge of fame. 

This ceremony dazzels vulgare eyes. 

But hee appeared more glorious to the wise 

When hee in Worc'ters fata11 day secured 

Was crowned with safty and with clouds immur'd 10 

Soe that (as those who once that Prophet sought) 

Not him, but blindness the persuers caught 

While he by innocence, and Angels kept 

I'th midst of all those rude alarums slept. 

Slept in the branches of the Loyal1 Tree, 15 

Who for that service gains eternity. 

In Ancient times when men did heaven revere. 

The shady groves theyer Artless Temples were. 

Which when some Hero had delighted in 

By after ages they have hallowed binne; 20 

12 caught] '*'. 

13 Angels] Angles 

20 binne;] '̂. 
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Our Prince preserved from Rebellions stroke 

Did then more truly consecrate the Oake 

Of which fame shall have better thing's to say 

Then of Apollo'es favorite the Bay 

And Oaken Wreaths henceforth shall only crowne 25 

All that in Warr, or peace can win renowne. 

By CHARLES made sacred and with glory blest 

Since Kinges are Gods and OURS of Kinges the best. 

22 Oake] '*'. 

24 Bay] '̂. 

26 renowne,] ̂ '̂  
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Historical Collation 

Poem #136: On the Coronation 

Artifacts: 017 

Copytext: 017 

Heading: On the Coronation 017. 

12 caught] "-. 017. 

13 Angels) Angles 017. 

20 binne;) "-. 017. 

22 Oake] "'. 017. 

24 Bay] ". 017. 
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Textual Introduction 

Poems #137 and #138 are included in this edition although their 

authorship is uncertain because at this time there is not enough evi

dence to eliminate them from Katherine Philips' canon (see discussion 

of HS 020 in Relationships Among the Artifacts). HS 020 has been se

lected as the copytext for poems #137 and #138 because it is the only 

artifact. 

The titles and locations of these poems are the following: 

Poem #137: Upon his Hajesties most happy restauration to his Royall 

Throne in Brittaine 

Artifacts: 020 (f. 140) 

tie 
Poem #138: Upon the Hollow Tree unto which his H escaped after 

the unfortunate Battell at Worcester 

Artifacts: 020 (f. 140) 
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Upon his Hajesties most happy restauration 

to his Royall Throne in Brittaine 

Awake Britannia, rouse thy selfe, and say 

Good Horrow to thy sonns, bid them good day; 

This Sun's returned to cheare thee with his light. 

And by his Radiant Beames has banisht night. 

Goe cleance thy face from Blood, from Sweat, and Teares, 5 

Which has defac'd thy Beuties twenty yeares. 

Thou art now a Bride, a Royall Queene noe more, 

A wretched Widdow growling on the flore. 

The bace ambitious Giant Race are fold. 

That would thee, and thy Iupiter haue Queld; 10 

He lightning has. Thunder, and forked Darts, 

If they revive againe, to wound their harts: 

Then goe adorne thy selfe as heretofore. 

When his great Syre the sacred Septer bore; 

Anoint, perfure, and dresse thy selfe in Pride, 15 

And hasten to him, as a love-sick Bride: 

Present thy selfe unto his roiall hand. 

Thou in thy lupiter shalt all command: 

'Twas he alone could saue thee, set thee free, 

From Bloody Rape, and Tyrannous Anarchy. 20 

Then I. 0. Sing and Paeans to his praise 

And round thy Temples, winde the Verdant Bayes. 
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Historical Collation 

Poem #137: Upon his Hajesties most happy restauration to his Royall 

Throne in Brittaine 

Artifacts: 020 

Copytext: 020 

Heading: Upon his Hajesties most happy restauration to his Royall 

Throne in Brittaine 020. 

No substantive variants. 
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tie 
Upon the Hollow Tree unto which his H escaped 

after the unfortunate Battell at Worcester 

Haile aged Tree; love keepe thee from all harmes. 

That hid our Royall Honarch in thy Armes 

From that rude Centaure, with the bloody beake 

That Durst Lawes humane and Divine to breake: 

He sought not only Crownes, and septers to usurp, 5 

But allsoe all the Royall race t'exterp; 

And hope t'build upon their ruine such a frame 

Of Empire, as should Eternize his name; 

He has his wish, oblivion can not drownd 

His name, 'twill still upon record be found, 10 

Whilst winged time his whirling course shall run. 

Nor can his fame dye when the world is done: 

Then sacred Blood of Kings and Priests shall sue 

For Iustice 'gainst him and his cursed Crew. 

Haile blessed Oake be thou for ever free 15 

From either stroke, or blast; may who wounds thee 

Pentheas fortune finde: Let some kinde hand 

Empale thee with a wall, that thou mayst stand 

9 name;] '*', 

12 done:] 

16 blast;] *, 

'VA 
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As high in Brittaines Loue, as Sol did see 

In Rome of Old the Sacred Cornell tree. 20 
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Historical Collation 

tie 
Poem #138: Upon the Hollow Tree unto which his H escaped after 

the unfortunate Battell at Worcester 

Artifacts: 020 

Copytext: 020 
tie 

Heading: Upon the Hollow Tree unto which his H escaped after 

the unfortunate Battell at Worcester 020. 

9 name;) '*', 020. 

12 done:) ""̂  020. 

16 blast;) "', 020. 
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